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I. LOCAL THEORY 
1. PREAMBLE 
By a quartet we mean a four-tuple (R, F, G, H), where R is a regular 
local domain and F, G, Ij are pairwise coprime nonzero principal ideals in 
R such that GH has a normal crossing at R and wherein two principal 
ideals in a regular local ring are said to be coprime in that ring if their sum 
is not contained in any principal prime ideal in that ring. Given a quartet 
(R, F, G, H), we are interested in showing that, upon applying a suitable 
finite succession of monoidal transformations, FGH will have only normal 
crossings; here F is of primary interest; G and H play an auxiliary role. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
Geometrically speaking, given a simple point of an ambient variety and 
given a hypersurface embedded in that variety, we may think of R as the 
local ring of that point of the ambient variety and we may think of F as the 
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local equation of the hypersurface at that point. Roughly speaking, let us 
say that the point is a curvilinear point of the hypersurface to mean that to 
simplify that point it takes the same sort of effort as it does to simplify a 
point of a plane curve. One way of making precise the idea of a curvilinear 
point was developed by Zariski and he then called it an equisingular point 
(see the fourth volume of his Collected Papers). By listening to Zariski’s 
theory of equisingularity, I was inspired towards another way of making 
precise the idea of a curvilinear point and I then called it a good point and 
obtained, in 1966, a simple proof of total desingularization of embedded 
surfaces as an easy consequence of the theory of good points. Leaving this 
proof of desingularization to Part II, in the first part I present an 
exposition of the local theory of good points. 
Now our good points are much cruder than Zariski’s equisingular 
points. The main difference between the two can roughly be described thus. 
At an equisingular point, the singular locus of the hypersurface is required 
to coincide with the equimultiple locus of the hypersurface and this locus is 
required to be a subhypersurface having a simple point, whereas at a good 
point we consider only the two-codimensional portion of the equimultiple 
locus of the hypersurface and we only require this portion to be a sub- 
hypersurface having a normal crossing (here, by a subhypersurface we 
mean a nonempty subvarity of the ambient variety such that every 
irreducible component of the subvariety is two-codimensional in the 
ambient variety; likewise, by the two-codimensional portion of the 
equimultiple locus we mean the union of the two-codimensional com- 
ponents of the equimultiple locus, wherein the codimension is again relative 
to the ambient variety). Moreover, a good point is required to be curvelike 
only until a reduction in multiplicity is achieved, whereas an equisingular 
point is required to be curvelike all the way until we reach simple points. In 
other words, at a good point we blow up any one irreducible component of 
the two-codimensional portion of the equimultiple locus and we require 
that at every resulting point, where the multiplicity has not dropped, the 
two-codimensional portion of the new equimultiple locus is again a sub- 
hypersurface having a normal crossing, and so on, until the multiplicity of 
the hypersurface has everywhere dropped; on the other hand, at an 
equisingular point, the singular locus is blown up and at every resulting 
singular point it is required that the new singular locus should coincide 
with the new equimultiple locus and this locus is again required to be a 
subhypersurface having a simple point and so on, until the multiplicity of 
the hypersurface has everywhere become one. 
Although good points are cruder than equisingular points, or perhaps 
hrcause they are cruder, they seem to be better adapted for 
desingularization; in this connection the italicized qualification any one in 
the above sentence is quite important as it contributes to a smooth passage 
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from local to global. Indeed, such a smooth passage is one nice merit of 
good points; in fact, the philosophical dictum which inspired the proof of 
surface desingularization by good points can be verbalized by saying that: 
make your local definitions the strongest possible and then globalization 
will be almost automatic. At any rate, the proof of surface desingularization 
by good points has recently led me to a canonical proof of 
desingularization of varieties of any dimension. The feeling that it should 
serve as a good introduction to the higher-dimensional canonical 
desingularization is the reason why I am now publishing this old proof of 
surface desingularization by good points. 
As we are interested in the total transform and not just the proper trans- 
form, so we must keep a record of the exceptional locus. This accounts for 
the auxiliary principal ideals G and H; in effect, GH is the local equation of 
the historical exceptional locus. The partitioning of GH into G and H is 
meant for keeping an even more accurate historical record; in effect, G is 
older than H. 
Now the prototype of a good point is the singularity at the origin of the 
surface 
Zd - X“Yh = 0 with 
a+h>d>C+&wheretiandhare 
the residues of a and b modulo d. 
In fact, a d-fold good point of a surface can be thought of as a point near 
which the surface looks like the above prototype for some a and 6. Briefly 
speaking, one of the main results of Part I is that after sufficiently many 
quadratic transformations are applied to any given d-fold point of a sur- 
face, all the resulting d-fold points are good; or, spoken negatively, for sur- 
faces, there does not exist any infinite quadratic sequence of bad d-fold 
points. 
3. NOTATION 
We shall tacitly use the terminology and the elementary observations of 
Section 1 of my book “Resolution of Singularities of Embedded Algebraic 
Surfaces” [l]; we shall cite this as the Resolution Book. We shall also 
tacitly use the fact that every regular local ring is a unique factorization 
domain and the fact that the quotient ring of any regular local ring with 
respect to any prime ideal in it is again a regular local ring; for the proof of 
these facts see (28.7) and (28.3) of Nagata’s book “Local Rings” [2]. For 
any domain R and any nonnegative integer i, by g’(R) we shall denote the 
set of all i-dimensional members of ‘B(R). By a duet we mean a pair (R, F), 
where R is a regular local domain and F is a nonzero principal ideal in R. 
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Recall that two principal ideals F and Z in a regular local domain are said 
to be coprime in R if F+ Z is not contained in any principal prime ideal in 
R. By a trio we mean a triple (R, F, I), where R is a regular local domain 
and F and I are nonzero principal ideals in R such that F and I are 
coprime in R and I has a normal crossing at R. Recall that by a quartet we 
mean a four-tuple (R, F, G, H), where R is a regular local domain and 
F, G, H are nonzero principal ideals in R such that F, G, H are pairwise 
coprime in R and GH has a normal crossing at R. Note that if (R, F, G, H) 
is a quartet then (R, F, GH) is a trio. We take this opportunity to give an 
(3.1) Errata to the Resolution Book. In the Table of Contents, the third page number from 
the bottom should be changed from 283 to 285. 
In line 8 of page 11 change P, = Q to P, = P. 
In the first line of (1.5.4) on page 24, delete the word pseudogeometric. 
In the displayed equation (1) of the last line of page 53, change (z/x’)” R’ to (z/x’)” R’. 
In hne 14 of page 62, change R,,,(o,, to ho,. 
In the first line of (3.3.1) on page 63, as well as in the first line of (3.4.1) on page 64, change 
“in E has” to “in E’ has.” 
On page 126, the entire sentence “Since W/.X*’ . ..x *R’ whenever a#O,” which starts on 
line 13 and ends on line 15, should be deleted. 
In line 18 of page 126, change h’((z*/x*)‘R’) p h’((z*/x*)‘+ ’ R’) = to h’((z*/x*)‘+’ R’) =. 
In line 19 of page 126, change “hence h’((w/x*‘) R’) =” to “hence h’((w/x*‘) R’) k.” 
In line 20 of page 126, change “h’((z*/;w*)’ R’); since” to “h’((z*/x*)“’ R’); since.” 
In line 13 of page 168, change 3(Z,, A’)n ... nI(Z,,, A’) to 3(Z,,X)n ... n3(Z,, X). 
In line 21 of page 176, change Z* =Z* v  ... v  Z: to Z* = (U,+i (Z,n Z,))u 
(ZTU ‘.. uZ,*). 
In line 1 of page 184, change X then * to then A’*. 
In the second line of (7.4.2) on page 195, change R,GG*(J,) to R,,E G*(J,). 
In the fourth line from the bottom of page 220, change 6*(3(Y)) to 6(3(Y)). 
In the second line of (12.1.1) on page 263, change R(A, P) to %(A, P). 
4. PREGOOD POINTS 
Let R be a regular local domain, let dim R = n, let F, G, H, Z be nonzero 
principal ideals in R, let d= ord, F, and let EC B(R). 
We say that (E, I) has an elementwise normal crossing at R to mean that 
(S, I) has a normal crossing at R for every SEE. We say that E is hyper- 
planar at R to mean that 
either E = @ or (WR)\MR)‘) n n M(S) + 0. 
SEE 
We say that E has a hyperplanar normal crossing at R to mean that either 
E= fa or there exists a basis (x1, . . . . x,) of M(R) together with a subset 
W(S) of ( 1, . . . . n} for every S in E such that 
RnM(S)= c x,R for every S in E 
IE W(S) 
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and 
n wf0. 
SEE 
For any S E 3(R) we define 
inc[R, S](Z) = card{S’E B’(S): IS’ ZS’}, 
where as usual card denotes cardinal number and inc is meant to suggest 
incidence. Also we define 
inc[R, E](Z) = 
max(inc[R, S](Z): SEE} if E#QI 
-cc if E=@. 
We say that (R, F, I) is resolved to mean that (R, F) is resolved and FZ 
has a normal crossing at R and we say that (R, F, I) is unresolved to mean 
that (R, F, I) is not resolved; we define 
I 
d if (R, F) is unresolved 
ado[R](F, I) = 1 if (R, F) is resolved but (R, F, I) is unresolved 
0 if (R, F, I) is resolved, 
where ado is meant to suggest adjusted order; we define 
@!(R, F, I) = {SE B(R): ado[S](FS, IS) = ado[R](F, I)}, 
where C? is meant to suggest equimultiple locus; for every nonnegative 
integer i we define 
@(R,F,Z)= (S~65(R,F,Z):dimS=i}, 
and finally we define 
C?*(R, F, G, H)= {SE@*(R, F, GH): inc[R, S](G) 
= inc[R, @*(R, F, GH)](G)}. 
We say that (R, F) is pregood to mean that (R, F) is unresolved and 
E*( R, F) is nonempty and C%*(R, F) has a normal crossing at R. We say 
that (R, F, G, H) is pregood to mean that (R, F, GH) is unresolved and 
@*(R, F, GH) is nonempty and Q*(R, F, GH) has a normal crossing at R 
and (C%*(R, F, G, H), GH) has an elementwise normal crossing at R. 
In the following eight lemmas we make some obvious observations 
concerning the above concepts; these eight lemmas may be used tacitly. 
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LEMMA (4.1). Upon letting D = ado [ R](F, I) we have the following. 
( 1) D is a nonnegative integer. 
(2) D > 2 o (R, F) is unresolved. 
(3) IfD>2 then D=d.‘ 
(4) D = 1 o (R, F) is resolved and (R, F, I) is unresolved. 
(5) If D = 1 and I has a normal crossing at R then d> 1. 
(6) D=O-(R, F, I) is resolved. 
Proof: Obvious. 
LEMMA (4.2). Let (x,, . . . . x,) be a basis of M(R). Let SE 5%(R) and let 
m=dim S. Let q be an integer with O<q dn such that x~EM(S) for 
1 6 i 6 q. Then m 2 q and there exist elements y,, , , . . . . y, in R such that 
M(S) = (x 1, ..., xq, Yq, 15 “‘> Y,) s. 
Proof: Recall that since R is regular, so is S. We shall prove our asser- 
tion, by induction on q. For q = 0 we have nothing to show. So let q #O 
and suppose that the assertion is true for all values of q smaller than the 
given one. Let U: R -+ R/x, R be the canonical epimorphism and let 
B= u(R), x,! = u(x,), and Q = u(Rn M(S)). Now B is a regular local 
domain with dim B = n - 1 and M(B) = (xi, . . . . ,ui). Also Q is a prime ideal 
in B and hence B, is regular; moreover, B, is isomorphic to S/x, S and 
hence dim B, = m - 1. Clearly x: E Q for 2 6 i 6 q and hence by the induc- 
tion hypothesis m - 1 > q - 1 and there exist elements yk + , , . . . . yi in B 
such that M(B,) = (xi, . . . . XI, yi+ I, . . . . yL) B,. We can take y;~ R with 
~(y,)=y: for q + 16 i<m. Now clearly m >q and M(S) = (x,, . . . . x,, 
Yy + 1 ? “‘2 Yn,) s. 
LEMMA (4.3). Given any SE %(R) we have the following. 
(1) If I has a normal crossing at R then IS has a normal crossing at S. 
(2) If F and I are coprime in R then FS and IS are coprime in S. 
(3) Zf (R, F, I) is a trio then (S, FS, IS) is a trio. 
(4) lf (R, F, G, H) is a quartet then (S, FS, GS, HS) is a quartet. 
Proof For a moment suppose that I has a normal crossing at R; then 
we can find a basis (x1, . . . . x,) of M(R) together with nonnegative integers 
q,r(l) ,..., r(n) such that Z=.U;~“~.. n x’(“)R and q < n and xi E M(S) for 
1~ i < q and X, # M(S) for q + 1 <j < n; now upon letting m = dim S, by 
(4.2) we see that m > q and there exist elements y,, ,, . . . . y, in R such that 
M(S) = (x 1, . . . . xqr y,, 1, . . . . y,)S; clearly IS = x;(l) . . . x;(q)S and hence IS 
has a normal crossing at S. This proves (1). Part (2) is obvious. Parts (3) 
and (4) follow from (1) and (2). 
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LEMMA (4.4). Given any SE B(R) we have the following. 
( 1) Zf (R, F) is resolved then (S, FS) is resolved. 
(2) Zf (R, F) is resolved and FS # S then ords FS = d. 
(3 ) Zf (S, FS) is resolved and ord, FS = d then (R, F) is resolved. 
(4) If (R, F, I) is resolved then (S, FS, IS) is resolved. 
Proof In case d= 0, (1) (2) and (3) are obvious, whereas (4) follows 
from (4.3). So henceforth assume that df 0. Then n #O. For a moment 
suppose that (R, F) is resolved; then F= xdR with .x E M(R)\ M( R)‘; now 
if x$ M(S) then FS= S and obviously (S, FS) is resolved; on the other 
hand, if ,Y E M(S) then FS = x“S and by (4.2) we have ord, x = 1 and hence 
(S, FS) is resolved and ord, FS= d. This proves (1) and (2). Also (4) 
follows from (1) and (4.3). Now abandoning the hypothesis that (R, F) is 
resolved, clearly we can find positive integers e, r( 1 ), . . . . r(e) and pairwise 
distinct nonzero principal prime ideals F,, . . . . F, in R and a nonnegative 
integer q such that F= F;(l)... e FrCeJ and q<e and FicM(S) for 1 <i<q 
and F, G! M(S) for q + 1 <j 6 e. Upon letting ord, F, = d(i) we clearly have 
that d( 1 ), . . . . d(e) are positive integers and r( 1) d( 1) + .. . + r(e) d(e) = d. 
Now obviously F, S, . . . . FyS are pairwise distirict nonzero principal prime 
ideals in S and we have FS = (F, S)“” . . (F,S)“y’; therefore, if (S, FS) is 
resolved and ord, FS = d then we must have q = 1 and r( 1) = d and hence 
e = 1 = d( 1). Therefore, if (S, FS) is resolved and ord,FS = d then (R, F) is 
resolved. This proves (3). 
LEMMA (4.5). We have the following. 
( 1) Zf (R, F) is unresolved then @(R, F, I) = @(R, F). 
(2) Zf Z has a normal crossing at R and (R, F, I) is unresolved then 
E( R, F, I) c @(R, F). 
Proof Follows from (4.1) (4.3) and (4.4). 
LEMMA (4.6). Assume that d # 0. Also assume that E has a normal cross- 
ing at R andfor every SE E we have ord, F 3 d. Then n # 0 and E c Q(R, F) 
and E has a hyperplanar normal crossing at R. Moreover, tf d = 1 then there 
exists a basis (x, , . . . . x,) of M(R) such that F= x, R and such that for every 
SEE we have 
RnM(S)= c x,R 
ie W(S) 
for some W(S)c { 1, . . . . n} with 1 E W(S). 
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Proof Since d # 0, we have n # 0. Since E has a normal crossing at R, 
there exists a basis (y, , . . . . y,) of M(R) such that for every SE E we have 
RnM(S)= c yiR 
it U(S) 
for some U(S) c { 1, . . . . n}. Let v: R + R/M(R) be the canonical 
epimorphism and let Z,, . . . . Z, be indeterminates. Upon taking f E R with 
F= fR we can find a nonzero homogeneous polynomial J(Z, , . . . . Z,) of 
degree d in Z,, . . . . Z, with coefficients in R such that f= J(vl, ..,, y,) and 
such that upon letting J*(Z,, . . . . Z,) to be the polynomial obtained by 
applying v to the coefficients of J(Z,, . . . . Z,) we have that J*(Z,, . . . . Z,) is 
a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree d in Z,, . . . . Z, with coef- 
ficients in v(R). Given any SE E we have ord, F 2 d and hence we can find 
a nonzero homogeneous polynomial Js((Zi)i, u,sJ of degree d in (Zi)ie u,sj 
with coefficients in R such that f= J,((y,),, uCsJ), and now upon letting 
J,*((zi)ie U(S) ) be the polynomial in (Zi)ieuCsI with coefficients in v(R) 
obtained by applying v to the coefficients of Js((Zi)icuCsj) we get 
J*(z,) . ..) zr7) = Js*((zi)ic U(S)) 
and hence we get ord, F= d and 
J*(z,) . ..) Zn) E V(R)C(Zi)i, u(s)]* 
Therefore E c (I!( R, F) and upon letting 
U= n U(S) 
SEE 
we get 
J*(z,) . ..) Zn) E V(R)C(Zi)ie ul. 
Since d ~0, we also have 
J*(z,) . ..) ZJ # v(R). 
Therefore V # 0 and hence E has a hyperplanar normal crossing at R. 
Henceforth assume that d = 1. Then 
J(Z 1, . ..) Z,) = c a(i) zj with a( 1 ), . . . . a(n) in R 
I<r<n 
and a(k) 6 M(R) for some k E U. Given any SE E we have 
Js(b,),, u(s) ) =f = J(Y, 9 *‘., Y,) 
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and hence we must have 
JS((zi)i6 U(S) I= 1 a.S(i)Zi with a,(i) E R 
it U(S) 
and a,(k) $ M(R) and therefore we get 
RnM(S)= 1 yiR=F+ 1 Y,R. 
IE U(S) it- U(.s\(k) 
We can take a bijection p of { 1, . . . . H} onto itself such that p(k) = 1 and 
then upon letting xpCk) =f and 
xp(i)=Yi for ifk and WS) =P(u(s)) for all S E E 
we see that (x, , . . . . x,) is a basis of M(R) and for every SE E we have 
1 E W(S) c (1, . . . . n} and 
RnM(S)= c .x,R. 
IE W(S) 
LEMMA (4.7). E has a hyperplanar normal crossing at R iff E has a 
normal crossing at R and E is hyperplanar at R. 
Proof: If E has a hyperplanar normal crossing at R then obviously E 
has a normal crossing at R and E is hyperplanar at R. Also, if E is empty 
then obviously E has a hyperplanar normal crossing at R. So finally 
assume that E is nonempty, E has a normal crossing at R, and E is hyper- 
planar at R; then, since E is nonempty and E is hyperplanar at R, there 
exists x E R such that ord, .Y = 1 and x E M(S) for all SE E; in particular, 
then xR is a nonzero principal ideal in R such that ord, xR = 1 and 
ord, xR b 1 for all SE E, therefore by (4.6) we see that E has a hyperplanar 
normal crossing at R. 
LEMMA (4.8). Let R* be a regular local domain such that R* dominates 
R, dim R* = dim R, and M(R)R* = M(R*). Let F* = FR* and G* = GR* 
and H* = HR*, and I* = IR*. Then we have the following. 
(1) ord,. F* = ord, F. 
(2) If J* is any ideal in R* then dim R*/J* d dim R/(R n J* ). 
(3) If F and I are coprime in R then F* and I* are coprime in R*. 
(4) If I has a normal crossing at R then I* has a normal crossing 
at R*. 
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(5) If (R, F, I) is a trio then (R*, F*, I*) is a trio. 
(6) Zf (R, F, G, H) is a quartet then (R*, F*, G*, H*) is a quartet. 
(7) Zf (R, F) is resolved then (R*, F*) is resolved, 
(8) Zf (R, F, I) is resolved then (R*, F*, Z* ) is resolved. 
(9) Zf (R, F) is resolved and Z has a normal crossing at R and 
S* E ‘B(R*) and SE B(R) are such that S* dominates S and (S, FS, IS) is 
unresolved then (S*, FS, IS*) is unresolved. 
Proof: Part (1) is obvious. To prove (2) let J* be any ideal in R*; if 
J* = R* then dim R*/J* = -CC = dim R/(R n J*); so now suppose that 
J* # R*; then dim R/(R n J*) is a nonnegative integer and there exists 
VC M(R) with card V=dim R/(Rn J*) such that (R nJ*) + VR is 
primary for M(R); since (R n J*) + VR is primary for M(R), there exists a 
positive integer s such that M(R)’ c (R n J*) + VR; now 
A4(R*)” = M(R)” R* c (R n J*) R* + VR* c J* + VR* c M(R*) 
and hence J* + VR* is primary for M( R*); therefore dim R*/J* < card V 
and hence dim R*/J* 6 dim R/(R n J*). This proves (2). For a moment 
suppose that F* and Z* are not coprime in R *; then there exists a principal 
prime ideal P* in R* such that F* +Z*c P*; now clearly 
dim R*/P* >n - 1 and therefore by (2) we have dim R/(R n P*) > n - 1 
and hence R n P* is a principal prime ideal in R; clearly F + Zc R n P* 
and hence F and Z are not coprime in R. This proves (3). Henceforth aban- 
don the assumption that F* and Z* are not coprime in R*. Part (4) is 
obvious. Parts (5) and (6) follow from (3) and (4). Part (7) is obvious. Part 
(8) follows from (4) and (7). 
Finally, assume that (R, F) is resolved and Z has a normal crossing at R 
and let S* E B(R*) and SE B(R) be such that S* dominates S and 
(S, FS, IS) is unresolved. Now by (4.3) and (4.4) we see that (S, FS) is 
resolved and IS has a normal crossing at S and therefore we see that 
FS#S and 
FZS does not have a normal crossing at S (11) 
and hence we see that F# R and, in view of (4.3) by (11) we also see that 
FZ does not have a normal crossing at R. (12) 
Since (R, F) is resolved and Ff R, we see that 
d#O and F=x;R with x,,EM(R)\M(R)* (13) 
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and, because FS # S, we also see that 
X,EM(S). (14) 
We can write Z= x6 Z, where t is a nonnegative integer and Z is a nonzero 
principal ideal in R such that i ti x,R; since Z has a normal crossing at R, 
in view of (12) and (13) we now see that ic M(R) and i has a normal 
crossing at R; consequently there exists a basis (x,, . . . . x,,) of M(R) 
together with positive integers e, r( 1 ), . . . . r(e) and a nonnegative integer q 
such that q d e 6 n and Z= x;(I) . ,Y$~‘R and xi E M(S) for 1 6 i < q and 
xi $ M(S) for q + 1 <j < e; now, upon letting r(O) = d + t, in view of (13) 
and (14) we see that 
r(O), . . . . r(q) are positive integers, (15) 
X~E M(R)\M(R)* for O<i<q, (16) 
x0 R, . . . . xy R are pairwise distinct nonzero principal prime ideals 
in R, (17) 
XiEM(S) for O<i<q, (18) 
and 
FZS = $j”) . . . $WS. (19) 
By (17), (18), and (19) we see that 
xos , . . . . .u,,S are pairwise distinct nonzero principal prime ideals 
in S. (20) 
In view of (1 ), by (16) we see that 
x;EM(R*)\M(R*)~ for O<i<q 
and hence, in view of (3), by ( 17) we see that 
x0 R*, . . . . .xy R* are pairwise distinct nonzero principal prime 
ideals in R*. (21) 
Since S* dominates S, by (18) we see that 
X;E M(S*) for O<i<q 
and hence in view of (21) we see that 
x,s*, . ..) x,S* are pairwise distinct nonzero principal prime 
ideals in S*. (22) 
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Since S* dominates S, by (19) we see that 
FIS* = x;(O) . . x;~)s*. (23) 
If UOXO + f.. + u,x, # M(S)2 for every (q + 1 )-tuple (a,, . . . . a4) of elements 
in S at least one of which is not in M(S), then in view of (18) we must have 
q+ 1 6 dim S and upon letting rn = dim S we can find elements 
7 Ay+l ,..., z,,+, in M(S) such that M(S)=(x, ,..., xy,zy+, . . . . z,-,)S and, 
in view of (19), this would contradict (11); therefore there exist elements 
b o, . . . . b, in S such that box0 + . . . + b,x, E M(S)2 and 6, # M(S) for some j 
with 0 <j d q; since S c S* and S n M(S* ) = M(S) and M(S)2 c M( S*)2, 
we conclude that 
there exist elements b,, . . . . b, in S* such that box0 + .. . + 
b,x,EM(S*)2 and bj#M(S*) for somej with O<j<q. (24) 
By (15), (22), (23), and (24) we see that FZS* does not have a normal 
crossing at S; therefore (S*, FS*, IS*) is unresolved. This proves (9). 
5. MONOIDAL TRANSFORMS 
Let R be a regular local domain and let n = dim R. Let F, G, H, Z be 
nonzero principal ideals in R and let d = ord, F and D = ado[R](F, I). 
Given any positive-dimensional S in %(R) having a simple point at R 
and given any monoidal transform R’ of (R, S), we define the (R, S, R’)- 
transform of (F, G, H) to be the unique triple (F’, G’, H’) of nonzero prin- 
cipal ideals in R’ such that F and G’ are the (R, S, R’)-transforms of F and 
G, respectively, and FG’H’ = FGHR’. Given any positive-dimensional S in 
23(R) having a simple point at R, by a monoidal transform of (R, F, G, H, S) 
we mean a four-tuple (R’, F, G’, H’) such that R’ is a monoidal transform 
of (R, S) and (F’, G’, H’) is the (R, S, R’)-transform of (F, G, H); note that 
then (R’, F’, G’H’) is a monoidal transform of (R, F, GH, S). If n # 0 then 
by a quadratic transform of (R, F) we mean a monoidal transform of 
(R, F, R), by a quadratic transform of (R, F, G) we mean a monoidal trans- 
form of (R, F, G, R), and by a quadratic transform of (R, F, G, H) we mean 
a monoidal transform of (R, F, G, H, R). 
The following four observations follow from (1.4), (1.9.5), (l.lOS), and 
(1.10.6) of the Resolution Book; these four observations may be used 
tacitly. 
OBSERVATION (5.1). Given any positive-dimensional S in E( R, F) such 
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that S has a simple point at R and given any monoidal transform (R’, F) of 
(R, F, S) we have the following. 
(1) ord,,F<d. 
(2) If (R, F) is resolved then (R’, F) is resolved. 
(3) Zf (R, F) is unresolved and ord., F = d then (R’, F’) is unresolved. 
OBSERVATION (5.2). Given any positive-dimensional S in @(R, F, I) such 
that (S, I) has a normal crossing at R and given any monoidal transform 
(R’, F’, I’) of (R,F, I, S) we have the following. 
(1) I’ has a normal crossing at R’. 
(2) ZfD#O then ado[R’](F’, Z’)<D and ord,,F’<d. 
(3) Ifado[R’](F’,Z’)=D#O then ord..F’=d#O. 
(4) rf ado[R’](F’, I’) CD 3 2 then ord.,F’ < d. 
(5) Zf (R, F, I) is a trio then (R’, F’, I’) is a trio. 
OBSERVATION (5.3). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and let d= 
ado [ R] (F, GH). Then given any positive-dimensional S in E( R, F, GH) such 
that (S, GH) has a normal crossing at R and given any monoidal transform 
(R’, F, G’, H’) of (R, F, G, H, S) we have the following. 
(1) (R’, F’, G’, H’) is a quartet. 
(2) Zfd#O then ado[R’](F’,G’H’)ddandord,,F’<d. 
(3) Ifado[R’](F’,G’H’)=d#O then ord.SF’=d#O. 
(4) Ifado[R’](F’, G’H’)<d>2 then ord.,F’<d. 
OBSERVATION (5.4). We note the following two cases of (5.3) which are 
of particular interest. First, we note that if (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and n # 0 
then, upon taking S = R, (5.3) is applicable to any quadratic transform 
(R’, F, G’, H’) of (R, F, G, H). Second, we note that tf (R, F, G, H) is a 
pregood quartet and S is any member of E2(R, F, G, H) then SE 
C!!( R, F, ,GH) and (S, GH) has a normal crossing at R and hence (5.3) is 
applicable to any monoidal transform (R’, F, G’, H’) of (R, F, G, H, S). 
In the rest of this section we shall prove several technical lemmas about 
monoidal transforms. The reader may find it convenient to skip the rest of 
this section and to refer to it, as much as necessary, for proofs. 
LEMMA (5.5). Assume that d # 0. Let SE C%*( R, F) be such that S has a 
simple point at R, let P = R A M(S), and let (x, , . . . . x,) be a basis of M(R) 
such that P = (x,, x,)R. Then we have the following. 
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(1) rf F k x2 R + M( R)P“ and (R’, F’) is any monoidal transform of 
(R, F, S) with F’ # R’ then x1/x2 E R’. 
(2) Zf (R’, F’) is any monoidal transform of (R, F, S) with x,/x2 E R’ 
then F’ & (x,, . . . . xn)R’ + M( R’)d+ ‘. 
(3) Zf (R’, F) is any monoidal transform of (R, F, S) with F’ # R’ then 
dim R’ = n. 
(4) Let i?, be the set of all monoidal transforms R’ of (R, S) such that 
for the (R, S,R’)-transform F of F we have F # R’. Let N= card R,. Then 
1 < N 6 d and upon letting R,, . . . . R, be the distinct members of k,, letting 
Fj be the (R, S, Rj)-transform of F, and letting dj = ord,,F, we have 1 6 d, + 
. . + + d, < d. 
Proof: We can take f E R with F= fR and then we have 
f =a,x~+a,x,x~-‘+ ... +a,xt with a,, . . . . ad in R 
and there exists a unique integer e with 0 <e B d such that 
a,$WR) and a, E M(R) for O<i<e. 
Obviously 
F d x2R+M(R)Pdee=0. (11) 
Now (~1, .4x,, x3, . . . . x,)R[xZ/xI] is a prime ideal in R[xZ/xI] and 
upon letting R* be the quotient ring of R[x2/x1] with respect to this prime 
ideal we have that 
R* is the only monoidal transform of (R, S) with .X,/X* 4 R*. (12) 
Clearly 
dim R*=n (13) 
and M(R*)=(x,, x2/x,, x3, . . . . xn)R* and M(R)R* is the prime ideal 
( x,, x3, .., x,,)R* and upon letting u: R* + R*/M(R)R* be the canonical 
epimorphism we have that u(R*) is a one-dimensional regular local 
domain with M(u(R*)) = u(xz/xI) u(R*); also (f/x;‘)R* is the (R, S, R*)- 
transform of F and we have 
u(f/x?) = 1 da,) u(xJx, )j 
tJ<i<d 
and hence 
and u(u,) # M(u(R*)) 
upon letting F* be the (R, S, R*)-transform of F we have 
min( 1, e) < ord,, F* <e. (14) 
Now (1) follows from (11) (12) and (14). 
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Let A = R[x,/x,], let u: R + R/M(R) be the canonical epimorphism, let 
Z be an indeterminate, and let w: A -+ u( R)[Z] be the unique epimorphism 
such that w(x,/x~) = Z and w(a)= u(a) for all UE R; note that then 
ker(w) = M(R),4 = (.x2, . . . . x,),4; also 
and u(u,) #O. 
If (R’, F) is any monoidal transform of (R, F, S) with x,/x2 E R’ then 
F = (f/x$R’ and upon letting Q = A n M(R’) we have R’ = A, and 
ker(w) c Q and hence w(Q) is a principal prime ideal in U( R)[Z] and 
w(f/x;‘) 4 w(Q)“’ I and therefore 
and hence 
fi-6 $ b,, ..., x,)R’ + M(R’)“+ ’ 
F & (X2,..., x,>)R’ + M( R’)d+ I; 
this proves (2). 
Let iT, be the set of all monoidal transforms R’ of (R, S) such that for 
the (R. S, R’)-transform F’ of F we have F’ ZR’. Now 
M’(f/.Y$ = u(u,) n uj(zp, I < , < 1,1 
where 
nz is an integer with min(l,d-e)<m<d-e (15) 
and 
e, ? . . . . e, are positive integers with e, + . . . + e,, < d - e (16) 
and U,(Z), . . . . U,(Z) are pairwise distinct nonconstant manic irreducible 
polynomials in Z with coefficients in u(R). Let 
Qj=wp’(~j(z)~(R)CZI) for 1 <j<m. 
Then Ql, . . . . Q, are prime ideals in A and upon letting 
R,=AQ, for 1 <j<m 
we have that 
R 11 ..., R,,, are exactly all the distinct members of i?, which 
contain -Y, 1.~~. (17) 
647:6X.2-2 
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dim R, = n for 1 Gj6m (18) 
and 
upon letting F, be the (R,S, RI)-transform of F we have 
O<ord.(F,<e, for 1 <jdm. (19) 
Now (3) and (4) follow from (12) to (19). 
LEMMA (5.6). Assume that d # 0. Let SE (X2( R,F) be such that S has a 
simple point at R and let P= R n M(S). Let (y,, x2, . . . . x,,) be a basis of 
M(R) such that P = ( yl, x,)R. Assume that there exists r E R such that upon 
letting x, = y , + rx? we have F=(x;‘+f*)R with f*EM(R)“+‘. Then we 
have the following. 
(1) M(R) = (x, ,.., x,,)R and P = (x1, x,)R and 
F d (x2, . . . . x,,)R + M(R)“+ ’ 
and 
F= (x7+ a,xzxy-’ + .‘. + a,x$R with a,, . . . . a, in M(R). 
(2) There exists a unique monoidal transform (R’, F ) of (R, F, S) such 
that x1/x2 E M( R’). Moreover, for this unique (R’, F) we have that 
dim R’=n and R’ is residually rational over R and M(R’) = 
(x,/x2, -x2, ...> x”)R’ and for every monoidal transform (R’, , F’,) of (R, F, S) 
with R’, # R’ we have F’, = R’, . 
Proof: Obviously M(R) = (x,, . . . . x,)R and P= (x,, x,)R and upon 
letting 
f=$+f* 
we have F=fR d (x,, . . . . x,)R+ M(R)d+l. Since SEE’(R, F), we have 
f=ci,x~+ci,x,x~-‘+ .. . +ci,x< with ci,, . . . . (id in R. 
Upon comparing the above two displayed expressions for p and remember- 
ing that f * E M(R)df’ we see that &,&M(R) and ci,eM(R) for 1 didd 
and hence upon letting 
f =fla, and a, = aila, for l<idd 
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we get that F =,fR and 
, f  = .Y: + CI,.Y~.Y;I- ’ + + a,,.$ with a,, . . . . ad in M(R). 
Since F ti (x *, . . . . s,)R + M(R) ‘+ ‘, by (5.5) we see that if (R*, F*) is any 
monoidal transform of (R, F, S) with F* # R* then xr /x2 E R*. 
Let (R’, F) be the unique monoidal transform of (R, F, S) such that 
x,/x2 E M( R’), i.e., equivalently, let A = R[x, /x2], let R’ = A p, where Q is 
the prime ideal (x,/x2, x2, . . . . x,,)A in A, and let F’ = (f/x$R’. Note that 
then dim R’ = IZ and R’ is residually rational over R and M(R’) = 
(-x,/-yz, x2, .‘, x,)R’. Now let u: R + R/M(R) be the canonical epimorphism, 
let 2 be an indeterminate, and let H’: A + u(R)[Z] be the unique 
epimorphism such that w(x,/x2) = Z and w(a) = v(a) for all aE R; note 
that then ker( w) = M( R)A = (x,, . . . . .x,,)A and w(Q) = Zu( R)[Z] and 
w(f/x$) = Zd; therefore F’ # R’ and for every monoidal transform (R*, F*) 
of (R, F, S) with .Y~/.Y~E R* #R’ we have F* = R*. 
LEMMA (5.7). Assume that d # 0. Let SE @(R, F) he such that S has a 
simple point at R and let P= R n M(S). Let (z,, z2, x3, . . . . x,) be a basis of 
M(R) such that P=(z, , zz)R and let K be a coefficient set for R. Let 
(R’. F’) be a monoidal transform qf (R, F, S) such that ord,.F’ = d and let 
i 
(:I, -2) 
(?‘I?-v2)= (=?,=,) 
if z,/z,~R’ 
iJ z,/z2 4 R’. 
Then there exists a unique r E K such that (y, /x2) + r E M(R’). Moreover, for 
this unique r, upon letting xl = y, + rx2 we haoe F= (xy+ f  *)R with 
f  * E M(R)d+ ‘. 
Proof Obviously M(R) = (y, x2 , . . . . x,)R and P= (y,, x,)R and 
y,/s, E R’. Since SE E2( R, F), upon taking f  E R with F= fR we have 
,f = a,?$ + a, .u,j*f- * + . + a&j with a,,, . . . . ad in R 
and 
q$ M(R) for some j with 0 < j < d. 
Let A = R[y,/x2], let Q = A n M(R’), let u: R -+ R/M(R) be the canonical 
epimorphism, let Z be an indeterminate, and let w: A -+ u(R)[Z] be the 
unique epimorphism such that w(yi /x2) = Z and w(a) = v(a) for all a E R. 
Note that now Q is a prime ideal in A and R’= A, and (jj/x$ R’ = 
F’ c M( R’ )d and 
ker(w) = M(R)A = (x2, . . . . x,)A c Q 
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and hence w(Q) is a principal prime ideal in u(R)[Z] such that 
w( f/x$ E w(Q)*; also 
w(f/x:) = u(uo) P+ u(a,) Zd-’ + ‘. . + U(Q) 
and 
o(q) # 0 for some j with 0 6 j 6 d; 
therefore U(Q) # 0 and there exists a unique r E K such that 
WWx;‘) = da0)(Z + u(r)Y and w(Q) = (Z+ 4r)MRKZl. 
Clearly r is also the unique element in K such that (JJ,/x,) + rE M(R’), 
Finally, upon letting 
xl = y , + rx? , f=flu,, f* = f- x’: 
we obviously have 
F=fR, f=xf+f*, f*~kf(R)~+‘. 
LEMMA (5.8). Let (x,, . . . . x,,) be a basis of M(R). Assume that n > 2 and 
let m be an integer with 2 6 m 6 n and let A = R[.u,/.ul, x,/.x,, . . . . .Y,,/.x~]. 
Then (x,/x,)A is a prime ideal in A and Rn (.x,jx,)A =x, R. Moreover, if 
m = 2 and n 2 3 and j is any integer with 3 < j<n then (.x,/x1, x,)A is a 
prime ideal in A and R n (x,/x,, xj)A = (x,, xj)R. 
Proof: Let rO, r, , rz be any given elements in A such that r,,r, = 
(x, /.x2) rz. Clearly we can find a positive integer e such that for 0 d id 2 we 
have r;x’; = si(x,, . . . . x,,), where s,(Z,, . . . . Z,,,) is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree e in indeterminates Z, , . . . . Z,, with coefficients in R (note that the 
zero polynomial is regarded to be a homogeneous polynomial of any 
degree). Upon multiplying both sides of the equation rOr, = (s,/xz) rz by 
sz’ we get 
soby I ) . . . . x,) s,(x, , . . . . x,) = x,x;- 1s2(x,, . . . . xm) E x, R. 
Clearly X, R is a prime ideal in R and hence there exists a permutation 
(q(O), q(1)) of (0, 1) such that s~,~,(.Y,, . . . . x,,)~.x,R and now we can write 
sY(Ol t-u , 3 . . . . x,) = x,s3(x ,, . . . . x,), where s,(Z,, . . . . Z,) is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree e - 1 in Z,, . . . . Z, with coefficients in R, and upon 
letting rj = s3(s,, . . . . x,,)/x~ , we get r3 E A and ry,o, = (x,/x2) r). This 
proves that (x,/x,)A is a prime ideal in A. 
Let any f E R and r E A be given such that t = (x, 1~~) r. Clearly we can 
find a positive integer q such that r = s(x,, . . . . x,)/x2, where s(Z,, . . . . Z,) is 
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a homogeneous polynomial of degree q in Z,, . . ..Z. with coefftcients in R. 
Upon multiplying both sides of the equation t = (x1/x2) r by x4+ ’ we get 
txq+‘=x~s(x,, . ..) x,). It follows that t E-X, R. This proves that 
R n (x,/xZ)A c x, R and hence R n (x,/x,)A =x1 R. 
Henceforth assume that m = 2 and n > 3 and let j be any integer with 
3 < j<n. Let u: A + A/(x,/x?)A be the canonical epimorphism. Now 
obviously u(A) = u(R) and by what we have just proved we also know that 
Rn ker(u)=x,R. Therefore it follows that (x,/x,, x,)A is a prime ideal in 
A and R n (x,/x2, x,)A = (x,, x,)R. 
LEMMA (5.9). Let (x , , . . . . x,) he a basis of M(R). Assume that n > 2 and 
let q be an integer with 2 < q < n. Let P, = (x, , x,)R for 2 6 j < q. Then for 
every nonnegative integer e we have that (x; . x:x-i)OGiGr is a basis of 
P;n ... nPZ. 
Proof. We shall make induction on e. The assertion is obvious for e = 0. 
So let e # 0 and assume that the assertion is true for all values of e smaller 
than the given one. Let u: R + R/x,R be the canonical epimorphism. Then 
u(R) is a regular local domain with dim u(R) = n - 1 and (u(xz), . . . . u(x,)) 
is a basis of M(u(R)). Given any f  E P; n . . . n P; we have u(f) E u(P,‘) = 
u(x,)’ u(R) for 2 < j < q and consequently we have u(f) = u(a,) u(x; . . . x;) 
for some a, E R, and now upon letting f* = f - a,x; . . .x; we get f  * E x, R 
and f*EP;n . . . n P; and therefore we have f * = x,f ‘ with f '  E P;- ’ n 
. . n P;- ‘, and hence by the induction hypothesis we see that 
and so we get 
f= c aixi . . xsx-’ with a,, . . . . a, in R. 
O<i<P 
LEMMA (5.10). Let (z,, . . . . zn ) be a basis of M(R). Assume that n 3 2 and 
let q be an integer with 2 6 q <n. Let P,= (z,, z,)R for 2 6 j6 q. Assume 
thatd#OandFcPin ... n Pf. Let P= Pz and S= R,. Assume that either 
(1) there exists a quadratic transform (S’, P) of (S, FS) with ord,! p = d or 
(2) FS=((s*z,+t*~,)~+f,)S with s*ES, t*ES, and fiEM(S)d+‘. Then 
there exists a basis (x, , . . . . x,)ofM(R)suchthatPj=(x,,xj)Rfor2djdq 
and such that for some f  E R with F = fR we have 
f=x;I+ c a,x: . . . x~.xY-~ with 
I<i<d L 
a,, . . . . ad in xZR. 
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Proof: We can take YE R with F =yR and then by (5.9) we have 
s= C iii”;. . .$,zfmi with Go, . . . . ii, in R. 
O<i<d 
Since ord, F= d we see that 
ii,+-z;$M(R) for some j with 0 6 j 6 d. 
By (5.7) we see that (1) implies (2); therefore we always have 
f= a*(s*z, + t*q)d+f*, 
where 
a* E S\M(S) and ,f* E M( sy+ l 
and where 
s* E 5’ and t* E S with either s* $ M(S) or t* $ M(S). 
Upon letting u: S -+ S/M(S) be the canonical epimorphism, letting Z, and 
Z, be indeterminates, and comparing the above two expressions ofywe get 
o;<du(Li,z; ~~.z~)Z~t:--~=u(u*,[~(s*)Z* +u(t*)Z,]d. 
. . 
We can first write s* =i/T/? and t* = I/F with FE R\P and SE R and ZE R; 
second, either 24 P or I$ P and hence we can write u(i) = u(s) ti(r*) and 
u(i)=u(t)u(r*) with r*ER\P and SER and PER such that the principal 
ideals u(sR) and u(tR) in u(R) are coprime in u(R); third, 
0 # u(a*r*“/?) E u(S) and hence we can write u(a*r*d/?J) = u(b)/u(c) with 
bE R\P and CE R\P such that the principal ideals u(bR) and u(cR) in 
u(R) are coprime in u(R); now we have 
u(a*)[u(s*) Z, + u(t*) Z,]“= [u(b)/u(c)][u(s) Z, + u(t) ZJd 
and hence we get 
o<~<du(iiiz; -z;) Z;Z;‘-‘= [u(b)/u(c)][u(s) Z, + u(t) Z,]“. 
. . 
Upon comparing the coefficients of Z; and Z; in the above equation we get 
45,) = C4bMc)l +Y’ and U(ir,Zj’~ .z$) = [u(b)/u(c)] u(tf 
and now upon cross multiplying we get 
u(c) u(r7,) = u(b) u(.f’) and u(c) u(&,z~-z~) = u(b) u(f’) 
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and therefore, in view of the coprimality of u(bR) and u(cR) and the 
coprimality of u(s”R) and u(t’R), we conclude that u(cR) = u(R). 
Consequently c E R \ M( R) and hence upon letting a = h/c we get u E R 
and 
c u(i?;‘;. . z:,, zjz: j= u(a)[u(s) z, + u(r) Zyy. 
O<i<d 
Since 2,:; . .zi # M(R) for some j with 0 < j 6 d, we see that a # M(R), and 
also that either s $ M(R) or t $ M(R); since u $ M(R) and u(ii,zf:. .. ;i) = 
u(u) ZZ(~)~, we have u(t)= u(rz3...zy) for some TE R. 
Thus we have 
o<~<~l(((ij~;...Z;)ZiZ: ‘=u(a)[u(s)Z, +zc(r:, . ..2.)Z2]‘, 
. . 
where 
ae R\M(R) 
and 
r E R and s E R with either yz3 . . . zy # M(R) or s $ M(R). 
We shall divide the remaining argument into two cases according as 
s$M(R) or seM(R). 
First suppose that s $ M(R). Now ~(2,) = zr(a) u(sJ) and hence ii, $ M(R) 
and upon letting 
J = r/s, .P=.774,3 ii, = cs;/iio for 06i6d 
we get FE R and F = fR and 
with “i,= 1 and ci,, . . . . id in R and 
O~<~U(6,z;...Z~)Z~Z~~~=[Z,+K(iZ)...Zy)ZZ]~ 
. . 
with in R. Upon substituting l/u(z, . . .zy) for Z, in the above identity we 
get 
1 u(ci,) z;-i= [Z, + u(i)]“. 
O<l<d 
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Clearly there exist unique elements bO, . . . . b, in R with b, = 1 such that 
By the above two identities we see that u(b,) = 0 for 1 < i < d. Upon sub- 
stituting zr /(zz . ..zy) for Z, in the last identity and then multiplying both 
sides by zi . . . z: we get 
f= c bjZ;. . .gz, + iz2.. q-i. 
O<iLd 
Now upon letting 
i 
z, + fz* . . . zy if i=l 
xi= 
z; if 2<i<n 
we see that (x,, . . . . x,) is a basis of M(R) and P,=(x,,x,)R for 2<j<q 
and 
f= 1 bix; ...x;xf-i. 
O<iGd 
For 1~ i Q d we have u(bi) = 0 and hence bi = bjx, + b,+x, with b: E R and 
b,f+ E R. Now upon letting 
f=j‘i(l +b;x,-x,) and ad = b;x?/( 1 + b;x, . . . xy ) 
and 
ai=(bl*xz+b:+,x,...x,)/(l+b;x,...x,) for l,<i<d 
we getfER with F=fR and 
j-=x;‘+ c a,x;...x3xfmmi with a,, . . . . ad in x,R. 
lsi<d 
Next suppose that s E M(R). Now we must have q = 2 and r 4 M(R). 
Also u(iid) = u(a) u(rJ) and hence iid$ M(R) and upon letting 
s  ^= s/r, p=flLi,, tii=lid-,/Lz* for O<i<d 
we get PE R and F= fR and 
J= c diz;zf-i with ci,= 1 and ir,, . . . . ri, in R 
O<i<d 
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and 
1 u(ci,) Zi,Z:-‘= [u(i) Z, +Z,]” with J:E R. 
O<i<d 
Upon substituting 1 for Z, in the above identity we get 
o<~<dU(d,)Z;-‘= [u(3+Z21d. 
. . 
Clearly there exist unique elements b,, . . . . b, in R with ho = 1 such that 
By the above two identities we see that u(b,) = 0 for 1 6 i 6 d. Upon sub- 
stituting zz/z, for Z, in the last identity and then multiplying both sides by 
z;’ we get 
Now upon letting 
:,+.k, if i=l 
xi = --I if i=2 
m “I if 36i6n 
we see that (x,, . . . . x,) is a basis of M(R) and P = (x1, x,)R and 
,f= C b,x;x:-‘. 
O<i<d 
For 1 d idd we have zc(bi) =0 and hence bi=bix, + b,*.x, with b,!E R 
by E R. Now upon letting 
f=fi(l +b’,q) and ad = b$,q/( 1 + b; x2) 
and 
a, = (b:x, + bj, , xJ/( 1 + b;sz) for l<i<d 
we get f~ R with F= fR and 
f=xf+ c qx;x;‘-i with a,, . . . . ad in x2 R. 
l<iCd 
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LEMMA (5.11). Assume that n = 2 and d # 0. Let R, be the set of all 
quadratic transforms R’ qf R such that for the (R, R, R’)-transform F of F 
we have F # R’. Let i? be the set of all quadratic transforms R’ of such that 
,for the (R, R, R’)-transform F of F we have ord.. F’ = d. Then we have the 
following. 
( I) card R 6 1 and for every R’ E R we have that dim R’ = 2 and R’ is 
residually rational over R. If i? # @ then for every’ quadratic transform 
(R;, F’,) of (R, F) with R’, $ R we have F{ = R;. 
(2) For every> R’ E 2, we have dim R’ = 2. Upon letting N = card i?, 
\t,e have 1 < N 6 d and upon letting R,, . . . . R, be the distinct members of i?,, 
letting F, be the (R, R, R,)-transform of F, and letting (I, = ordR, F, w’e have 
1 <d, + . . . + dh, < d. 
Proof Follows from (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7). 
LEMMA (5.12). Assume that d# 0. Let SE @‘(R, F) be such that S has a 
simple point at R and let P = R n M(S). Let 3, be the set qf all quadratic 
transforms qf S. Let 3, be the set of all S’ E 3, such that for the (S, S, S’)- 
transform p of FS M’e have p # S’. Let 3 be the set of all S’ E 3, such that 
for the (S, S, S’)-transform p of FS we have ord,. p = d. Then lt’e have the 
following. 
(1) CZ’(R, F)nS=@ and cardS<l. For every SE,!?, bee have 
dim S’ = 2. For every’ S’ E 3 we have that S’ is residually rational over S. If 
s#Q, then s=s,. 
(2) If (R’, F’) is any’ monoidal transform of (R, F, S) with ord,, F’ = d 
then dim R’ = n and R’ is residually rational over R and for every monoidal 
transform (R’, , F; ) qf (R, F, S) with R’, # R’ we have F, = R’,. 
(3) If (R’, F) is any monoidal transform of (R, F, S) with ord,(F’ = d 
then for every quadratic transform (S’, p) of (S, FS) with S’ E ‘B(R’) we 
have p = FS’. 
(4) Jf (R’, F’) is anya monoidal transform of (R, F, S) with ord,, F’ = d 
then 
‘B(R’)n&= {SkB’(R’): PS’+FS’cM(S’)} 
and 
and for every S” E ‘B(R’) with P d M(S”) we have S” E B(R)\{ S} and 
Fs” = F’S”. 
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(5) Zf (R’, F) is any monoidal transform of (R, F, S) with ord,, F’ = d 
then 
C52(R’,F’)n@(R, F)=C52(R’,F’)\ScC52(R, F)\(S) 
and for every S” E C5*( R’, F’)\,!? we have FS” = F’S”. 
(6) Zf (e2(R, F)\{ S}) u 3 = @ and (R’, F’) is any monoidal transform 
of (R, F, S) with ord,. F’ = d then @(R’, F’) = @. 
Proof Obviously B(R) n 3, = @ and hence @‘(R, F) n s= 125; the rest 
of (1) follows from (5.11). Henceforth let (R’, F) be any monoidal trans- 
form of (R, F, S) such that ord,, F’ = d. Now (2) follows from (5.6) and 
(5.7). By (5.6) and (5.7) there exist elements x,, . . . . x,, f in R such that 
M(R) = (x1, . . . . x,)R and P = (x,, x,)R and M(R’) = (x,/.x,, x2, . . . . x,)R’ 
and F=fR and f =.x~+a,,x2x-’ + ... + a& with a,, . . . . a, in R. Now 
upon letting f' = f/-u; we have F = f ‘R’. If (S’, F) is any quadratic trans- 
form of (S, FS) with S’ E ‘%(R’) then x,/x2 E S’ and hence F = F’S’; this 
proves (3). 
Now upon letting A = R[x,/xz] and Q = A n M(R’) we have 
Q = (-x,/x2, .x2, . . . . x,),4 and R’=A,. Let v: R + RIP be the canonical 
epimorphism, let Z be an indeterminate, and let w: A -+ v(R)[Z] be the 
canonical epimorphism such that M’(x~/x~)=Z and w(a)=v(a) for ail 
a E R; note that then PA = ker( W) = the nonzero principal prime ideal x2 A 
in A. Given any S’ E %‘(R’) with PS’ + F’S’ c M(S’), upon letting Q’ = 
A n M(S’) we have that Q’ is a prime ideal in A and S’ = A,. and 
dim A,. = 2 and f’ E Q’ and PA c Q’; therefore w(Q’) is a nonzero principal 
prime ideal in v(R)[Z] and Zd+v(a,)Z” ‘+ . . . +~(a~)=w(f’)~w(Q’) 
and hence we must have v(R) n w(Q’) = (0); consequently R n Q’ = 
ker(o)= P and hence A,.E ‘B(R,[.x,/s,]) and A,. dominates R,; since 
R,= S and M(S’) = (x,, .y2) S’ and A,. = S’, we conclude that S’ is a 
quadratic transform of S. Thus for any S’ E ‘B2(R’) with PS’ + F’S’ c M( S’) 
we have that S’ is a quadratic transform of S; therefore in view of (1) and 
(3) we see that 
‘B(R’)ns, = {S’E’%*(R’): PS’+F’S’cM(S’)} 
and 
Given any S” E %(R’) with P q.? M(S”), obviously we have 
x2S” = PS” = S” and hence FS” = F’S” and by (1.9.5) of the Resolution 
Book we get S”E 23(R)\(S). Th is completes the proof of (4). Part (5) 
follows from (1) and (4). Part (6) follows from (5). 
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LEMMA (5.13). Assume that d#O. Let q be an integer with q > 3 and 
assume that there exist pairwise distinct members Sz, . . . . S, of e2(R, F) such 
that upon letting E = { Sz, . . . . S,,} we have that E has a normal crossing at R. 
Let P,=RnM(S,) for 2<j<q. Let S=S?. Let 3 be the set of all 
quadratic transforms s’ of S such that for the (S, S, S’)-transform pi of FS 
we have ordsF’ = d. Let 8= { S3, . . . . S,}. Then we have the following. 
( 1) There exists a basis (x 1 , . . . . x,) of M(R) such that P, = (x,, x,)R 
for 2GjGq. 
(2) rf (x, > . . . . x,,) is any basis of M(R) such that Pj= (x,, xi)R for 
2< j<q then 
F= xf+ 
( 
c aix$...x$-’ R 
) 
with a 1, . . . . ad in R. 
l<i<J 
(3) There exists a unique monoidal transform (R’, F) of (R, F, S) such 
that F’ ZR’. Moreover, for this unique (R’, F) we have that ord,, F = d and 
EcCZ2(R’, F) and ,!? has a normal crossing at R’. 
(4) rf (x,, ‘.., x,) is any basis of M(R) such that P, = (xI , x,)R 
for 2 < j < q then for the unique monoidal transform (R’, F) of (R, F, S) 
with F’#R’ we have M(R’)=(x,/x,,x,,...,x,)R and R’nM(Sj)= 
(x,/x2, x,)R’for 3 < j<q. 
(5) Jj”CZ’(R, F) = E and 3 = 0 then for the unique monoidal transform 
(R’, F) of (R, F, S) with F # R’ we have that &*( R’, F’) has a normal 
crossing at R’ and E*(R’, F’) = i?. 
Proof. Part (1) follows from (4.6). Henceforth let (x,, . . . . x,) be any 
basis of M(R) such that P, = (x,, xj)R for 2 <j < q. We can take YE R with 
F= TR and then by (5.9) we get 
f=O<?d&ix;-..x;x~-i with ii,,, . . . . & in R. 
. . 
Now ord,$= d and hence we must have ii04 M(R) and therefore upon 
letting 
f =“&I and a, = di/ii0 for lQi<d 
wegetfERwith F=fRand 
f=xf+ 1 ai&...xkxf-’ with a,, . . . . ad in R. 
I<i<d 
Let (R’, F) be the unique monoidal transform of (R, F, S) such that 
X,/X~E M(R’), i.e., equivalently, let A=R[xx/x2] and let R’= A,, where 
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Q is the prime ideal (x,/x,, .x2, ,.., x,)A in A and let F’ = (f/x$R’; note that 
then dim R’ = n and M(R’) = (x,/x,, x 2, . . . . x,)R’; by (5.6) we also see that 
for every monoidal transform (R*, F*) of (R, F, S) with R* #R’ we have 
F* = R*. Let j be any integer with 3 <j < q; upon letting Pi = (xI/xz, xi)R’ 
we see that P; is a prime ideal in R’ and upon letting Sl = R>. we see 
that S,! E %(R’) and dim Sj = 2 and R’n M(S,!) = P,!; upon’ letting 
Q,’ = (XI /X2 > -xj)A, by (5.8) we see that Q,! is a prime ideal in A and clearly 
Qj c Q and therefore AQ; = S;; clearly .x2 $ P, and hence A c S, and 
obviously Q;cM(S,!) and therefore S,E’B(S~)); since S,E B(Sj) and 
dim Sj = dim S;, we must have S, = Sj and R’ n M(S,) = Pi; now clearly 
x2 $ M(S,) and hence FS,= F’S, and therefore ordg F’Si= d and hence 
F’ c P,!‘“. Since S, = Si and R’ A M(S,‘) = PI for 3 6 j 6 q, we see that .!? has 
a normal crossing at R’. Since F c Pi’, we see that ord., F’ = n and hence 
EC @*(R’, F). Now in view of (5.12) we see that if C%*(R, F) = E and 3 = a 
then @?(R’, F) = E and hence Q’( R’, F) has a normal crossing at R’. 
LEMMA (5.14). Assume that d # 0. Let q be an integer with q > 2 and 
assume that there exist pairwise distinct members S,, . . . . S, of Q2(R, F) such 
that upon letting E= {Sz, .,., S,\, we have that E has a normal crossing at R. 
Let P, = R n M(S,) for 2 <j< q. Let S= Sz. Assume that there exists a 
quadratic transform (S’, p) of (S, FS) such that ordbs p = d. Let i? = 
(S,, . . . . S, > and E’ = E u {S’ }. Then we have the following. 
(1) There exists a basis (x ,, . . . . x,,) of M(R) such that P, = (x,, .u,)R 
for 2 < j < q and such that 
F= 
( 
.Y;+ c a,$. . ..x.x;-’ R 
> 
i+ith a,, . . . . ad in x,R. 
i<i<d 
(2) There exists a unique monoidal transform (R’, F) of (R, F, S) such 
that F’ # R’. Moreover, for this unique (R’, F’) we have that ord,, F’ = d and 
E’ c e2(R’, F) and E’ has a normal crossing at R’. 
(3) Zf (x,, . . . . x,,) is art)’ basis of M(R) such that P, = (x,, xj)R for 
2 < j < q and such that 
with a,, . . . . ad in x, R 
then for the unique monoidal transform (R’, F’) of (R, F, S) with F’ # R’ we 
have M( R’) = (x, /x2, x2, . . . . x,)R’ and R’ n M( S’) = (x, /x2, x2 )R’ and 
R’ n M(S,) = (x,/x2, xi)R’ for 3 6 j< q. 
(4) If C?‘( R, F) = E then for the unique monoidal transform (R’, F’) of 
(R, F, S) with F # R’ we have that C5*( R’, F) has a normal crossing at R’ 
and e2( R’, F’) = E’. 
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Proof Part (1) follows from (4.6) and (5.10). Henceforth let (xi, . . . . x,) 
be any basis of M(R) such that P, = (x,, xj)R for 2 <j< q and such that 
for some f E R with F= fR we have 
In view of (5.6) we see that F’ = (f/x$S’ and dim S’ = 2 and S’ = 
~cx,/%lp*~ where Q* is the prime ideal (x,/.x,, x,)S[x,/x,] in S[x,/xJ. 
Let (R’, F’) be the unique monoidal transform of (R, F, S) such that 
x,/x2 E M(R’), i.e., equivalently, let A = R[xI/x2] and let R’ = A,, where 
Q is the prime ideal (x,/x,, x2, . . . . x,,)A in A and let F = (f/x$)R’; note that 
then dim R’= n and M(R’)= (x,/x,, x2, . . . . x,)R’; by (5.6) we also see that 
for every monoidal transform (R*, F*) of (R, F, S) with R* # R’ we have 
F* = R*. Upon letting P’= (x,/x,, x,)R’ we have that P’ is a prime ideal 
in R’ and R’n M(R>,) = (x,/.x,, x?)R’ and dim R>, = 2; moreover, upon 
letting Q’ = (xi/x *, .x2),4 we have that Q’ is a prime ideal in A and 
A,,= R)p,; therefore A,. E ‘B(R’) and R’n M(AQ.) = (x,/.x,, x?)R’ and 
dim A,. = 2; clearly A = Xx, hl and Q’ c Q* and hence 
A,, E !8(S[x,/x,]o*); thus A,, E %(S’) and dim A,. = dim S’ and hence 
A,. = S’; consequently S’ E 9( R’) and R’ n M( S’) = (x,/x2, x,)R’ and 
p = F’S’ and hence F c P’d and therefore ord., F’ = d and s’ E E2( R’, F’ ). 
By (5.13) we also have EcC?‘(R’,F’) and R’nM(S,)=(x,/x,,x,)R for 
3 6 j 6 q; since S’ E E*( R’, F’) and R’ n M( S’) = (x,/x2, x2)R’, we conclude 
that E’ c E’(R’, F’) and E’ has a normal crossing at R’. Now in view of 
(5.12) we see that if CZ*(R, F) = E then @‘(R’, E”) = E’ and hence tZ2( R’, F’) 
has a normal crossing at R’. 
LEMMA (5.15). Assume that d # 0. Let SE G*( R, F) be such that S has a 
simple point at R. Let 3 be the set of all quadratic transforms S’ of S such 
that for the (S, S, St)-transform p of FS we have ord, p = d. Then we have 
the following. 
(1) If CZ’(R, F) has a normal crossing at R and (R’, F) is any 
monoidal transform of (R, F, S) such that ordRz F = d then @(R’, F) has a 
normal crossing at R’ and @*(RI, F) = ((E2( R, F)\ { S}) u 3. 
(2) I f  CZ2(R, F) has a normal crossing at R and (e2(R, F)\ 
{S}) v 3 # 0 then there exists a unique monoidal transform (R’, F’) of 
(R, F, S) such that ord,, F = d. 
Proof: Follows from (5.12) (5.13), and (5.14). 
LEMMA (5.16). Assume that d # 0 and n > 3. Let (R’, F) be a quadratic 
transform of (R, F). Assume that ord., F’ = d and @(R’, F’)\E2( R, F) # 0. 
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Let there he given an?’ S’ E @*( R’,F’)\E’( R, F). Then we have the following. 
(1) (E*( R’, F)\@(R, F) = (S’) and s’ has a simple point at R’. 
(2) There exists a basis (.x1, . . . . x,) of M(R) such that F= (x;+ f *)R 
with f* E M( R)d+ ‘. 
(3) !f (.K,, ..., x,,) is an?’ basis qf M(R) and j is unr* integer ,rYth 
1 < j < n such that x,/x, E R’ ,for 1 < i 6 II then x, E M( S’). 
(4) v-(x I, . . . . x,) is any basis of M(R) such that F= (x7+ f  *)R with 
f*d(R)“+ then for some integer j with 2 d j < n \$>e have x,/x, E R’ for 
1 di6tz. 
(5) Zf(x,, . . . . x,,) is any his ofM(R) such that F= (x~+f*) R with 
f* E M(R)“+ ’ and if j is any integer with 2 < j < n such that x,/xi E R’ for 
1 6 i 6 n then R’ A M(S’) = (xl ix,, xi)R’. 
Proof: We can take f E R with F= fR. Let v: R --+ R/M(R) be the 
canonical epimorphism and let Z,, . . . . Z,, be indeterminates. Let 
m  = dim R’. 
Clearly there exists a basis (J,, . . . . y,,) of M(R) such that y,/y, E R’ for 
1 d i6 n; now let (~1~) . . . . y,,) be any such basis of M(R). Then clearly we 
have M( R’) = yr R’ and R n (yr R’) = M(R) and R 4 ‘B( R’); hence in view 
of (1.9.5) of the Resolution Book we see that 
{SE’%(R’):~~$M(S)}=%(R’)~(~~(R)\{R})=%(R’)~%(R). 
Also F = (f/y:)R and hence for every SE g(R’) with y, 4 M(S) we have 
ord, F’S = ord, FS. Therefore 
@(R’, F’)\@*(R, F) = E*(R’, F’)\%(R) 
= {S*&(R’, F’): y, M(S*)). 
Consequently 
for every S* EE*(R’, F’)\CZ*(R, F) we have y1 EM(S*) and 
fly:e lqs*y. (11) 
By (11) we see that 
y, E M(S’) and .flY:E MIS’)” (12) 
and this proves (3). Let A = R[yZ/y,, . . . . y,,/y,] and let Q =A n M(R’); 
note that then Q is a prime ideal in A with R’ = A, and we have 
M(R)A = y,A c Q. Let w: A + v(R)[Z,, . . . . Z,] be the unique 
epimorphism such that w(yi/y,)=Z, for 2 <i<n and w(a)= v(a) for all 
a E R; note that then ker(w) = y, A. We can take a homogeneous 
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polynomial U(Z,, . . . . 2,) of degree d in Z,, . . . . Z, with coefficients in R 
such thatf= U(y,, . . . . ~1,). Let V(Z,, . . . . Z,) be the polynomial in Z,, . . . . Z,, 
with coefficients in o(R) obtained by applying o to the coefficients of 
U(Z, 9 ..., Z,); note that then V( 1, Zz, . . . . Z,) is a nonzero polynomial of 
degree at most d in Z,, . . . . Z,, with coefficients in o(R); also note that 
w(~/v;‘) = V( 1, Zz, . . . . Z,). Now in view of (12) we see that w(A A M(Y)) is 
a nonzero principal prime ideal in u(R)[Z,, . . . . Z,,] and V( 1, Z,, . . . . Z,,) E 
w(A n M(Y))“; therefore there exist elements a,, . . . . a,, in R such that 
and 
v(q,) # 0 # u(uk) for some k with 2 <k 6 n, 
V(1, z,, ..., Z,) = &dCu(~,) + u(u2) 22 + ... + 44) zx 
~$4 n MS’)) = [~(a,) + u(u2) Z, + ... + ~(a,) Z,] u(R)[Z,, . . . . Z,], 
and in view of (11) we also see that 
@‘(R’, F’)\@(R, F) = {S’}. 
Upon letting 
we can find elements 7 -3, . . . . z,, in A such that (w(,-,), . . . . I) is a basis of 
Wu(R)CZ,, . . . . Znl,,,, ). Now it follows that M(R’) = (y,, z2, . . . . z,)R’ and 
R’ n M(S) = (y, , z,)R’ and hence S’ has a simple point at R’. This proves 
(1). Upon letting 
/ u,p, + ... +u,p,, if i=l 
ji= 4’i 
I1 1’1 ? i
if 2<i<k-1 
if i=k 
if k+l<i<n 
and 
f=fh and f* = (flue) -jf 
we see that (jr, . . . . p,,) is a basis of M(R) and F=,j‘R and f= i,f +f* and 
f* E M( R)df ‘. This proves (2). 
Henceforth let (x,, . . . . x,,) be any basis of M(R) such that F= f’R, where 
f’=xf+f* with f*eM(R) . di’ If x./x1 E R’ for 1 <id n then we would 
get F’ = (f’/x;‘)R’ and f’/x:= 1 + (f;/x$ and f */xfE M(R’) and so we 
would get F = R’, which would be a contradiction. Therefore for some 
integer j with 2 < j < n we must have xi/xi E R’ for 1 d i < n. This proves 
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(4). Henceforth let j be any integer with 2 <j< n such that X;/X,E R’ for 
1 < i < n. Now by (3) we have xj~ M(S’). Let A’ = [x,/x,, . . . . x,/x,] and let 
Q’ = A’ n M(R’); note that then Q’ is a prime ideal in A’ with R’ = Ah. and 
we have M(R)A’ = xjA’ c Q’. Let w’: A’ + o(R)[Z,, . . . . Zjp,, Zi+ 1, . . . . Z,] 
be the unique epimorphism such that M.‘(x;/x~) = Zi for all in 
{ 1, . . . . j- 1, j+ 1, . ..) n} and w’(a) = v(a) for all a~ R; note that then 
ker(w’) = x,A’. Now F = cf’/x,d)R’, f'/x;'= (xl/xl)‘+ (f */x$, and 
w’( f */x,“) = 0 and so M”( f ‘/$) = Z;; therefore, because x, E M(S’), we must 
have Z, E w’(A’ n M(S’)) c w’(Q’). Consequently we can find elements 
x;, . ..) x:, - , in A’ such that (Z,, I’, . . . . u”(xL.. ,)) is a basis of 
M(w’(A’),..,,,,). Now M(R’) = (x,/x,, xj, XL, . . . . XL- ,)R’ and (x,/x,, xj)R’ 
c R’ n M(S’) and hence we must have R’ n M(S’) = (x,/xj, x,)R’. This 
proves (5). 
LEMMA (5.17). Assume that d# 0 (note that then uutomaticall?~ n # 0). 
Let (R’, F) be a quadratic transform of (R, F) such that ord,, F = d. Let 
E’ = CF*(R’, F’)\@(R,F). Let E c @(R’, F’) n @(R, F) be such that E has a 
normal crossing at R. Then E v E’ has a normal crossing at R’. 
Proof: Let m = dim R’. The assertion being obvious when m -C 3, hence- 
forth assume that m > 3; note that then n b 3. Now the assertion follows 
from (5.16) when E = 0; so henceforth also assume that E # 0. In view of 
(4.6) we have card E 6 n - 1 and hence upon letting q = 1 + card E we get 
2 6 q < n. Let S2, . . . . S,, be the distinct members of E and let P, = R n M(S,) 
for 2 <j< q. In view of (4.6) there exists a basis (JI,, . . . . y,) of M(R) 
such that Pi= (y,, ,;)R for 2 6 j< q. Now y2/y, $ S, E B(R’) and 
y,/y, 4 Sj~ ‘B(R’) for 2 d j< q and hence q < n - 1 and there exists an 
integer e with q + 1 d e 6 n such that yi/ye E R’ for 1 6 i 6 n. Let 
?‘i if l<i<e-1 
li = ?‘i+ 1 if e<i<n-1 
Ye if i=n. 
Now 2<q<n-1 and (z,,..., z,) is a basis of M(R) and P,= (z,, z,)R 
for 2<j<q and zJz”ER’ for l<i<n-1; also z,/z,ER’nM(S,) and 
zj/z,, E R’ n M(S,) for 2 6 j < q and hence zi/z, E M( R’) for 1 < i < q. Let 
u: R -+ R/M(R) be the canonical epimorphism and let Z,, . . . . Z,,+, be 
indeterminates. Let A = R[z, /z,~, . . . . znP, /z,] and let Q = A n M(R’); 
note that then Q is a prime ideal in A with R’= A, and we 
have M(R)A = z, A c Q and also z;/z, E Q for 1 ,< i < q. Let 
w: A -+ u(R)[Z1, . . . . Z,_ ,] be the unique epimorphism such that 
w(~~/z,) = Z, for 1 < id n - 1 and W(U) = z,(a) for all a E R; note that then 
ker(u7) = z,~A. Since Zi= ,c(zj/zll) E W(Q) for 1 <id q, we see that 
607/6X:2-3 
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q + 1 6 m 6 n and there exist elements $,+ , , ,.., z-B+, in A such that 
(Z,, . . . . Z,, w($,+ r), . . . . a~($, ,)) is a basis of M(u)(A) ,,,, a,). Now 
(=,/zn, . . . . qz,,, z;, ] , . . . . z;,- ,) z,, ) is a basis of M(R); for 2 6 j< q we 
have Sje B2(R’) and (z,/z,, zi/z,,)R’ c R’ n M(S,) and hence we must have 
R’nM(Si)= (z,/z,, zj /z,)R’. It follows that if E’ = /zr then E u E’ has a 
normal crossing at R’. So henceforth assume that E’ # 0; then by (5.16) 
there exists S’ E E’ such that E’ = {S’}. 
First, suppose that q= 2. Now by (5.16) there exist elements 
, . . . . x,,,Jf* in R such that M(R)= (x,, . . . . x,)R and F=fR and f= 
zi+,f* and f’*~kf(R)“+‘. Since S2 E e2(R, F), we must have x, = 
UjZ] +a2:2+a*, where a* E M(R)’ and where a, and u2 are elements in R 
such that either a, $ M(R) or uz$h4(R). Let 
if i=l 
if i=2 and u,$M(R) 
if i=2 and u,EM(R) 
if 36i<n 
and 
Then clearly 
M(F) = (2,/z,,, .f2/z,, zJz,, . . . . zJz,, z;,. 1, . . . . z;-, , z,,)R’ 
and 
R’n M(SJ = (2,/z,, ZJz,)R’. 
Also clearly M(R) = (2,) . . . . K,)R and f = $+f* and J* E M(R)“+ ’ and 
Ti/l,~R’ for 1 <idn; hence by (5.16) we get R’n~(S’)=(.~,/~,,~:,)R’; 
since an = z,, we conclude that 
R’ n M(S’) = (.f,/z,, z,)R’. 
Now E u E’ = {S,, S’ > and hence we see that E u E’ has a normal crossing 
at R’. 
Second and finally, suppose that q 2 3. Now we can take f' E R with 
F= f ‘R and then by (5.9) we see that 
f'= c .;,;...yz:- with a;, . . . . a; in R. 
OCi<d 
Clearly ah $ M(R) and upon letting 
a= f’/u& and p* E&Z: 
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we get 
F=fR, .f=z:+.f*, ,f* E IVY+ ’ 
and hence by (5.16) we get 
R’n M(S’)= (zJz,,, z,,)R’. 
Now 
M(R’) = (zI/z ,,,..., z&,,, $,+, , . . . . z;p,, z,)R’ 
and EuE’={S2,....S,,S’} and 
R’nM(S,)= (z,/z,, z,/z,)R’ for 26j6q. 
Therefore E u E’ has a normal crossing at R’. 
LEMMA (5.18). Assume that d # 0 (note that then automaticall~~ n # 0). 
Also assume that @(R, F) has a normal crossing at R. Let (R’, F) he a 
quadratic tranJform of (R, F) such that ord.3’ = d. Then Q’(R’, F’) has a 
normal crossing at R’. 
Proqf Follows from (5.17) by taking E = e*(R’, F’) n @(R, F). 
LEMMA (5.19). Assume that d# 0 and n = 3. Assume that there exists 
SE @*(R, F) such that ,for some basis (s,, x2, x3) of M(R) we have 
RnM(S)=(x,, z + x,x,)R with z E IW(R)~. Let (R’, F’) be a quadratic 
transform of (R, F) such that ord,, F’ = d. Let E’ = C%*(R’, F’)\@*(R, F). Let 
E = @‘(RI, F ) n (S>. Then E u E’ has a normal crossing at R’. 
Proof: If S 4 E’( R’, F) then our assertion would follow from (5.16); so 
henceforth assume that SE @(R’, F’). Now x,/x3 $ SE B(R’) and hence we 
must have either xi/x1 E R’ for 1 d id 3 or xi/x2 E R’ for 1 d i < 3. Let 
if x1/.x, E R’ and x3/x, E R’ 
if either x2/x, $ R’ or x3/x1 4 R’. 
Then (y,, .r2, v3) is a basis of M(R) and RnM(S)=(y3,z+y,yr)R and 
y,/y, E R’ for 1 < i< 3. Now we have 
y3/y,~R’nM(S)cM(R’). (11) 
Upon letting 
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we have 
y; E R’ n M(S) c M( R’) (12) 
and 
Y; = wY:)Yl+ (YJY,), Z/Y: E R’, y, E M(R’). (13) 
By(12)and (13)wegety,/y,~E(R’); by(ll)wealsohavey3/y,EM(R’); 
therefore we get dim R’= 3 and M(R’) = (y,, ~s~/y~, ~(~/y,) R’; con- 
sequently by (13) we get 
dim R’ = 3 and WR’) = o),r Y;, yJyl)R’. (14) 
By (11) and (12) we have (y;, y,/y,)R’cR’nM(S) and hence in view of 
(14) we conclude that 
R’n M(S) = (Y;, Y~/Y~)R’. (15) 
Now if E’ = @ then Eu E’ = {S}; therefore by (14) and (15) we see that if 
E’ = 0 then E v E’ has a normal crossing at R’. 
So henceforth assume that E’ # 0. Then by (5.16) there exists S’ E E 
such that E’ = {S’}. Since SE @*(R, F), upon taking f~ R with F=fR we 
have 
f= c a,(z+.~,.~*)‘.~j-’ with a,, . . . . a,* in R. 
O<i=Zd 
Clearly a, $ M(R) and upon letting 
f=.flao and f * =f- y: 
we get 
F=fR, f=y;+f*, ENEMA+’ 
and hence by (5.16) we conclude that 
R’nMS’)=(y,, YJY~F’. (16) 
Now Eu E’= {S, S’) and hence by (14), (15), and (16) we see that Eu E’ 
has a normal crossing at R’. 
LEMMA (5.20). Assume that d#O and n = 3. Also assume that there 
exists SE e*(R, F) such that @(R, F) = (S} and such that for some basis 
(x1,x2,x3) of M(R) we have RnM(S)=(x,,z+x,x2)R with ZEM(R)~. 
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Let (R’, F) be a quadratic transform qf (R, F) such that ord,, F = d. Then 
@(R’, F) has a normal crossing at R’. 
Proof: Follows from (5.19). 
LEMMA (5.21). Assume that n = 2 and D # 0 and I has a normal crossing 
at R. Let g, he the set ef all quadratic tramforms R’ of R such that for the 
(R, R, R’)- transform (F’, I’) of (F, I) n’e have ado[R’](F’, I’) # 0. Let i? he 
the set of all quadratic transforms R’ of R such that for the (R, R, R’)-trans- 
form (F’, I’ ) of (F, I) n!e have ado[ R’] (F’, I’) = D. Then tc’e have the 
following. 
(1) d# 0 and card & 6 1 and,for every quadratic transform (R’, F’, I’) 
qf (R, F, I) ,t?th R’ E 8 we have that ord,, F = d and dim R’= 2 and R’ is 
residually rational over R. If j # @ then for every quadratic transform 
(R;, F’, , I’,) of (R, F, I) w:ith R; $ I? ,t’e have ordRi F; = 0 = 
ado[R’,](F’,, I’,). 
(2) For every R’ E I?, we have dim R’ = 2. Upon letting card k, = N 
we have N < D and upon letting RI, . . . . R, he the distinct members of l?, , 
letting (Fi, I,) he the (R, R, Ri)-tranyform of (F, I), and letting 
D, = ado[ R,](F,, I,) we have D, + . . + D, 6 D. 
ProoJ Follows from (4.1), (5.2), and (5.11). 
LEMMA (5.22). Assume that D # 0. Let SE E’(R, F, I) he such that (S, I) 
has a normal crossing at R and let P = R n M(S). Let 3 be the set of all 
quadratic transforms S’ of S such that for the (S, S, S’)-transform (p, 7) of 
(FS, IS) we have ado[S’](p, 7’) = D. Then we have the following. 
(1) d#O and E*(R,F,I)cE’(R,F) and @(R,F,I)nS=@ and 
card 3 d 1 and for every quadratic transform (S’, F) of (S, FS) with S’ E 3 
M’e have that ord,, F = d and dim S’ = 2 and S’ is residually rational over S. 
Moreover, if 3 # 0 then .for ever)’ quadratic transform (S’, , p,, 7,) of 
(S, FS, IS) with S’, 4 3 we have ord,yi p, = 0 = ado[S’,](& , 7,). 
(2) Jf (R’, F, I’) is any nlonoidal transfornl of (R, F, I, S) b&h 
ado[R’](F’, I’) = D then ord,, F’= d and Q’(R’, F’, I’) c E*(R’, F’) and 
dim R’ = n and R’ is residually rational over R and for every monoidal trans- 
form (R’, , F’, , I; ) of (R, F, I, S) with R’, # R’ we have ordRi F; = 0 = 
ado[R’,](F,, I;). 
(3) ! f  (R’, F’, r) is an]’ monoidal transform of (R, F, I, S) w$th 
ado[R’](F’, I’)= D then for every quadratic transform (S’, p, 7) of 
(S, FS, IS) with S’ E %(R’) we have p = F’S’ and 7 = I’s’. 
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(4) If (R’, F, I’) is any monoidal transform of (R, F, I, S) with 
ado[R’](F’, I’) = D then 
and for every S” E B(R’) with P k M(S”) we have S” E ‘B(R)\{ S} and 
FS” = FS” and IS” = I’S”. 
(5) If (R’, F, I’) is any monoidal transform of (R, F, I, S) with 
ado[R’](F, I’) = D then 
and for every S” E g2( R’, F’, I’)\ S u,e have FS” = F’S” and IS” = I’S”. 
(6) Jf (.E2(R, F,Z)\(S))uS=@ and (R’,F’,Z’) is any monoidal 
transform qf (R, F, I, S) with ado[R’](F’, I’) = D then E2(R’, F, I’) = a. 
Proof: Follows from (4.1), (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (5.2), (5.12), and (5.21). 
LEMMA (5.23). Assume that D # 0. Let q be an integer with q > 3 and 
assume that there exist pairwise distinct members Sz, . . . . S, of @(R, F, I) 
such that upon letting E = {S,, . . . . S,} we have that E has a normal crossing 
at R. Let P, = R n M( S,) ,fbr 2 < ,j < q. Let S = S,. Assume that (S, I) has a 
normal crossing at R. Let S be the set of all quadratic transforms S’ of S 
such that for the (S, S, S’)-transform (p, 7) of (FS, IS) we have 
ado[S’](p, 7) = D. Let I?= (S,, . . . . S,]. Then we have the following. 
(1) d # 0 and e2( R, F, Z) c C%‘( R, F) and there exists a basis 
b 1, . . . . x,) of M(R) such that Pi = (x, , x.i)R for 2 6 j 6 q. 
(2) I f  (x,, ..., x,,) is any basis of M(R) such that P, = (x, , x,)R for 
2< j<q then 
with a,, . . . . ad in R. 
(3) There exists a unique monoidal transform (R’, F, I’) of (R, F, I, S) 
such that F # R’. Moreover, for this unique (R’, F, I’) we have that 
ordRz F’ = d and ado[R’](F, I’) = D and EC @*(R’, F’, I’) and I? has a nor- 
mal crossing at R’. 
(4) If (x,, ‘., xn) is any basis of M(R) such that Pj= (x,, xj)R for 
2 d j d q then for the unique monoidal transform (R’, F’, I’) of (R, F, Z, S) 
with F # R’ we have M(R’) = (x,/x,, x2, . . . . x,)R’ and R’ n M(S,) = 
(x,/x2 9 xj)R’ for 3 d j < q. 
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(5) If e2( R, F, I) = E and S = 0 then for the unique monoidal trans- 
form (R’, F’, I’) of (R, F, I, S) with F # R’ M’e have that @*(RI, F’, I’) has a 
normal crossing at R’ and @(RI, F, I’) = l?. 
Proof Follows from (4.1), (4.3), (4.5), (5.2), (5.13), and (5.22) 
LEMMA (5.24). Assume that D # 0. Let q he an integer with q > 2 and let 
S 2, ..., S, he pairwise distinct members of @*(R, F, I) such that upon letting 
E= {S,, . . . . . S,) we have that E has a normal crossing at R. Let P, = 
R A M(S,) for 2 6 j d q. Let S = Sz. Assume that (S, I) has a normal crossing 
at R. Also assume that there exists a quadratic transform S’ of S such that 
for the (S, S, S’)-transform (p, 7) of (FS, IS) we have ado[S’](p, ?;) = D. 
Let 8= {S,, . . . . S,} and E’=i?u {S’). Then we have the following. 
(1) d # 0 and e2(R, F, I) c @‘(R, F) and there exists a basis 
t-u , , . . . . x,) of M(R) such that P, = (x1, xr)R for 2 d j 6 q and such that 
F= x;+ 1 a,.xj...xix;~ i with a,, . . . . ad in x,R. 
l<i<d 
(2) There exists a unique monoidal transform (R’, F’, Z’) of (R, F, I, S) 
such that F’ #R’. Moreover, for this unique (R’, F, I’) we have that 
ord.,F=d and ado[R’](F,I’)=D and E’cC%*(R’,F’,I’) and E’ has a 
normal crossing at R’. 
(3) v (-K,, ...., x,) is any basis of M(R) such that Pi= (x,, x,)R for 
2< jdq and 
with a,, . . . . ad in x2 R 
then for the unique monoidal transform (R’, F’, I’ ) of (R, F, I, S) with F’ # R’ 
we have M(R’) = (x,/x,, x2, . . . . x,)R’ and R’n M(S’) = (x,/x,, x,)R’ and 
R’nM(S,)=(x,/x,,x,)R’for 36j6q. 
(4) If C%*(R, F, I) = E then for the unique monoidal transform 
(R’, F, I’) of (R, F, I, S) with F’ #R’ we have that @‘(RI, F, I’) has a nor- 
mal crossing at R’ and e2(R’, F, I’) = E’. 
Proof Follows from (4.1), (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (5.2), (5.14), and (5.22). 
LEMMA (5.25). Assume that D # 0. Let SE @‘(R, F, I) be such that (S, I) 
has a normal crossing at R. Let S be the set of all quadratic transforms S’ of 
S such that for the (S, S, S’)-transform (p, 7) of (FS, IS) we have 
ado [ S’ ] (p, 7 ) = D. Then we have the following. 
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(1) If C%*(R, F, I) has a normal crossing at R and (R’, F, I’) is 
any monoidal transform of (R, F, Z, S) such that ado[ R’](F’, Z) = D 
then e2(R’, F, I’) has a normal crossing at R’ and @‘(R’, F, I’) = 
(@*UC F, I)\{ S} 1 u 3. 
(2) Ifg2(R, F, I) has a normal crossing at R and (@*(R, F. Z)\{S}) u 
S # % then there exists a unique monoidal transform (R’, F’, I’) of 
(R, F, Z, S) such that ado[R’](F, I’) = D. 
Proof Follows from (5.22) (5.23), and (5.24). 
LEMMA (5.26). Assume that Z has a normal crossing at R and D # 0 
(note that then automatically n # 0). Let (R’, F, Z’) be a quadratic transform 
of(R,F,Z)such thatado[R’](F,Z’)=D. Thenord,.F=d#OandZ’hasa 
normal crossing at R’ and 
E2(R’, F’, Z’)\Q*( R, F, I) c @‘(R’, F’)\@*( R, F). 
Proof By (5.2) we know that ord., F = df 0 and I’ has a normal 
crossing at R’. If D# 1 then by (4.1) and (4.5) we would have 
tE’( R’, F, Z’) = @*(R’, F) and Q!*(R, F, I) = @(R, F) and so the asserted 
inclusion would actually be an equality. So henceforth assume that D = 1 
and let there be given any SE e2(R’, F, Z’)\@‘(R, F, I). Since I’ has a nor- 
mal crossing at R’ and SE e*(R’, F, I’), by (4.5) we get SE @*(R’, F’). 
Since SE@~(R’, F, Z’), by (4.1) and (4.3) we see that F’Z’S does not have a 
normal crossing at S; now clearly F’Z’S = FZS and hence FZS does not have 
a normal crossing at S; therefore, because S$ C?*(R, F, I), by (4.1) and (4.4) 
we see that S$ ‘B(R); consequently S# e’(R, F). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA (5.27). Assume that Z has a normal crossing at R and D # 0 
(note that then automatically n # 0). Let (R’, F’, I’) be a quadratic transform 
of(R, F, I) such that ado[R’](F, I’) = D. Let E’=@(R’, F’, Z’)\E2(R, F, I). 
Let E c @(R’, F, I’) n @(R, F, I) be such that E has a normal crossing at 
R. Then E u E’ has a normal crossing at R’. 
Proof Follows from (4.5) (5.17), and (5.26). 
LEMMA (5.28). Assume that Z has a normal crossing at R and D # 0 
(note that then automatically n # 0). Also assume that C?*(R, F, I) has a nor- 
mal crossing at R. Let (R’, F’, I’) be a quadratic transform of (R, F, I) such 
that ado[R’](F’, Z’) = D. Then e2(R’, F’, Z’) has normal crossing at R’. 
Proof: Follows from (5.27) by taking E = E2( R’, F, Z’) n @(R, F, Z). 
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LEMMA (5.29). Assume that I has a normal crossing at R and D # 0 and 
II = 3. Assume that there exists SE @‘(R, F, I) such that ,for some basis 
(x1,x2,x3) ofM(R) we haue RnM(S)=(x,,z+x,x,)R with ZEM(R)~. 
Let (R’, F, I’) be a quadratic transform of (R, F, I) such that ado[ R’] 
(F’, I’)= D. Let E’=(E*(R’, F, Z’)\@(R, F, I). Let E=CZ2(R’, F’, Z’)n (S}. 
Then E v E’ has a normal crossing at R’. 
Proof Follows from (4.5) (5.19) and (5.26). 
LEMMA (5.30). Assume that I has a normal crossing at R and D # 0 and 
n = 3. Assume that there exists SE e2( R, F, I) such that @(R, F, I) = {S} 
and such that for some basis (x, , xz, . 3 Y ) of M(R) we have Rn M(S)= 
(x3, z +x, x,)R with z E M(R)3. Let (R’, F, I’) be a quadratic transform of 
(R, F,I) such that ado[R’](F’, Z’)= D. Then @(R’,F’, I’) has a normal 
crossing at R’. 
Proof: Follows from (5.29). 
6. PSEUDOCOMPLETIONS 
Given any regular local domain R, by a pseudocompletion of R we mean 
a regular local domain R* such that R* dominates R and R* is residually 
rational over R and dim R* = dim R and M(R)R* = M(R*). Note that the 
completion of a regular local domain R is obviously a pseudocompletion 
of R. 
Now let R be a regular local domain and let FZ = dim R, let F, G, H, Z be 
nonzero principal ideals in R, and let d = ord,F and D = ado[R](F, I). 
Also let R* be a pseudocompletion of R and let F* = FR* and G* = GR* 
and H* = HR* and I* = IR*. 
Before discussing the relationship between R and R* we note the 
following four propositions whose proofs can be found respectively in 
(36.4) (34.5), (34.6) and (38.3) of Nagata’s book “Local Rings” [2]. 
PROPOSITION (6.1). Zf B is any pseudogeometric local domain and B* is 
the completion of B then B* has no nonzero nilpotent element. 
PROPOSITION (6.2). Let B be a local ring and let B* be the completion of 
B. Assume that for every associated minimal prime ideal Q* of { 0) in B* we 
have dim B*/Q* = dim B (note that this assumption is automatically satisfied 
when B is regular). Then for every prime ideal J in B we have 
dim B = dim B, + dim B/J and for every associated minimal prime ideal J* 
of JB* in B* n’e have dim B*/J* = dim B/J. 
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PROPOSITION (6.3). Let B be a local ring and let B* be the completion qf 
B. Assume that for every associated minimal prime ideal Q* of (0 1 in B* we 
have dim B*/Q* = dim B. Then for every associated minimal prime ideal Q 
of (0 ] in B we have dim B/Q = dim B. 
PROPOSITION (6.4). For any regular local domain B and any TE 23(B) 
and any f E B we have ord, f 2 ord =f: 
Now we proceed to discuss the relationship between R and R*. 
LEMMA (6.5). For any ideal J* in R* we have dim R*/J* < 
dim R/(R n J*). 
Proof Follows from (4.8). 
LEMMA (6.6). For any ideal J in R we have R n (JR*) = J and 
dim R*/JR* = dim R/J. Moreover, if Jf R then emdim R/JR* = em- 
dim R/J. 
Proof If J= R then our assertions are obvious. So henceforth assume 
that Jf R. Let R*** and R** be the completions of R and R*, respec- 
tively, and let U: R*** -+ R** be the unique homomorphism such that 
u(M(R***)) c M(R**) and u(a)= a f or all a E R. Then obviously u is an 
isomorphism. Therefore R n (JR*) = J and R* */JR** is isomorphic to the 
completion of R*/JR* as well as to the completion of R/J and hence 
dim R*/JR* = dim R/J and emdimR*/JR* = emdim R/JR. 
LEMMA (6.7). We have the following, 
(1) ord,, F* =d. 
(2) If F and I are coprime in R then F* and I* are coprime in R*. 
(3) Jf I has a normal crossing at R then I* has a normal crossing 
at R*. 
(4) If (R, F, I) is a trio then (R*, F*, I*) is a trio. 
(5) If(R, F, G, H) is a quartet then (R*, F*, G*, H*) is a quartet. 
(6) If (R, F) is resolved then (R*, F*) is resolved. 
(7) Zf (R, F, I) is resolved then (R”, F*, I*) is resolved. 
(8) If (R, F) is resolved and I has a normal crossing at R and 
(R, F, I) is unresolved then (R*, F*, I*) is unresolved. 
(9) lf R is pseudogeometric and (R, F) is unresolved then (R*, F*) is 
unresolved. 
( 10) If R is pseudogeometric and I has a normal crossing at R and 
(R, F, I) is unresolved then (R*, F*, I*) is unresolved. 
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Proof. Parts (1) to (8) follow from (4.8). Henceforth assume that R is 
pseudogeometric and (R*, Fc) is resolved; we shall show that then (R, F) is 
resolved and this will complete the proof. If n= 0 then obviously (R, F) is 
resolved; so henceforth also assume that n# 0. Let R** be the completion 
of R*. Since (R*, F*) is resolved, we see that (R**, FR**) is resolved: 
also ord,..FR** =ord, F=d and hence FR** =.@R** for some 
.YEM(R**)\M(R**)‘. We can write F=F;“)...F:.“‘, where r, y(l), . . . . r(e) 
are positive integers and F,, . . . . F, are pairwise distinct nonzero principal 
prime ideals in R. For 1 < i 6 e, upon letting d(i) = ord, F, we clearly have 
ord..+F,R** =d(i) and hence F,R **=s”“‘R**. Let R*** be the com- 
pletion of R and let II: R *** + R** be the unique homomorphism such 
that zr(M(R*** )) c M(R**) and u(a) = a for all UE R. Now clearly u is an 
isomorphism and hence for 1 6 i < e we have that R**/F, R** is isomorphic 
to the completion of R/F,; since R is pseudogeometric, we see that R/F, is a 
pseudogeometric local domain and hence by (6.1) we see that the com- 
pletion of R/F, has no nonzero nilpotent element and therefore we must 
have d(i) = 1. Consequently, F, R** = F, R** for 1 < i < e and hence by 
(6.6) we get F, = F, for 1 d i 6 e and therefore we must have e = I. Then 
e = 1 = d( 1) and hence (R, F) is resolved. 
LEMMA (6.8). Given any SE B(R) such that S has a simple point at R, 
let m = dim S and P = R n M(S) and P* = PR*. Then P* is prime ideal in 
R* and upot~ letting S* = R$ 1i.e have the follosing. 
(1) S* has a simple point at R*, S* dominates S and dim S* = dim S 
and M(S)S* = M(S*) and ord,. F*S* = ord, FS. 
(2) If (S, I) has a normal crossing at R then (S*, I*) has a normal 
crossing at R*. 
(3) If I has a normal crossing at R and (S*, I*) has a normal crossing 
at R* then (S, I) has a normal crossing ut R. 
(4) If I has a normal crossing at R then inc[R*, S*](Z*)= 
inc[R, S](Z). 
(5 ) If nz # 0 and R’ is any monoidal transform of (R, S) then there 
e.uists a unique monoidal transform R*’ of (R*, S) such that R*’ dominates 
R’. 
(6) [f m#O and R *’ is any monoidal transform of (R*, S*) then 
there exists a unique monoidal transform R’ of (R, S) such that R*’ 
dominates R’. 
(7) If m # 0 and R’ is any monoidal transform of (R, S) and R*’ is 
any monoidal transform of (R*, S) such that R*’ dominates R’ then R*’ is 
a pseudocompletion of R’. 
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(8) If m # 0 and (R’, F’) is any monoidal transform of (R, F, S) and 
(R*‘, F*‘) is any monoidal transform of (R*, F*, S*) such that R*’ 
dominates R’ then F*’ = FR*‘. 
(9) If m # 0 and (R’, F, I’) is any monoidal transform of (R, F, I, S) 
and (R*‘,F*‘, I*‘) is any monoidal transform of (R*, F*, I*, S*) such that 
R*’ dominates R’ then F*’ = F’R*’ and I*’ = I’R*‘. 
( 10) If m # 0 and (R’, F, G’, H’) is any monoidal transform of 
(R, F, G, H, S) and (R*‘, F*‘, G*‘, H*‘) is any monoidal transform of 
(R*, F*, G*, H*, S) such that R*’ dominates R’ then F*‘=FR*’ and 
G*’ = G’R*’ and H*’ = ff’R*‘. 
Proof: Now there exists a basis (xi, . . . . x,) of M(R) such that P = 
(x i, . . . . x,)R. Clearly M(R*) = (x,, . . . . x,)R* and P* = (x,, . . . . x,)R*. 
Therefore P* is a prime ideal in R* and upon letting S* = R$ we have 
that S* has a simple point at R* and dim S* = m and in view of (6.6) we 
see that S* dominates S; now obviously M(S)S* = M(S*) and hence 
ord,. F*S* = ord, FS. This proves (1). Parts (2) to (4) being obvious when 
m = 0, henceforth we shall assume that m # 0. 
If (S, I) has a normal crossing at R then there exists basis (y, , . . . . y,) of 
M(R) such that P=(y,, . . . . y,)R and I= y;(i)...~j;‘~), where r(l), . . . . r(n) 
are nonnegative integers, and now M(R*) = (y,, . . . . y,)R* and P* = 
(Y 1, . . . . y,)R* and Z* = y;(i) ... yLCn)R* and hence (S*, I*) has a normal 
crossing at R*. This proves (2). 
For a moment suppose that I has a normal crossing at R. Then we can 
find a basis (z ,, . . . . zn) of M(R) together with nonnegative integers q and e 
and positive integers s( 1 ), . . . . s(e) such that q Q e <n and q < m and I= 
S(l) 
Zl . ..z.(‘)RandziEPfor l<i<qandz,$Pforq+l<j<e.Nowclearly 
M(R*)= (z,, . . . . z,)R* and I* =zJ;(~)...$(~)R* and zie P* for 1 < i<q and 
by (6.6) we also see that zj # P* for q + 1 <j < e. It follows that 
inc[R*, S*](Z*) = q = inc[R, S](l), 
which proves (4). Now clearly we can find elements zi,+ i, . . . . z:,+,,-~ in R 
such that 
P=(zl ,..., z~,z:,+~ ,..., z;+,,-‘,)R. 
For a moment also suppose that (S*, I*) has a normal crossing at R*. 
Then we can find elements zf+ , , . . . . z,* in R* such that 
M(R*) = (zl, . . . . z,, zf, , , . . . . z,*)R* 
and 
P* = (zI, . . . . zy, z,*+ 1, . . . . z,*+,- y)R*. 
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Let 
J= (z,, . . . . z,, z:, 1, . ..) z;+,_,)R. 
Then J = P + (zl, . . . . z,)R and hence 
JR* = PR* + (z,, . . . . ;,)R* 
= P* + (zl, . . . . z,)R* 
= (z,, . . . . z,, z;, ,, . . . . z;+,p,)R* 
and 
emdim R*/JR* = II - (e + nz - q). 
Therefore by (6.6) we get 
emdim R/J = II - (e + m - q) 
and hence there exist elements z: + m ~ y + I, . . . . z; in R such that 
M(R) = (z, , . . . . z,, z:, + , , . . . . $)R. 
It now follows that (S, I) has a normal crossing at R. This proves (3). 
Henceforth abandon the assumption of (S*, I*) having normal crossing at 
R* and also abandon the assumption of I having a normal crossing at R. 
Given any monoidal transform R’ of (R, S) we can find a basis 
(4 3 . . . . xk) of M(R) such that P= (xi, . . . . xk)R and x(/x; E R’ for 
2 < i < m. Now upon letting A = R[x;/x;, . . . . xJx;] and Q = A n M(R’) 
we have R’=A, and M(R) c Q. Let A* = R*[x;/x;, . . . . xk/x;], let 
v: R* + R*/M(R*) be the canonical epimorphism, let Z,, . . . . Z, be indeter- 
minates, and let w: A* + v(R*)[Z,, . . . . Z,,] be the unique epimorphism 
such that w(x:/x;)=Z, for 2 < i<m and w(a) = v(a) for all a~ R*. 
Note that now u(R*)= v(R) and R n ker(v) = M(R) and &(A*)= w(A) 
and ker(w) = M(R*)A* = M(R)A* and An ker(w) = M(R). Let 
Q*=w-‘(w(Q)). Then Q* is a prime ideal in A* and upon letting 
R*’ = A& we see that R*’ is a monoidal transform of (R*, S*) and R*’ is a 
pseudocompletion of R’. Moreover, if R*” is any monoidal transform of 
(R*, S*) such that R*” dominates R’ then A c R*” and hence A* c R*“, 
and upon letting Q *rr = A* nM(R*“) we have that R*“= A&.. and 
ker(w) c Q*” and w(Q*“)= w(Q) and hence Q*” = Q* and so R*“= R*‘. 
This proves (5) and (7). 
Given any monoidal transform R,* of (R*, S*) we can take a basis 
(x:3 . . . . x,*) of M(R) such that P= (XT, . . . . xz)R and .x~/x:E R,* for 
2 < id m. Let A, = R[xf/.u:, . . . . XX/X:] and QO= A,n M(R,*). Then Q, is 
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a prime ideal in A, and upon letting R, = (Ao)o,, we have that R, is a 
monoidal transform of (R, S) and R,* dominates R,. Now the set of all 
monoidal transforms of (R, S) is an irredundant premodel of the quotient 
field of R and hence R,* cannot dominate any monoidal transform of (R, S) 
other than R,. This proves (6). 
We can takefe R such that F=,fR. Now upon letting t = ord, F, by (1) 
we have ord,. F*S* = t. Let there be given any monoidal transform 
(R, , F, , I, ) of (R, F, I, S) and any monoidal transform (R:, fl, IT) of 
(R*, F*, I*, S) such that RF dominates R,. Now we can take z E P such 
that PR, = zR, and then we have F, = (f/z’)R, and I, =z’IR,. Also clearly 
P*R: = zR,* and F: = (f/z’)R: and IT = z’I*R:. Therefore F: = F, R: 
and 1: = I, R,*. This proves (8) and (9). Part (10) follows from (8) and (9). 
LEMMA (6.9). Assume that R is pseudogeometric. Given any nonnegative 
integer m and any SE B)“(R) let P = R n M(S), let E* be the set of all 
members of !B”‘(R*) which dominates S, and let q = card E*. Then q is a 
positive integer and upon labelling the distinct members of E* as ST, . . . . S: 
and upon letting P* = R* n M(S,?) for 1 d i 6 q we have the following. 
(1) PR*=P:n . . nP:. 
(2) S has a simple point at R iff q= 1 and ST has a simple point 
at R*. 
(3) If m = 2 and E* has a normal crossing at R* then q 6 n - 1 and 
there exists a basis (x ,,...,. u,) of M(R) such that P=(x,,,z+x,....u,)R 
with z E M( R)Y+ ‘. 
(4) s~e(R,F)oE*ne(R*, F*)#@oE*c@(R*, F*). 
(5) [f I has a normal crossing at R then 
SE@(R,F,Z)~E*~C~(R*,F*,Z*)#Q~~E*C@(R*,F*,Z*). 
ProoJ: Let R*** and R** be the completions of R and R*, respec- 
tively, and let U: R* ** + R** be the unique homomorphism such that 
u(M(R***))cM(R**) and u(a)=a for all aER. Now clearly u is an 
isomorphism and hence R**/PR** is isomorphic to the completion of 
R*/PR* as well as to the completion of RIP; since R is pseudogeometric, 
we see that R/P is a pseudogeometric local domain and hence by (6.1) we 
see that the completion of R/P has no nonzero nilpotent element; it follows 
that R*/PR* has no nonzero nilpotent element. Since u is an isomorphism, 
by (6.2) we see that for every associated minimal prime ideal J* of PR** in 
R** we have dim R**/J* = dim R/P; therefore for every associated 
minimal prime ideal Q* of { 0} in R**/PR** we have 
dim(R**/PR**)/Q* = dim R**/PR** and hence, because R**/PR** is 
isomorphic to the completion of R*/PR*, by (6.3) we see that for every 
associated minimal prime ideal Q of (0) in R*/PR* we have 
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dim(R*/PR*)/Q = dim R*/PR*; it follows that for every associated 
minimal prime ideal J of PR* in R* we have dim R*/J= dim R*/PR* and 
hence, because R*/PR* has no nonzero nilpotent element, we see that 
PR*=P:n .‘. nP,*, where q is a positive integer and PT, . . . . PT are 
pairwise distinct prime ideals in R* such that dim R*lPT = dim R*IPR* 
for 1 <id q. By (6.6) we have dim R*/PR* = dim RIP and hence, upon 
letting ST = R:: or 1 6 i < q, by (6.2) we see that 
dim S,! = dim S = r)z for 1 <i<q 
and 
dim R*/P,* = dim R*/PR* = dim RIP = n -m for 1 < i < q, 
Now clearly q = card E* and E* = (ST, . . . . S: 1. This completes the proof 
of (1). 
If S has a simple point at R then emdim R/P = n - nz and consequently 
by (6.6) we get emdim R*/PR* = n -m and hence R*/PR* must be a 
regular local domain, and so in particular PR* must be a prime ideal in R* 
and therefore in view of (1) we see that q = 1 and S: has a simple point at 
R*. Conversely, if q = 1 and S,* has a simple point at R* then in view of 
(1) we get emdim R*/PR* = n -m and consequently by (6.6) we get 
emdim R/P = n - m and hence R/P is a regular local domain and therefore 
S has a simple point at R. This completes the proof of (2). 
If E* has a normal crossing at R* and m = 2 and q = 1 then by (2) we 
see that S has a simple point at R and hence there exists a basis (xi, . . . . x,) 
of M(R) such that P= (x,, z+x,)R with ZEM(R)~+‘. This proves (3) for 
the case when q = 1. 
For a moment suppose that E* has a normal crossing at R* and 
q > 2 = m. Now by (4.7) we see that q 6 n - 1 and there exists a basis 
kve”“pi 
y ) of M(R*) such that P*=(y,,y,)R* for l<i<q. By (1) we 
* = p r\ . n p 1* * and hence by (5.9) we get PR* = 
(y,, y, . ..y.,)R*. Since ~,,E~PR*, we get emdim R*/PR* 6 n - 1 and hence 
by (6.6) we get emdim R/P6 n - 1 and therefore there exists X, E 
M(R)\M(R)’ such that X,E P. It follows that x,EM(R*)\M(R*)’ and 
x, E PR*; since PR* = (y,, y, . yy)R* and q > 2, we must have x, = 
~y~+sy,...y, with reR*\M(R*) and SER*. It follows that M(R*)= 
(Y 1 > ..., y, .-, , x,)R* and PR* = (x,, y, . . . y,,)R*. Since x, E M(R)\ M( R)‘, 
upon letting v: R + R/x, R be the canonical epimorphism we see that v(R) 
is a regular local domain; since P is a prime ideal in R with x, E P and 
dim R, = 2, we see that v(P) is a nonzero principal prime ideal in v(R) and 
hence v(P) = v(xR) for some x E R. Thus now P = (x,, x)R and hence 
(x,, x)R* = PR* = (x,, y, . ..y.)R* and therefore 
x= y*x,+b*y, . ..yy and y, . ..yy =y**x, + b**x 
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with JS*, J’ **, b*, b** in R*. Upon substituting the first equation in the 
second, we get 
Y1 ...I’y=(y** + b**y*) x, + b*b**y, .‘.yy 
and hence upon letting u*: R* + R*/x, R* be the canonical epimorphism 
we get 
u*(yl . ..y.)= u*(b*b**) u*(y, -.I.‘~). 
Clearly o*(R*) is a regular local domain with dim u*(R*)= n - 1 and 
(o*(y,), . . . . u*(y,?. ,)) is a basis of M(u*(R*)) and hence by the above 
equation we see that u*(b*b**)$M(u*(R*)) and therefore we get 
b*b** +! M(R*). Consequently b* # M(R*) and hence upon letting 
.?, = b*y, and ii = yj for 2<i<n-1 
we get M(R*)= (a,, . . . . i.n--l, x,)R* and x=y*x,+fI . ..I?~. Since R* is a 
pseudocompletion of R, for any a* E R* and any positive integer e we can 
write a* = a + a’ with a E R and a’ E M(R*)‘; in particular we can write 
y*=y+y’ with ~IZR and y’~kf(R*)~+‘, and for 1 di<n-- 1 we can 
write ii = xi + xl with xi E R and xl E M(R*)2. Now (x1, . . . . x,)R is an ideal 
in R and clearly (x1, . . . . x,)R* =M(R*) and hence by (6.6) we get 
(x r, . . . . x,)R = R n M(R*) = M(R). Upon letting 
we have P=(x,,z+x,~.~x,)R and also we have 
and hence, because q>2, we get ZEM(R*)~+‘. Thus ZER~M(R*)~+’ 
and hence by (6.6) we get z E M(R) Y+ ‘. This completes the proof of (3). 
Henceforth abandon the assumption that E* has a normal crossing at R* 
and also abandon the assumption that q > 2 = m. 
Clearly 
ord,. F* = ord, F= d. 
Moreover, in view of (1) 
for 1 Q i < q we have that Sy and S are regular local domains 
and S,+ dominates S and dim ST = dim S= m and 
M(S)S,* = M(S,*) (11) 
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and hence 
ord F*S* = ord, FS sy I for l<i<q. 
Therefore 
SEE(R, F)~S*E@(R*, F*) forsomeiwithl<i<q 
o ST E@(R*, F*) for every i with 1 6 id q. 
This proves (4). 
Henceforth assume that Z has a normal crossing at R. Then clearly Z* 
has a normal crossing at R*. If (R, F) is unresolved then by (6.7) we would 
know that (R*, F*) is unresolved and hence, in view of (4.5), by (4) we 
would get 
If (R, F, I) is resolved then obviously (R*, F*, I*) is resolved and in view of 
(4.4) we also see that (S, FS, IS) is resolved and (ST, F*ST, Z*Sy) is 
resolved for 1 d i < q and hence in view of (4.1) we get 
SE @CR, F, 0, E* n Q(R*, F*, I*) # 0, E* c C5( R*, F*, I*). 
So henceforth also assume that (R, F) is resolved and (R, F, I) is 
unresolved; now by (6.7) we see that (R*, F*) is resolved and (R*, F*, I*) 
is unresolved; moreover, by (4.3) and (4.4) we see that (S, FS) is resolved 
and IS has a normal crossing at S and hence, in view of (11) by (4.8) we 
see that 
(ST, F*S,f+) is resolved for 1 6 id q 
whereas 
(S, FS, IS) is unresolved 
o (ST, F*ST, Z*ST) is unresolved forsomeiwith 1 <i<q 
o (ST, F*S,?, I*&?) is unresolved for every i with 1 < i < q 
and now in view of (4.1) it follows that 
SE@(R, F,Z)oE*n@(R*, F*,Z*)#@*E*=@(R*, F*,Z*). 
This completes the proof of (5). 
LEMMA (6.10). Assume that R is excellent. [Note that then R is 
automatically pseudogeometric; see (1.2) of the Resolution Book.] Given anI’ 
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S* E B’(R*) let P* = R* n M(S*) and P= R n M(S*) and S= R,. Then 
we have the following. 
(1) If (R, F) is unresolved and S* E @(R*, F*) then SE E2(R, F). 
(2) If I has a normal crossing at R and (R, F, I) is unresolved and 
S* E@(R*, F*, I*) then SE@‘(R, F, I). 
Proof: Let R** be the completion of R*. We can take a prime ideal 
P** in R** such that P*R** c P** and dim R**/P** =dim R**IP*R**. 
Now obviously dim R**/P*R** =dim R*/P* and hence we get 
dim R**lP** = dim R*/P*; by (6.5) we also have dim R**/P**< 
dim R*I(R* n P**); since P* and R* n P** are prime ideals in R* with 
P* c R* r\ P**, we conclude that P* = R* n P**. Therefore upon letting 
S** = R;?. we see that S ** dominates S* and hence 
S** and S are regular local domains such that S** 
dominates S. (11) 
Since dim R**/P** = dim R*IP*, by (6.2) we see that 
dim R**/P**=n-2 (12) 
and 
dimS**=2. (13) 
Clearly ord,,, FR ** = ord,, F*; since S** dominates S*, we also have 
ord,*.. FS** > ord,* F*S*; therefore in view of (6.4) we see that 
if S* EC?(R*, F*) then S** eE2(R**, FR**). (14) 
Now if (R, F) is unresolved then by (6.7) we would have that (R*, F*) is 
unresolved and (R**, FR**) is unresolved; therefore, in view of (4.5), by 
(14) we conclude that 
if (R, F) is unresolved and S* ECC~(R*, F*, I*) then S** E 
E2(R**, FR**, ZR**). (15,) 
On the other hand, if (R, F) is resolved, I has a normal crossing at R, and 
(R, F, I) is unresolved then by (6.7) we would have that (R*, F*) is 
resolved, I* has a normal crossing at R*, and (R*, F*, I*) is unresolved 
and (R**, FR**) is resolved, ZR** has a normal crossing at R**, and 
(R**, FR**, ZR**) is unresolved; therefore in view of (4.1), (4.4), and (4.8) 
we conclude that 
if (R, F) is resolved and Z has a normal crossing at R 
and (R, F, I) is unresolved and S* E CE2(R*, F*, I*) then 
S** E@~(R**, FR**, ZR**). (15,) 
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By (15,) and (15,) we see that 
if Z has a normal crossing at R and (R, F, I) is unresolved and 
S* E @(R*, F*, I*) then S** E@~(R**, FR**, ZR**). (15) 
Let R*** be the completion of R and let u: R*** + R* * be the unique 
homomorphism such that u(M(R***))c M(R**) and u(a) =a for all 
a E R; now obviously u is an isomorphism; therefore, because R is excellent, 
we see that 
the local ring S**/PS** is regular. (16) 
Since PR** c P**, in view of (12) we see that if dim R**/PR** <n - 2 
then dim R**/PR** =n- 2 and PS** is primary for M(S**); by (16) we 
also see that if PS** is primary for M(S**) then M(S)S** =M(S**); 
since u is an isomorphism, we obviously have dim R**/PR** = dim R/P; 
finally, by (6.2) we know that if dim R/P = n - 2 then dim S = 2; thus we 
conclude that 
if dim R/P 6 n - 2 then dim S = 2 and M(S)S** = M(S**). (17) 
For a moment assume that (R, Z’) is unresolved and S** E 
E2( R**, FR**). Since (R, F) is unresolved, we have d # 0 and hence F= 
F’(l)...F’le) where e, r(l), . . . . r(e) are positive integers and P,, . . . . F, are 
pAirwise ediitinct nonzero principal prime ideals in R. Now upon letting 
d(i) = ord, F, we clearly have 
ord . ..E.R**=d(i)>O for l<i<e 
and 
ord . ..FR**=d=d(l)r(l)+ ... +d(e)r(e) 
and, because S** E@‘(R**, FR**), we get 
ord,.. FS** =d= 1 r(i) ord,.. FiS** 
I<i<P 
and therefore in view of (6.4) we conclude that 
ord s.e F,S** = d(i) > 0 for l<i<e (18*) 
and hence, because S** dominates S, we get 
F,cP for l<i<e. (18**) 
Suppose if possible that F, = P; then by ( 18**) we get e = 1 and hence, 
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because (R, F) is unresolved, we get d( 1) > 2; now in view of (18*) we see 
that PS* * is a nonzero principal ideal in S* * with PS* * c M( S* *)*; since 
S** is a regular local domain, we conclude that S**/PS** is not regular; 
this contradicts (16). Therefore we must have F, # P; since P, c P, we now 
get dimR/P<n-2 and hence by (11) (13), and (17) we see that 
dim S = 2 and ord s** FS** = ord, FS; consequently ord, F= d= ord, F 
and hence SE E’( R, F). Thus we have shown that 
if (R, F) is unresolved and S**E@*(R**, FR**) then 
SE@~(R, F). (18) 
Henceforth abandon the assumption that (R, F) is unresolved and also 
abandon the assumption that S** E G*(R**, FR**). 
By (6.7) we know that if (R, F) is unresolved then (R**, FR**) is 
unresolved; therefore, in view of (4.5), by (18) we see that 
if (R, F) is unresolved and S**cE2(R**, FR**, ZR**) then 
SEE*(R, F, I). (191) 
Now for a moment assume that (R, F) is ‘resolved and Z has a normal 
crossing at R and (R, F, I) is unresolved and S* * E @‘(R**, FR**, ZR** ). 
Since (R, F) is resolved and (R, F, I) is unresolved, we have d # 0 and 
F= xdR for some x E M(R)\M(R)*. We can write I= xfi, where t is a non- 
negative integer and 1 is a nonzero principal ideal in R such that 1 CL xR; 
note that then dim R/(xR + 1) <n - 2. Since (R, F) is resolved and Z has a 
normal crossing at R and (R, F, I) is unresolved, by (6.7) we see that 
(R**, FR**) is resolved and ZR** has a normal crossing at R** and 
(R**, FR**, ZR**) is unresolved; consequently, because S* * E 
Qt2(R**, FR**, ZR**), in view of (4.1) (4.3), and (4.4) we see that 
(S**, FS**) is resolved and IS ** has a normal crossing at S** and 
(S**, FS**, ZS**) is unresolved; therefore Fc M(S**) and FZS** does 
not have a normal crossing at S **. Since xdR=FcM(S**) and d>O, we 
get XE M(S**) and hence we get XE P. Since (S**, FS**) is resolved, we 
see that (S**, x d+ ‘S**) is resolved. Since (S**, xd+‘S**) is resolved and 
FZS** = xd+‘ZS** and FZS** does not have a normal crossing at S**, we 
see that ic M(S**) and hence we get ic P. Since XE P and ic P and 
dim R/(xR + 1) <n - 2, we get dim R/P 6 n - 2; therefore, because FZS** 
does not have a normal crossing at S**, in view of (11) ( 13), and ( 17) we 
see that dim S= 2 and FZS does not have a normal crossing at S; con- 
sequently, because (R, F) is resolved and (R, F, I) is unresolved, in view of 
(4.1) and (4.4) we see that SE Ci2(R, F, I). Thus we have shown that 
if (R, F) is resolved and I has a normal crossing at R and 
(R, F, I) is unresolved and S** E E’(R**, FR**, ZR**) 
then SE E*(R, F, I). (19,) 
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Henceforth abandon the assumption that (R, F) is resolved and I has a 
normal crossing at R and (R, F, I) is unresolved and S** E 
@‘(R**, FR**, ZR**). 
By (191) and (19,) we see that 
if I has a normal crossing at R and (R, F, I) is unresolved 
and S**E@(R**, FR**, ZR**) then SE@~(R, F, I). (19) 
Now our claim (1) follows from (14) and (18) whereas our claim (2) 
follows from (15) and (19). 
PROPOSITION (6.11). Assume that R is excellent. Then we have the 
following. 
(1) ord,, F* =d. 
(2) (R, F) is unresolved -(R*, F*) is unresolved. 
(3) Zf (R, F) is unresolved and &‘(R, F) has a normal crossing at R 
then @*(R*, F*) has a normal crossing at R* and S* H Rn,,(,., gives a 
bijection of Q2(R*, E*) onto CC’(R, F) andfor every S* EC!!*(R*, F*) we have 
R* n M(S*) = (R n M(S*))R*. 
(4) Zf (R, F) is pregood then (R*, F*) is pregood. If E2(R, F) has a 
normal crossing at R and (R*, F*) is pregood then (R, F) is pregood. 
(5) Zf 1 <n < 3, and (R, F) is unresolved, and @*(R*, F*) has a normal 
crossing at R, and t is any positive integer or co, and (R,, Fj)OG jc, is any 
sequence of duets with (R,, F,,) = (R, F) such that for 0 < j < t we have that 
ord,, Fj = d and (Rj, Fj) is a quadratic transform of (R,- , , Fj- 1), then for 
0 <j< t we have that E2(R,, Fj) has a normal crossing at R,. 
Proof: Follows from (4.1) (4.6), (5.18x (5.20), (6.7) (6.9) and (6.10). 
PROPOSITION (6.12). Assume that R is excellent and Z has a normal 
crossing at R. Then we have the following. 
(1) I* has a normal crossing at R* and ord,. F* = d and 
ado [ R* ]( F*, I* ) = D. Zf F and Z are coprime in R then F* and I* are 
coprime in R*. 
(2) (R, F, I) is unresolved o(R*, F*, I*) is unresolved. 
(3) If (R, F, I) is unresolved and E*(R, F, I) has a normal crossing at 
R then E2(R*, F*, I*) has a normal crossing at R* and S* H RRnM(s.) gives 
a bijection of @‘(R*, F*, Z*) onto &‘(R, F, I) and for every SE 
(E*(R*, Fr, I*) we have that R* n M(S*) = (R n M(S*))R* and also that 
(S*, I*) has a normal crossing at R* o (RRnMCS*,, I) has a 
normal crossing at R. 
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(4) If G has a normal crossing at R then G* has a normal crossing at 
R*. If (R, F, I) is unresolved and @*(R, F, I) has a normal crossing at R and 
G has a normal crossing at R then for every S* E E*(R*, F*, I*) we have 
inc[R*, S*](G*)=inc[R, R,,,,,,,S*,](G). 
(5) Zf 1 <n<3 and (R, F,Z) is unresolved and E*(R*, F*, I*) has a 
normal crossing at R* and t is any positive integer or co and 
(Rj, Fj, Zj)O<j-zr is any sequence of trios with (R,, F,,, Z,,) = (R, F, I) such 
that for O<j<t we have that ado[Rj](Fj,Zj)=D and (Rj,FjYZj) is a 
quadratic transform of (Rip , , Fj- , , Ii+ , ), then for 0 < j < t we have that 
E2(Rj, I;;, Ii) has a normal crossing at R,. 
Proof Follows from (4.1), (4.5), (4.6), (5.28), (5.30), (6.7), (6.8), (6.9), 
and (6.10). 
PROWSITION (6.13). Assume that R is excellent and (R, F, G, H) is a 
quartet. Then we have the following. 
(1) (R*, F*, G*, H*) is a quartet and ord,. F* =d and 
ado[R*](F*, G*H*) = ado[R](F, GH). 
(2) (R, F, GH) is unresolved o(R*, F*, G*H*) is unresolved. 
(3) If (R, F, GH) is unresolved and %*(R, F, GH) has a normal 
crossing at R then E*(R*, Fr, G*H*) has a normal crossing at R* and 
S*~&n~~s~g ives a bijection of C%*(R*, F*, G*H*) onto e2(R, F, GH) as 
well as a bijection of E2(R*, F, G*, H*) onto e2(R, F, G, H) and for every 
S* E E*(R*, F*, G*H*) we have that R* n M(S*) = (R n M(S*))R* and 
that 
inc[R*, S*](G*) = inc[R, R,,,(,*,](G) 
and also that 
(S*, G*H*) has a normal crossing at R* -(RRnMCs.,, GH) has 
a normal crossing at R. 
(4) Zf (R, F, G, H) is pregood then (R*, F*, G*, H*) is pregood. if 
CE2(R, F, GH) has a normal crossing at R and (R*, F*, G*, H*) is pregood 
then (R, F, G, H) is pregood. 
(5) If 1 <n< 3 and (R, F, GH) is unresolved and e2(R*, F*, G*H*) 
has a normal crossing at R* and t is any positive integer or co and 
(Rj, F,, Gj, Hj)o<jct is any sequence of quartets with (R,, F,, Go, H,)= 
(R, F, G, H) such that for 0~ j< t we have that ado[Rj](Fj, G,H,)= 
ado[R](F, GH) and (Rj, F,, G,, H,) is a quadratic transform of 
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(Rj_,, F,-,, Gj-l, H,-,), then for O< j< t we have that E2(Rj, F,, G,ZZ,) 
has a normal crossing at Ri. 
Proof. Follows from (6.8) and (6.12) by taking Z=GH. 
7. INTEGRAL MAGNITUDE AND CAPACITY. DESINGULARIZATION AND 
MONOMIALIZED PRINCIPALIZATION FOR PLANE CURVES 
Let R be a regular local domain and let n = dim R. Let F, G, H, I be non- 
zero principal ideals in R such that (R, F, I) is a trio and (R, F, G, H) is a 
quartet and let d= ord.F and D = ado[R](F, I). 
In case of n = 2 we define inmag[R](F) to be the maximum taken over 
the set of all positive integers t for which there exists a sequence 
CR,, F,)o<i<r of duets with (R,, F,) = (R, F) such that for 1 <j < t we have 
that (Ri, F,) is a quadratic transform of (R, , , F,- ,) and ord.,F, = (i; note 
that then inmag[R](F) is either a positive integer or co. 
In case of n = 2 we also define inmag[R](F, I) to be the maximum 
taken over the set of all integers t for which there exists a sequence 
(Rj, F/T zi)O<,<r of trios with (R,,, F,, I,) = (R, F, I) such that for 1 <j < t 
we have that (R,, F,, Zj) is a quadratic transform of (R,- I( F, , , Z,- 1 ) and 
ado[R,](F,, Zj)= D; note that then inmag[R](F, I) is either a positive 
integer or 00. 
Here inmag is meant to suggest integral magnitude. 
In case of general n we define 
cap[R](F) = c inmag[S](FS) 
SE.*tR. /;) 
and we note that by the usual summation convention we have that 
cap[R](F)=Oo@‘(R, F) is empty 
and that 
cap[R](F) is a positive integer 
%‘(R, F) is a nonempty finite set and 
for every SeE2(R, F) we have inmag[S](FS)# cc 
and that 
cap[R](F)= GO 
either @‘(R, F) is an infinite set or 
* for some SeE2(R, F) we have inmag[S](FS)= a. 
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In case of general n we also define 
capCWE 1) = C inmag[S](FS, IS) 
.SEG~~(R, F, I) 
(where we observe that the right-hand side makes sense because for every 
SE @*(R, F, I), in view of (4.3), we know that (S, FS, IS) is a trio) and we 
note that 
cap[R](F, Z)=OeE*(R, F, I) is empty 
and that 
cap[R](F, I) is a positive integer 
@*(R, F, Z) is a nonempty finite set and 
* for every SE@*(R, F, Z) we have inmag[S](FS, IS) # 03 
and that 
cap[R J(F, I) = CC 
either C?*(R, F, I) is an infinite set or 
* for some SE CE*( R, F, I) we have inmag[ S]( FS, IS) = co. 
Here cap is meant to suggest capacity. 
Given any positive integer c and any sequence ( Ji), 6 i6C, where some of 
the Ji are elements in R and the remaining .Zi are principal ideals in R, on 
the one hand upon letting 
J= J,R for I<iQc 
we say that the sequence (Ji), G iGC is principalized in R to mean that for 
some permutation (p(l), . . . . p(c)) of (1, . . . . c) we have jPCij c jPC, + 1, for 
1 6 i 6 c - 1, and on the other hand upon letting 
Ji = 
i 
ji if ji# (0) 
R if .Il= (0) 
we say that the sequence (J,), G i G ( is monomialized in R to mean that the 
principal ideal 7, . . . TC, has a normal crossing at R. 
LEMMA (7.1). Assume thaf n = 2 and d # 0 and let t = inmag[ R]( F). 
Then we have the following. 
(1) There exists a unique sequence (R,, Fi), S +, of duets with 
(R,,F,)=(R,F)suchthatforl~j<twehavethatord,,F,=dand(R,,F,) 
is a quadratic transform of (Rip L, FjP &). 
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(2) For the unique sequence mentioned in (1) and for every integer j 
with 1 <j < t we have that dim Rj = 2 and Rj is residually rational over R,- , 
and 
inmag[Rj](Fj) = 
if t#cc 
if t-m. 
(3) For the unique sequence mentioned in (l), and for any integer j 
udth 1 d j < t, and for any quadratic transform (Rj, q) of (R, _ I, Fj+ , ) Mith 
RI # R, we have <.= RI. 
(4) If t # co then for the unique sequence mentioned in (1) and for an)’ 
quadratic transform (R,, F,) of (R,- , , F,_ ,) we have ord.,F, < d. 
ProoJ: Follows from (5.11). 
LEMMA (7.2). Assume that n = 2 and d = 0. Then (R, F) is resolved and 
inmag[R](F) = cc and for every quadratic transform (R’, F’) of (R, F) we 
have ord,, F’ = 0. 
Proof: Obviously (R, F) is resolved and for every quadratic transform 
(R’, F’) of (R, F) we have ord,.F’ = 0. We can take a basis (x, y) of M(R) 
and then clearly there exists a unique sequence (R,, F,),Gj, m of duets with 
(R,, F,) = (R, F) such that for 16 j < 00 we have that dim Rj = 2 and 
(Rj, Fj) is a quadratic transform of (R,- 1, F,- ,) and M(R,) = (x, y/xj)R, 
and ordRi Fj = 0. Therefore inmag[ R] (F) = CC. 
LEMMA (7.3). Assume that n = 2 and (R, F) is resolved. Then 
inmag[R](F) = 03. 
Proof If d= 0 then our assertion follows from (7.2). So henceforth 
assume that d # 0. Now we can find a basis (x, y) of M(R) such that 
F = ydR and then by (5.6) there exists a unique sequence (R,, F,), GjC x of 
duets with (R,, F,) = (R, F) such that for 1 <j < co we have that 
dim Rj = 2 and (R,, Fj) is a quadratic transform of (R,- 1, Fjp 1) and 
M(R,) = (x, y/x’)Rj and Fj = (y/~j)~R, and ord,, F, = d. Therefore 
inmag[R](F) = 00. 
LEMMA (7.4). Assume that n = 2 and inmag[ R]( F) = co and R is com- 
plete. Then (R, F) is resolved. 
Proof: If d= 0 then obviously (R, F) is resolved. So henceforth assume 
that d # 0. Now by (7.1) there exists a sequence (R,, ,Fj), G j< s of duets 
with (R,, F,J = (R, F) such that for 1 <j< co we have that dim Rj = 2 and 
R, is residually rational over Rip, and (R,, F,) is a quadratic transform of 
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(R, ~, , FiP , ) and ord,, F, = d. We can take a basis (x’, y’ ) of M(R) and a 
coefficient set K for R. Now upon letting 
if y’/x’ E R, 
if y’/x’ 4 R, 
we have that (x, y*) is a basis of M(R) and y*/,u E R,. Therefore by (5.5) to 
(5.7) there exists a unique sequence (I-~)~ G.i< % of elements in K such that 
M(R,)=(x, y*x-j+r,x-j+‘+ ... +r,)R, for l<j<co. 
Since R is complete, there exists a unique element y in R such that 
y-(y*+r,x+r2x2+ ... +r$)~x’+‘R for l<j<co. 
Now upon letting yj= y/x’ we clearly have 
M( Rj) = (X2 Yj)Rj and y = YjXj for l<j<co. 
We can take f E R with F = fR and then upon letting fi = j/x’” we have 
.f+R,, Fi=f;.Rj, f =fiXjd for l<j<co. 
Since 0 # f E R, we can first write f = y’f *, where e is a nonnegative integer 
and f * E R\( yR), and then we can write f * = SX”’ + s*y, where rn is a non- 
negative integer and s E R\M(R) and s* E R. Now for every integer j > m 
we have 
f;+yirl= f = y’f* = yfxej+m(s + s*yjxj-m) 
and 
fiERj and s+s*y.x’-“E R,\M(R,) I 
and hence jd < ej + m and therefore 
dd e + (m/j). 
Since d < e + (m/j) for every integer j> m, we must have d < e. Thus 
f = y’f * with f * E R and ord, f = d < e and hence we must have e = d and 
f * E R\M( R). Therefore F = ydR and hence (R, F) is resolved. 
LEMMA (7.5). Assume that n = 2 and let R* be any pseudocompletion of 
R and let F* = FR*. Then ord,*F* = d and inmag[R*](P) = 
inmag[R](F). 
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Proof: Clearly ord..F* = d. Now if d= 0 then by (7.2) we have 
inmag[R*](F*) = cc = inmag[R](F). So henceforth assume that d#O and 
let t =inmag[R](F). Then by (7.1) there exists a unique sequence 
tRj, Fj)O<j<r of duets with (R,, FO)= (R, F) such that for 1 <j< t we have 
that dim Rj= 2 and ord.,F,= d and (R.j, F,) is a quadratic transform of 
(Rip 1, F,- ,). Now by (6.7) and (6.8) there exists a unique sequence 
(RF, I;;*),.,<, of duets with (R,*, F,*) = (R*, F*) such that for 1 <<j < t we 
have that RP is a pseudocompletion of R, and F,? = F, RT and (R:, FT) is 
a quadratic transform of (,R,*_ ,, FT- ,) and ord.;F,* = ord.,F, = d. It 
follows that if t = IX then inmag[R*](F*)= co. On the other hand, if 
t # ix, then by (7.1) we see that for every quadratic transform (R,, F,) of 
(R, ~, , F, ~, ) we have ord., F, < d and hence by (6.7) and (6.8) we see that 
for every quadratic transform (R,*, F:) of (RT , , F:-, ) we have 
ord.;F,? <d and therefore by (7.1) we get inmag[R*](F*)= t. ’ 
LEMMA (7.6). Assume that n = 2 and inmag[ R](F) = ~0 and R is 
pseudogeometric. Then (R, F) is resolved. 
Proof: Let R* be the completion of R and let F* = FR*. Now by (7.5) 
we get inmag[R*](F*)= cc, and hence by (7.4) we see that (R*, F*) is 
resolved and therefore by (6.7) we see that (R, F) is resolved. 
PROPOSITION (7.7) (Proper Desingularization for Plane Curves). 
Assume that n = 2 and R is pseudogeometric. Then there exists a nonnegative 
integer N* having the property which .~a-ys that: tf N is any’ integer with 
N>N* and (Rj, Ft), <j< N is any sequence of duets such that 
(R,, F,) = (R, F) and (R,, F,) is a quadratic transform of (R,_ , , Fjp, ) for 
1 < j < N, then (RN, FN) is resolved. 
Proof. In view of (5.1) (5.11), and (7.6), our assertion follows by 
double induction on d and inmag[R](F). 
LEMMA (7.11). Assume that n = 2 and D # 0 and let t = inmag[R](F, I). 
Then we have the following. 
(1) There exists a unique sequence (R,, Fj, I,),, j<, of trios with 
(R,, F,, I,) = (R, F, I) such that for 1< j < t we have that 
ado[Rj](Fj, I,) = D and (R,, F,, Z,) is a quadratic transform of 
(Rj-,,f’-,,zj-,). 
(2) For the unique sequence mentioned in (1) and for every integer j 
with 1 6 j < t we have that ord,,F, = d and dim R, = 2 and R, is residually 
rational over Rj+ I and 
inmag[R,](F,, I,)= ‘,-’ 
i . 
if t#cci 
if t-co. 
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(3) For the unique sequence mentioned in (1) andfor any integer j with 
l<j<t andfor any quadratic tranform (Rj,F,‘,Ij) of (Ri~,,Fj~,,Ij+,) 
with R,! # Rj we have that (Ri’, Fj, I,‘) is a trio and F/ = Ri and 
ado[RI](F,, I,!) = 0. 
(4) Jf t # CC then for the unique sequence mentioned in (1) andfor any 
quadratic transform (R,, F,, I,) of (R,-,, F,-,, I,-,) we have that 
(R,, F,, I,) is a trio and ado[R,](F,, I,) < D. 
(5) If Dg2 then we have d=D. If 022 and t#co then for the 
unique sequence mentioned in ( 1) and for any quadratic transform (R,, F,, I,) 
of (R ,-,, F,-,,I,-,) we haoe ord.,F,<d. 
Proof Follows from (4.1), (5.2), and (5.21). 
LEMMA (7.12). Assume that n = 2 and d= 0. Then D = 0 and 
inmag[ R](F, I) = 00 and for every quadratic transform (R’, F, I’) of 
(R, F, I) we have that (R’, F, I’) is a trio with ord,,F = 0 = ado[R’](F’, I’). 
Proof Obviously D = 0. For any quadratic transform (R’, F’, I’) of 
(R, F, I), in view of (5.2) we have that (R’, F’, I’) is a trio with ord,.F’ = 
0 = ado[R’](F’, I’). We can take any basis (x, y) of M(R) and then, in view 
of (5.2), there exists a unique sequence (Ri, F,, I,), G ,< % of trios with 
(R,,F,,I,)=(R,F,I) such that for l<j<co we have that dimRi=2 
and M( Rj) = (x, y/xj)R, and Fj = Rj and ado[ Rj] (I;;., Ii) = 0. Therefore 
inmag[R](F, I) = co. 
LEMMA (7.13). Assume that n = 2 and d # 0 6 D 6 1 and let t = 
inmag[R](F, I). 
Let u: R + R1rad.F be the canonical epimorphism. Let E = (SE 
‘Bl(R): IS # S} and q = card E. [Note that I has a normal crossing at R and 
hence q is an integer with 0 < q < 2.1 Let S, , . . . . S, be the distinct members of 
E labelled so that, upon letting P, = R n M(S,) and U, = ord,,,,u(Pj) for 
l<j<q, wehave U,>Uza ... >U,.Forl<jdqletvi:R+R/P,bethe 
canonical epimorphism and let V, = ord,(,, vj( F). Finally, let 
if q=o 
if 4 zo, 
if q#2 
if q=2, 
and 
{ 
0 
m= 
if q=o 
u, if qzo. 
Then we have the following. 
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( 1) r and s are nonnegative integers. U, and V, are positive integers for 
1 6 j d q. If q = 0 then m = 0. If q # 0 then m is a positive integer. 
(2) As the main part of this lemma we have 
tf either q=O or q=13m 
if either q= 2 or q=l<m. 
(3) As an alternative charcterization of m, and hence also of (D, t), we 
have 
if q=o 
if q=l 
if q=2. 
(4) As yet another characterization of m, and hence also of (D, t), we 
have 
1 
0 if q=O 
m= (l/d) V, if q=l 
(l/d) I’, +(1/d) Vz- 1 if q=2. 
(5) There exists a basis (x, y) of M(R) such that F= ydR and 
Z=x”(y+x”)‘R. 
(6) There exists a unique sequence ( Ri, F,, Zj),, i< %I of trios with 
(R,,F,,,Z,)=(R,F,Z) such that for l<j<ccl we have that F,#Ri and 
(R.i, F,, Z,) is a quadratic transform of (RjP ,, FjP I, I,- ,). 
(7) For the unique sequence mentioned in (6), for any positive integer j, 
and for any quadratic transform (Rj’, I;,‘, I,‘) of (Rip 1, FjP 1, Zip,) with 
Ri#R,we have that (R;,q,Z;) isa trio withord,;F,‘=O=ado[Rj](F;,Zj). 
(8) For the unique sequence mentioned in (6) and for any positive 
integer j we have that dim Ri = 2 and R, is residually rational over Rip 1 and 
ord R, F, = d and 
ado[Rj](Fj, Zi) = 
D if j<t 
o 
if j2t 
and 
if j<t#cc 
ifeither j<t=co or j2 t. 
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(9) For the unique sequence mentioned in (6), for any basis (x, y) of 
M(R) as in (5), and for any positive integer j we have 
M( Rj) = (x, y/xj)R, and 4. = (y/x’)“R, 
and 
I, = 
x~+d’+rj((y/xi)+x~-j)~Rj if jcm 
Xs+dj+rm 
4 
if jam. 
Proof: Obviously r and s are nonnegative integers; the rest of (1) 
follows by noting that F and I are coprime in R. Now (R, F) is resolved 
and Z has a normal crossing at R; therefore there exists a basis (x*, y*) of 
M(R) such that F= YOUR and such that if q=2 then P, =x*R; it follows 
that if q = 2 then U, = 1; this proves (3). If q # 0 then clearly 
P, = (by* + ax*m)R, where a E R\M(R) and where b E R is such that either 
b 4 M(R) or m = 1; since Z has a normal crossing at R, we see that if q = 2 
then b 4 M(R). Let 
if q=O 
if q#O and b4MR) 
(ax* - y*, b-v* + y*) if q#O and bEM(R). 
Now clearly (x’, y’) is a basis of M(R) such that 
F= yldR 
and such that 
if q #O then P, = (y’+ x”“)R 
and such that 
if q = 2 then P, =x/R; 
from this, in view of (3), we immediately get (4); also clearly we have 
Z= x’~( y’ + x”“)~R, which proves (5). 
Henceforth let (x, y) be any basis of M(R) such that 
F= ydR and Z = xs( y + x~)~R. 
Now, in view of (5.2) and (5.6), there exists a unique sequence 
(Rj, F’, zj),<j< m of trios with (R,, F,, I,) = (R, F, I) such that for 
1 < j < cc we have that dim Rj = 2 and Rj is residually rational over Rjp 1 
and ( RJ, F,, Z,) is a quadratic transform of (Rj- , , F,- , , ZjP r ) and M(R,) = 
(x, y/x-‘)Rj and I;;: = (y/~j)~R~ and ordR,Fj = d. By (5.2) and (5.6) we also 
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see that if j is any positive integer and (Ri’, F;, Z,!) is any quadratic trans- 
form of (Rj~,,Fj_,,Zj-l) with R,‘#R, then (R;,Fj,Zi) is a trio with 
ord.,F: = 0 = ado[R:](F,‘, I:). For any nonnegative integer j we clearly 
have’ 
z, = if j<m 
if j>m 
and hence for any nonnegative integer j we have 
if q=O 
if q=l>m 
ado[Ri](Fj, I,) = 
if q= 1 <m and j<m 
if q= 1 <m and jam 
if q=2 and j<m 
if q=2 and j>m. 
Now it follows that 
if either q =0 or q= 13~1 
if either q = 2 or q = 1 < m 
and that for any positive integer j we have 
if j<r#cci 
ifeither j<t=cc, orj>t. 
This proves (2), (6), (7), (8), and (9). 
LEMMA (7.14). Assume that n = 2. Then we have the ,following. 
(1) Zj”d=O then D=O. 
(2) Zf D = 0 then inmag[R](F, I) = 00 = inmag[R](F). 
(3) rf D= 1 then inmag[R](F, I) # co = inmag[R](F). 
(4) ZfD>2 then d= D and inmag[R](F, Z)=inmag[R](F). 
Proof: Follows from (7.1), (7.2), (7.3), (7.11), (7.12), and (7.13). 
LEMMA (7.15). Assume that n = 2 and inmag[R]( F, I) = CC and R is 
pseudogeometric. Then D = 0. 
Proqfi Follows from (7.6) and (7.14). 
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PROPOSITION (7.16) (Characterization of the Integral Magnitude of a 
Trio in the Completion without Passage to the Completion). Assume that 
n = 2. Let P,, . . . . P, be the distinct nonzero principal prime ideals in R which 
contain I, and for 1 < j < q let vi: R + RIP, be the canonical epimorphism 
and let V,=ord ,,(.,v,(F). [Note that, because (R, F, I) is a trio, q is an 
integer with 0 < q < 2 and Vi is a positive integer for 1 < j < q.] 
Let R* be any pseudocompletion of R and let F* = FR* and I* = ZR*. 
[Note that then, in view of (6.7), (R*, F*, I*) is a trio.] Let 
D* = ado[R*](F*, I*) and t* = inmag[R*](F*, Z*). 
Then we have the following. 
(1) Zf either inmag[R](F) # co or D < 1 or R is pseudogeometric then 
D* = D and t* = inmag[R](F, I). 
(2) Zfd#O and inmag[R](F)= cc then 
R-4 CQ) zfeither q=O or q= 1 b(l/d) V, 
(D*, t*)= (1, (l/d) VI) 
I 
zfq= 1 <(l/d) V, 
(1,(1/d) V,+(l/d) I’,-1) ifq=2. 
Proof. Now obviously P, R*, . . . . P,R* are exactly all the distinct non- 
zero principal prime ideals in R* which contain Z* and, upon letting 
wj: R* + R*/PjR* to be the canonical epimorphism, in view of (6.6) we see 
that ord n,,R*,~i(F*) = V,. Therefore the proof follows from (6.7) (7.5), 
(7.13) (7.14) and (7.15). 
PROPOSITION (7.17). Assume that n = 2 and R is pseudogeometric. Then 
there exists a nonnegative integer N* having the property which says that: if 
N is any integer with N 3 N* and (R,, Fj, Z,),,,, N is any sequence of trios 
such that (R,, F,, Z,) = (R, F, I) and (Rj, F,, Z,) is a quadratic transform of 
(R,-,,F,p,,Z,p,)for l<j<N, then ado[R,](F,,Z,)=O. 
Proof. In view of (5.2), (5.21), and (7.15) our assertion follows by 
double induction on D and inmag[R](F, I). 
PROPOSITION (7.18) (Total Desingularization for Plane Curves). 
Assume that n = 2 and R is pseudogeometric. Then there exists a nonnegative 
integer N* having the property which says that: if N is any integer with 
N> N* and (Rj),<,<, is any sequence of regular local domains such that 
R0 = R and Rj is a quadratic transform of RipI for 1 < j < N, then FR, has 
a normal crossing at R,. 
Proof Follows from (7.17) by taking Z = R. 
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PROPOSITION (7.19) (Monomialized Principalization for Plane Curves). 
Assume that n = 2 and R is pseudogeometric. Let c be a positive integer and 
let (Ji) 1 G id c be a sequence where some of the Ji are elements in R and the 
remaining Ji are principal ideals in R. Then there exists a nonnegative integer 
N* having the property which says that: if N is any integer with N 2 N* and 
(Rj)O<j<N is any sequence of regular local domains such that R, = R and R, 
is a quadratic transform of RIP, for 1 6 j 6 N, then the sequence 
(JiRN)I <I<( . . is monomialized as well as principalized in R,. 
Proof: We can find nonzero elements f ,  , . . . . fc in R such that 
if JjR# (0) 
if J,R= (0) 
Let 
fticK+h if f,+fi#O 
if fi+fj=O, 
f  =f*f**. 
Upon taking F= fR let N* be a nonnegative integer whose existence is 
asserted in (7.18); let there be given any integer N with N 3 N* and any 
sequence (Rj), <j< N of regular local domains such that R, = R and Rj is a 
quadratic transform of R,- r for 1 <j d N; note that now fRN has a normal 
crossing at R N; we shall show that the sequence (f,)l <i< (’ is monomialized . . 
as well as principalized in R, and this will complete the proof. Since 
f  =f, .‘.fcf** and fRN has a normal crossing at R,, it follows that the 
sequence (A) I  < i < ( . . is monomialized in R,. Now let there be given any 
integers i and j such that 1 6 i 6 c and 1 < j < c and f ,  $fjRN; we shall show 
that then f;cfiRN and this will complete the proof. If dim R,,, # 2 then 
obviously fi E~.R,; so henceforth assume that dim R, = 2. Since fi $fjRN, 
we must have i #j and f, + f, # 0; consequently f =A.if,(f, + 4.) f’ with 
0 # f’ E R; therefore, because fRN has a normal crossing at R,, we see that 
fjfj(fi + fj)R, has a normal crossing at R, and hence there exists a basis 
(x’, y’) of M(R,) together with nonnegative integers r(l), s(l), r(2), s(2), 
r(3), s(3) such that 
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and 
(f, +f;)R, = X’r(3)y’S(3)R, 
Since L$f,RN, we must have either Y( 1) < r(2) or s( 1) <s(2). Now upon 
letting 
t-x, Y, d(l), e(l), d(2), e(2), d(3), 43)) 
= i 
w, Y’, r(l), s(l), r(2), s(2), r(3), s(3)) if v( 1) <r(2) 
(Y’, x’, s(l), r(l), s(2), r(2), s(3), 43)) if r(l)>/r(2) 
we see that (x, y) is a basis of M(R) and d(l), e(l), d(2), e(2), d(3), e(3) are 
nonnegative integers and 
f& = ~~(~)y~(‘)&,, j-R, = xd(*)ye(*)RN, 41)<42) 
and 
(f, +f,)R, = xdC3)yeC3)RN. 
Therefore we must have d(3) = d( 1) and hence upon letting 
x = f..x”’ I’, &f//p, d(4)=d(2)-d(l) 
we get that 
f&RN and f?i~ R, and d(4) is a positive integer and 
x.R, = y”‘)R, andx.R, = xdC4)ye(*)RN and (x. +&)R, = yet3’RN. 
Suppose if possible that e( 1) > e(2); then we must have e(3) = e(2) and 
upon letting 
J.=fi/yp(*), J=f?J/evc(2’, e(4)=e(l)-e(2) 
we would get that 
3&R, and yj~ R, and e(4) is a positive integer and 
TiR, = yeC4’R, and yj = x d(4)RN and (yi + x)R, = R, 
and this would be a contradiction because d(4) is a positive integer. 
Therefore we must have e(l)<e(2); since d( 1) <d(2), it follows that 
.ljEfiRN. 
PROPOSITION (7.20) (Principalization for Plane Curves). Assume that 
n = 2. Let e be any positive integer and let Q,, . . . . Q, be any ideals in R. Then 
there exists a nonnegative integer N* having the property which says that: ij 
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N is any integer with N > N* and (R,),,, _ < .<N is any’ sequence of regular local 
domains such that RO= R and Rj is a quadratic transform of R,-, for 
1 <j< N, then Ql R,, . . . . Q,RN are principal ideals in R, and the sequence 
(Q~RN)I <i<c . . is principalized in R,. 
Proof: Since R is noetherian, we can find a positive integer c together 
with elements f,, . . . . ,fC in R and subsets L, , . . . . L, of { 1, . . . . c} such that 
Qi= 1 f,cR for ldi<e. 
kt L, 
Let R* be the completion of R. Then by (7.19) there exists a nonnegative 
integer N* having the property which says that: if N is any integer with 
N > N* and (R,* ), <, 5 N is any sequence of regular local domains such that 
R,* = R* and RJ is a quadratic transform of R,?? 1 for 1 <j< N, then the 
sequence (fiRz), < ;< ‘, is principalized in Rz. Now let there be given any 
integer N 2 N* and any sequence ( Rj)O <, s ,,, of regular local domains such 
that R, = R and R, is a quadratic transform of R, ~, for 1 <j < N; we show 
that then the sequence (k.), GiGC. is principalized in R, and this will com- 
plete the proof. By (6.8) there exists a unique sequence (RT),.,.. of 
regular local domains with R,* = R* such that for 1 ,Cj< N we have that 
RT is a quadratic transform of R,*_ I and also that RT is a pseudocom- 
pletion of R,. Now the sequence (fi), <,< (’ is principalized in Rz; by (6.6) 
we also have R, n (fiRg) = fiRN for 1 <id c; therefore the sequence 
( ji) l G i G (, is principalized in R,. 
PROPOSITION (7.21). Assume that (R, F) is pregood and let S,, . . . . S, be 
the distinct members of E*(R, F). [Note that then n > 2 and in view of (4.6) 
bee have 1 <q<n- 1.1 Let 
t = cap[R j(F) and t,=inmag[S,](FS,) for 1 < j<q. 
Then we have the following. 
( 1) t is either a positive integer or 00. Given any j with 1 6 j < q, we 
have that ti is either a positive integer or CO. If tj # CC for every j with 
l~j~qthent#cC!andt=t,+...+t,.Ift,=cOforsome,j~oith16j6q 
then t= a. 
(2) If R is pseudogeometric then t # co # tj for 1 < j< q. 
(3) If j is any integer with 1 < j < q such that tj = 1 then for every 
quadratic transform (Sj*, F,‘*) of (S,, FSj) we have ord,;* F,!* < d. 
(4) Zf j is any integer with 1 < j< q such that tj # 1 then there exists a 
unique quadratic transform (Sj, F,‘) of (S,, FSj) such that F,’ # Si. 
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(5) If j is any integer with 1 < j < q such that tj # 1 and tf (Sj, Fj) is as 
in (4) then ord,;F,’ = d and dim S,! = 2 and S,! is residually rational over S 
and 
inmag[S,‘](Fj) = 
t,i - 1 if ti#GO 
00 if ti=OO. 
(6) Zf t = 1 then q = 1 = t, and for every monoidal transform (R T, F: ) 
of (R, F, S,) with ord,; F: > d we have ord,; FT = d and @‘(RF, F:) = 0. 
(7) Zf t # 1 and j is any integer with 1 < j 6 q then there exists a unique 
monoidal transform (R,, F,) of (R, F, Sj) such that F, # Ri. 
(8) Zft # 1 andj is any integer with 1 < jdq and if(R,, F,) is as in (7) 
then ord,,F,= d and dim Ri= n and R, is residually rational over R and 
(Rj, Fj) is pregood and 
R,c& and F,S, = FS,, for all kE (1, . . . . q}\(j) 
and 
caPCRjl(f’i) = 
t-l if t#m 
00 if t=cO. 
(9) Zf t # 1 and j is any integer with 1 < j< q such that ti = 1 and if 
(Rt, F,) is as in (7) then E2(Ri, F,) = E2(R, F)\{Si}. 
(10) If t # 1 and j is any integer with 1 6 j< q such that t,i# 1 and tf 
(Rj, F,) is as in (7) and (S,!, F,‘) is as in (4) then F,S,! = F/ and S,! #E*(R, F) 
and E2(Ri, F,) = (E*(R, F)\{St}) u {Si}. 
Proof Follows from (5.1), (5.12), (5.15), (7.1), and (7.6). 
FROFQSITION (7.22). Assume that D # 0 and E2(R, F, I) # 0 and 
@*(R, F, I) has a normal crossing at R. Let q = card Q2(R, F, I) and let 
S , , . . . . S, be the distinct members of (X2( R, F, I). [Note that then n > 2 and in 
view of (4.5) and (4.6) we have 1 < q < n - 1 and in view of (4.3) we know 
that (S,, FS,, ZSj) is a trio for 1 ,< j< q.] Let 
t = cap[R](F, I) and t,=inmag[S,](FS,, ZSj) for 1 <j<q. 
Then we have the following. 
(1) t is either a positive integer or co. Given any j with 1 < j < q, we 
have that t, is either a positive integer or co. Zf t, # co for every j with 
1~j~qthent#ccrandt=t,+...+t,.Zfti=ooforsomejwith1~j~q 
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then t=co. Zf D>2 then d=D and E2(R,F)=E2(R,F,Z) and 
cap[R](F) = t and inmag[S,](FS,) = f, for 1 <j< q. 
(2) If R is pseudogeometric then t # CC # t, for 1 < j ~2 q. 
(3) If j is any integer with 1 d j 6 q such that tj = 1 then for every 
quadratic transform (S,!*, F;*, I;*) of (Sj, FS,, ISj) w-e have that 
(Sl*, F;*, Ii*) is a trio and ado[Si*](Fj’*, I,!*)< D. Zf 022 and j is any 
integer with 1 <j< q such that t, = 1 then for every quadratic transform 
(Si*, F;*, I,‘*) of (S;, FS,, IS,) we have ord,y;*F,!* < d. 
(4) If j is any integer with 1 < j 6 q such that tj # 1 then there exists a 
unique quadratic transform (S,!, F,‘, Ii) of (Sj, FS,, IS,) such that F,’ # S,!. 
(5) Zf j is any integer with 1 Q j < q such that tj # 1 and if (S,!, F;, I,‘) 
isasin(4) then(Si, F,‘,Z,!)isa trioandords;F,‘=dandado[S,‘](F,I,Zi)=D 
and dim Sl = 2 and S,! is residually rational over S, and 
inmag[S/](F/, I;) = 
i 
t,- 1 if ti# cc 
XI if t,=W 
and for every quadratic transform (Si*, Fi*, I;*) of (S,, FS,, IS,) with 
Sj* # Si we have that (S,!*, Fil*, Zl*) is a trio with ado[S;*](F,‘*, I,!*) =O. 
(6) Zft=l thenq=l=t,. Ift=l and(S,,Z)hasanormalcrossing 
at R then for every monoidal transform (R:, F:, I:) of (R, F, I, S, ) with 
ado[R:](FF, I:) > D we have that (R:, Fr, I:) is a trio with ord,; F: = d 
andado[R:](F:,Z:)=DandE2(R:,F:,Z:)=@. 
(7) Zf t # 1 and j is any integer with 1 < j < q such that (Sj, I) has a 
normal crossing at R then there exists a unique monoidal transform 
(Ri, F,, I,) of (R, F, I, S,) such that Fj # RI. 
(8) Zftfl andjisanyintegerwith l<jdqsuch that(S,,I)hasa 
normal crossing at R and if (R,, F,, I,) is as in (7) then (R,, F,, I,) is a trio 
and ord,,F, = d and ado[ Rj]( F,, I,) = D and dim R, = n and R, is residually 
rational over R and C52(R.j, F,, I,) # (25 and e2(Rj, Fj, I,) has a normal 
crossing at R, and 
Rjc Sk and F,S, = FS, and ZjS, = IS, for all ke { 1, .,., q}\(j) 
and 
caPCRjl(Fj, 1,) = 
t-l lj- t#m 
co if t=cc 
and for every monoidal transform (R,?, F;” , I;“) of (R, F, I, S,) with Rf # Rj 
we have that (RT, F,?, I,+) is a trio with ado[Rj*](F;“, I,*)=O. 
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(9) If t # 1 and j is any integer with 1 Q j< q such that ti = 1 and 
(Si, I) has a normal crossing at R and if (R,, F,, I,) is as in (7) then 
E2(R,, F,, Z,) = @(R, F, Z)\{S>. 
(10) Zft#l andj is any integer with l<j<q such that ti#l and 
(S,, I) has a normal crossing at R and tf (R,, Fj, I,) is as in (7) and 
(S,!, Fj, Z,!) is as in (4) then FjS; = Fj and Z,Si = Zj and Sj #E2(R, F, I) and 
E2(Rj, Fj, I,) = (E2(R, F, Z)\{Sj}) u {S;}. 
Proof Follows from (4.1), (4.5), (5.2), (5.22), (5.25), (7.11), (7.14), and 
(7.15). 
PROPOSITION (7.23). Let d= ado[R](F, GH). Assume that (R, F, G, H) 
is pregood and let q = card C%*( R, F, GH) and m = card E2(R, F, G, H). 
[Note that then n > 2 and E*(R, F, G, H) c E2(R, F, GH) and in view 
of (4.5) and (4.6) we have 1 <m < q Q n - 1.1 Let S,, . . . . S, be the distinct 
members of C?‘(R, F, GH) labelled so that @‘(R, F, G, H) = {S,, . . . . S,}. 
[Note that then by (4.3) we know that (Sj, FS,, GS,, HS,) is a quartet for 
1 6 j 6 q.] Let 
t = cap[R](F, GH) and tj=inmag[Sj](FSj, GHS,) for 1 <j<q. 
Then we have the following. 
(1) t is either a positive integer or CO. Given any j with 1 6 j < q, we 
have that ti is either a positive integer or CO. Zf ti# CC for every j with 
1Qj~qthent#coandt=t,+...+t,.Zfti=ooforsomejwith16jdq 
then t=co. Zf da2 then d=d and e2(R, F)=e*(R, F,GH) and 
cap[R](F) = t and inmag[Sj](FSj) = ti for 1 < j<q. 
(2) Zf R is pseudogeometric then t # GO # ti for 1 <j d q. 
(3) Zf j is any integer with 1 < j < q such that tj = 1 then for every 
quadratic transform (S; * , FJI*, GJI*, H,‘*) of (Sj, FS,, GS,, HS,) we have 
that (Sj*, FJI*, G/I*, Hi*) is a quartet with ado[Sj*](FJ*, Gj*H,‘*)<d. Zf 
d> 2 and j is any integer with 1 < j 6 q such that tj = 1 then for every 
quadratic transform (Sl*, F,!*, GJI*, Hi*) of (S,, FS,, GSj, HS,) we have 
ord F!*<d. s’* 
’ (4; Zfj’ zs any integer with 1 <j < q such that t, # 1 then there exists a 
unique quadratic transform (Sl, F;, G./, Hi) of (S,, FSj, GSi, HS,) such that 
F; #S;. 
(5) Zf j is any integer with 1 <j< q such that t, # 1 and tf 
(Si, FJ, Cl, Hi) is as in (4) then (Sj, Fj, G;, Hi) is a quartet and ord,;Fj = d 
and ado[ S,‘](Fj, G,‘H,!) = d and dim Sj = 2 and Sj’ is residually rational over 
Sj and 
inmag[Si](Fi, GjH,!) = 
tj- 1 if ti#co 
cc if t, = cc 
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and for every quadratic transform (S,!*, F;*, Gi*, Hi*) of (S,, FS,, GS,, 
HS,) with Sl* #S,! we have that (Si*, F;*, Gi*, Hj*) is a quartet with 
ado[S;*](F,‘*, G,!* H,!*) =O. 
(6) If t = 1 then m = q = 1 = t, and for every monoidal transform 
CR:, F:, G:, H:) of (RF, G, K S,) with ado[R:](F:, G:HT)>d we 
have that (RF, F:, G:, HT) is a quartet with ord,;F,*=d and 
ado[R:](F:,G~H:)=dandCZ2(R:,F:,G~H:)=@. 
(7) If t # 1 and j is any integer with 1 d j< m then there exists a 
unique monoidal transform (R,, F,, Gj, Hi) of (R, F, G, H, S,) such that 
Fi#R,. 
(8) Ift#l andjisanyintegerwithl<j6mandif(Rj,Fj,Gj,H,) 
is as in (7) then (R,, Fj, G,, H,) is a quartet and ord,,F, = d and 
ado[ R,]( F,, G,i H,) = d and dim R, = n and R, is residually rational over R 
and E2(Rj, F,, GjHj) # 0 and E2(R,, I;;, GjHi) has a normal crossing at R, 
and 
and 
R,c Sk, F)S, = FSI,, G,S, = GSk, and 
H,S, = HSk for all kG { 1, . . . . q}\(j) 
caPCRil(F’~ GiH,)= 
t-l if f#rX, 
00 if t=oc, 
and for every monoidal transform (RT, F;“, G:, H,?) of (R, F, G, H, S,) 
Mith R,* # R, we have that (R,*, FIT, G,?, H,+) is a quartet with 
ado[RT](FT, G,*HJ”)=O. 
(9) If t # 1 and j is any integer with 1 6 j ,< m such that t, = 1 and if 
(R,, F,, G,, H,) is as in (7) then E2(Rj, F,, G,H,) = E2(R, F, GH)\{S,j. 
(10) If t # 1 and j is any integer with 1 < j < m such that tj # 1 and if 
(Rj, F,, G,, H,) is as in (7) and (Sl, Fj, G/, HJ) is as in (4) then F,Sl= F,’ 
and GiS; = Gi and His; = H: and S,! $ E2(R, F, GH) and E2(Rj, F,, GjHj) = 
(E2(R, F, GH)\{S,))u {S;). 
Proof. In view of (5.3), everything follows from (7.22) by putting 
I= GH. 
8. GOLD POINTS AND BAD POINTS 
Let R be a regular local domain and let n = dim R. Let F, G, H be non- 
zero principal ideals in R such that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet. Let d = ord, F 
and d= ado[R](F, GH). 
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We say that (R, F) is good to mean that (R, F) is pregood and it satisfies 
the condition which says that: if N is any positive integer and 
CRi3 Fi)O<i<N and . . (Si)OSr<N 
are any sequences such that 
and 
for 0 < i < N we have that (Ri, Fi) is a duet and ord,Fi = d and 
(R,-l, F,_,) is pregood and SiP,~E2(RiP,, Fi_,) and (R;, F;) 
is a monoidal transform of (Rip 1, FiP , , Si_ , ) 
then (RN, F,,,) is pregood. 
We say that (R, F) is bud to mean that (R, F) is not good. 
We say that (R, F, G, H) is good to mean that (R, F, G, H) is pregood 
and it satisfies the condition which says that: if N is any positive integer 
and 
(Ri, f’i, Gi, fJi)~<r<N and (Si)O<i<N 
are any sequences such that 
(R,, F,, Go, Ho) = (R K G, ff) 
and 
for 0 <i< N we have that (Ri, Fi, Gi, Hi) is a quartet and 
ado[Ri](Fi, G,H,)=dand (R,+l, FiPl, Gipl, Hi-,) is pregood 
and SiP1EE2(RiP,, Fi-1, G;_r, Hi-r) and (R;,Fi, Gi, Hi) is a 
monoidal transform of (Rip,, FiP ,, G;_, , Si ~, ) 
then (RN, Fn, G,, HN) is pregood. 
We say that (R, F, G, II) is bad to mean that (R, F, G, II) is not good. 
PROPOSITION (8.1) [Supplement to Proposition (7.21)]. Assume that 
(R, F) is pregood and let t = cap [ R] (F). Then we have the following. 
(1) t is a positive integer or co. If R is pseudogeometric then t # co. 
(2) If (R, F) is good, then for every SE Q*(R, F) and every monoidal 
transform (R’, F) of (R, F, S) with ord,,F’ = d we have that (R’, F) is good 
and 
cap[R’](F) = 
t-l if t#co 
co if t=cc 
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(3) If for every SE E’(R, F) and every monoidal transform (R’, F) of 
(R, F, S) with ord.. F’ = d we have that (R’, F) is good, then (R, F) is good. 
(4) If for every SE E2(R, F) and every monoidal transform (R’, F’) of 
(R,F,S)wehaveord,~F<d,then(R,F)i.sgoodandt=l. 
(5) If (R, F) is good and t = 1, then card Q2(R, F) = 1 and for every 
SE CZ2(R, F) and every monoidal transform (R’, F’) of (R, F, S) we have 
ord..F’ cd. 
Proof: Follows from (7.21). 
PROPOSITION (8.3) [Supplement to Proposition (7.23)]. Assume that 
(R, F, GH) is pregood and let t = cap[ R](F, GH). Then we have the 
following. 
( 1) t is a positive integer or CO. If R is pseudogeometric then t # CO. 
(2) If (R, F, G, H) is good, then for every SE E2( R, F, G, H) and every 
monoidal transform (R’, F, G’, H’) of (R, F, G, H, S) with ado[ R’] 
(F, G’H’) = d we have that (R’, F, G’, H’) is a good quartet and 
cap[R’](F’, G’H’) = 
t-l if t#co 
cc if t=m. 
(3) If for every SE @‘(R, F, G, H) and every monoidal transform 
(R’, F, G’, H’) of (R, F, G, H, S) with ado[R’](F’, G’H’) = d we have that 
(R’, F, G’, H’) is a good quartet, then (R, F, G, H) is good. 
(4) If for every SE CZ’(R, F, G, H) and every monoidal transform 
(R’, F, G’, H’) of (R, F, G, H, S) we have that ado[R’](F’, G’H’) < 2, then 
(R, F, G, H) is good and t = 1. 
(5) Zf (R, F, G, H) is good and t = 1, then card E2(R, F, G, H) = 1 = 
card @‘(R, F, GH) and for every SE E2(R, F, G, H) and every monoidal 
transform (R’, F, G’, H’) of (R, F, G, H, S) we have ado [ R’](F, G’H’) < 2. 
Proof: Follows from (7.23). 
PROPOSITION (8.11) [Supplement to Proposition (6.11)]. Let R* be a 
pseudocompletion of R and let F* = FR*. Assume that R is excellent. Then 
we have the following. 
(1) If (R,F) is good then (R*,F*) is good and cap[R*](F*)= 
capCRl(F). 
(2) If (R*, F*) is good and CE2(R, F) has a normal crossing at R then 
(R, F) is good. 
ProoJ By (6.11) we know that if (R*, F*) is pregood and E2(R, F) has 
a normal crossing at R then (R, F) is pregood. By (7.21) we know that if 
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(R, F) is pregood then cap[R](F) is a positive integer. Therefore, in view 
of (6.8), (6.1 l), (7.21), and (8.1), assertions (1) and (2) follow by induction 
on cap[R](F). 
PROPOSITION (8.13) [Supplement to Proposition (6.13)]. Let R* be a 
pseudocompletion of R and let F* = FR*, G* = GR*, and H* = HR*. [Note 
that by (6.7) we know that then (R*, F*, G*, H*) is a quartet.] Assume that 
R is excellent. Then we have the following. 
(1) Zf (R, F, G, H) is good then (R*, F*, G*, H*) is good and 
cap[R*](F*, G*H*) = cap[R](F, GH). 
(2) Zf (R*, F*, G*, H*) is good and @(R, F, GH) has a normal 
crossing at R then (R, F, G, H) is good. 
Proof By (6.13) we know that if (R*, F*, G*, H*) is pregood and 
E2(R, F, GH) has a normal crossing at R then (R, F, G, H) is pregood. 
By (7.23) we know that if (R, F, G, H) is pregood then cap[ R] (F, GH) is a 
positive integer. Therefore, in view of (6.8), (6.12), (6.13), (7.23), and (8.3), 
assertions ( 1) and (2) follow by induction on cap[ R](F, GH). 
9. SPECIAL POLYNOMIALS 
Let B be a domain, let 2 be an indeterminate, let d be a positive integer, 
and let 
f(Z)=Zd+ 1 a(i)Z”-’ with a(i) E B for 1 <i<d. 
I<i<d 
For any ideal Z in B, by Z[Z] we denote the set of all polynomials in Z 
with coefficients in Z and we note that then Z[Z] is the ideal in B[Z] 
generated by I. 
LEMMA (9.1). Given any prime ideal Q’ in B[Z] let T’= B[Z],, and 
Q = B n Q’. Assume that ord f f (Z) > d. Then we have the following. 
(1) There exist r E B and s E B\Q such that sa( 1) - dr E Q and 
sZ+rEQ’ ands“f(Z)-(sZ+r)deQ[Z]. 
(2) dZ+a(l)EQ’. 
(3) Zf a( 1) E Q and d is nondivisible by the characteristic of B/Q then 
ZE Q’. 
Proof: Let u: B + B = B/Q be the canonical epimorphism, let L be the 
quotient field of B, and let v: B[Z] + L[Z] be the unique homomorphism 
with o(Z) = Z such that o(b) = u(b) for all bE B. Now ker(v) = Q[Z] c Q’ 
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and hence u(Q’) is a prime ideal in B[Z]. Since ord..f(Z) > d, we can find 
a polynomial f’(Z) in Z with coefficients in B such that f’(Z) $ Q’ and 
f(Z)f’(Z) E Q’“; since d > 0, we get f(Z) E Q’. Let f(Z) and f’ (Z) be the 
polynomials in Z obtained respectively from f(Z) and f’(Z) by applying u 
to their coefficients. Now f(Z) is manic of degree d in Z and so in par- 
ticular J(Z) # 0; since f(Z) E Q’, we also have f(Z) E u(Q’); thus a( Q’) is a 
nonzero prime ideal in B[Z]. Now ,C[Z] is the quotient ring of&Z] with 
respect to the multiplicative set B\(O) which is disjoint from u( Q’); 
therefore u( Q’)L[Z] is a nonzero prime ideal in L[Z] and hence it 
is generated by a nonconstant manic irreducible polynomial h(Z) in Z 
with coefficients in L. Since f(Z)f’(Z) E Q’d and f’(Z) E B[Z]\Q’, we 
get f(Z)f’(Z) E~(Z)~L[Z] and f’(Z) $ h(Z)L[Z] and hence we get 
f(Z) E h(zyL[z]; since f(Z) and h(Z) are nonconstant manic 
polynomials in Z and since f(Z) is of degree d in Z, we must have 
h(Z) = z + (F//s) with FEB and O#SEB 
and 
f(Z) = h(Z)J. 
Upon multiplying both sides of the above equation by S” we get 
.@f(Z)= (.FZ+ vy. 
We can take r E B and s E B with U(Y) = r and u(s) = S. Now we have 
rE B, s E B\Q, s”f(Z)-(sZ+r)%Q[Z] (11) 
and we have 
sd- ‘(~a( 1) - dr) = coefficient of Zd- ’ in sdf(Z) - (sZ + d)d 
and hence we get 
fp’(sa(l)-dr)EQ 
and therefore we get 
sa( 1) - dr E Q. (12) 
We also have 
FZ+ i= &(Z) E &Z] n (u(Q’)L[Z]) = u(Q’) 
and hence we get 
sZ+rEQ’. (13) 
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Now 
s(dZ+a(l))=d(sZ+r)+(sa(l)-dr) 
and hence by (12) and (13) we get 
and therefore in view of (11) we must have 
dZ+q(l)~Q’. 
By (14) it follows that 
(14) 
if a( 1) E Q and d is nondivisible by the characteristic of B/Q 
then ZE Q’. (15) 
Remark (9.2). For the special case when (d- l)! is nondivisible by the 
characteristic of B/Q, an alternative proof of part (2) of (9.1) by using 
derivatives can be given thus. Let D: B[Z] + B[Z] be the map given by 
taking D(h) to be the Z-derivative of h for every h E B[Z]. By the product 
rule of derivatives we see that 
D(Q”)c Q--l. (11) 
If q E B[Z] is such that ord,q > e, where e is a positive integer, then 
qt E Q” for some t E B[Z]\Q’ and by the product rule of derivatives we get 
D(q)? = D(qt) t - D(t) qt 
and by (11) we get 
D(qt)EQ”+’ 
and so we get 
D(q)t’ E Q’+ 1 
and hence we get ord,D(q) > e - 1. Therefore by induction on e we see 
that 
if q E B[Z] is such that ord,q > e, where e is a positive integer, 
then ord..D+‘(q)>e-(e-l)>0 and hence D+l(q)EQ’. 
Also clearly 
Dd-‘(f(Z))=(d- l)! (dZ+a(l)). 
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Therefore 
if ord T’f( Z) > d and (d - 1). IS nondivisible by the characteristic 
of B/Q then dZ+a(l)cQ’.’ 
LEMMA (9.3). Assume that B is a complete local domain. Given any 
prime ideal P in the pouler series ring B[[Z]] let S= B[[Z]lp and 
Q’= B[Z] n P and T’ = BIZIQ.. Assume that ME P. Then 
Q’B[ [Z]] = P and for every h E T’ rile have ord,h = ord,.h. 
ProoJ: By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem (see (10.2) of my book 
“Local Analytic Geometry” [3]) we know that 
f(Z) =f’f*, where f’ is a unit in B[[Z]] and f * = Z’+ 
c 1 <, <(, b,Z’ Pi with nonnegative integer e < d and bi E M(B), . . 
and that 
for any ge B[ [Z]] we have g = q*f* + r with q* E B[ [Z]] and 
rE B[Z]; 
upon letting q = q*/f’ we see that 
for any g E B[ [Z]] we have g = qj(Z) + r with q E B[ [Z]] and 
r E B[Z] 
and sincef(Z) E B[Z] n P = Q’ we see that if g E P then r E B[Z] n P = Q’; 
therefore 
Q’B[ [Z]] = P. (11) 
Now B[ [Z]] is a complete local domain with 
and upon letting 
B” = { gE B[ [Z]]: gg, E B[Z] for some go E B[Z]\M(B[ [Z]])} 
we have that B” is a local domain whose completion is B[ [Z]] and hence 
for any ideal I in B” we have B” n ZB[ [Z] ] = I (12) 
and 
for any ideals I and J in B” we have 
VNCZII: JBIICZll)=(Z:J)BCCZll. (13) 
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Upon letting 
Q”=B”np and y=fjg. 
by (11) we see that 
Q”B[ [Z]] = P. 
By (15) we see that for any nonnegative integer e we have 
Q”‘B[ [Z]] = P’ 
(14) 
(15) 
and hence by (12) and (13) we see that 
for any he B” and any nonnegative integer e we have 
(P’:hB[[Z]])=(Q”‘:hB”)B[[Z]] and B”n(P’:hB[[Z]])= 
(Q”:hB”). (16) 
By (14), (15) and (16) we see that 
for any he B” and any nonnegative integer e we have 
(P’:hB[[Z]]) d Po(Q”<:hB”) ti Q”. (17) 
Now for any h E B” we have 
ord,h = max e such that (F:hB[[Z]]) d P 
and 
ordTh = max e such that (Q”‘:hB”) d Q” 
and hence by (17) we see that 
for any h E B” we have ord,h = ord...h. (18) 
By (14) and (18) it follows that 
for any h E T” we have ord,h = ordTh. (19) 
Now Q” is a prime ideal in B” and Q’ = B[Z] n Q” and B” is the quotient 
ring of B[Z] with respect to the prime ideal B[Z] n M(B[ [Z]]) in B[Z]; 
therefore T” = T’ and hence by (19) we see that 
for any h E T we have ord,h = ord ..h. (20) 
LEMMA (9.4). Assume that B is a complete local domain. Let R be a 
complete local domain such that R dominates B and dim R = 1 + dim B and 
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R is residually rational over B and M(R) = zR + M(B)R for some z E R. 
Given any prime ideal P in R let S = R, and Q’ = B[z] n P and T = B[z]o,. 
Assume that f(z) E P. Then Q’R = P and for every h E T’ we have 
ord,h = ordTh. 
Proof Since R is complete and z E M(R), there exists a unique 
homomorphism v: B[ [Z]] + R such that v(Z) = z and u(h) = b for all 
b E B. Since B is complete and R is residually rational over B and M(R) = 
zR+ M(B)R, we see that u is surjective. Now B[[Z]] and R are local 
domains and dim B[ [Z]] = dim R, and hence v must be injective. Thus v 
is an isomorphism and hence our assertions follow from (9.3). 
LEMMA (9.5). Assume that B is a complete local domain. Let R be a 
complete local domain such that R dominates B and dim R = 1 + dim B and 
R is residually rational over B and M(R) = zR i- M(B)R for some z E R. 
Given any prime ideal P in R let S = R, and Q’ = B[z] n P and T = B[z],. 
and Q = B n P. Assume that ord,f(z) > d. Then we have the following. 
(I) ord,f(z) = ord,f(z). 
(2) There exist r E B and s E B\Q such that sa( 1) - dr E Q and 
s,-+rEQ’ and sdf(Z)-(sZ+r)dEQ[Z]. 
(3) dz+a(l)EQ’. 
(4) rf a( 1 ) E P and d is nondivisible by the characteristic of RIP then 
- E P. b 
Proof: As in the proof of (9.4) there exists an isomorphism 
o: B[[Z]] + R with v(Z) = z such that v(b) = b for all bE B. Now our 
assertions follow from (9.1) and (9.3). 
LEMMA (9.6). Assume that B is a local domain. Let R be an analytically 
irreducible local domain such that R dominates B and dim R = 1 + dim B and 
R is residually rational over B and M(R) = zR + M(B)R for some z E R. 
Given any prime ideal P in R let S = R,. Assume that a( 1) E P and d is non- 
divisible by the characteristic of R/P and ord,f(z) > d. Then z E P. 
Proof. Upon letting R* be the completion of R we can find a prime 
ideal P* in R* such that R n P* = P and now upon letting S* = R$ we get 
ord,.f(z) > ord,f(z) and hence we get ord,.f(z) 2 d. Upon letting B** be 
the completion of B there exists a unique homomorphism u: B** -+ R* 
such that u(b) = b for all b E B. Let B* = u(B**). Now R* and B* are com- 
plete local domains and R* dominates B* and R* is residually rational 
over B* and 
dimR*=dimR=l+dimB=l+dimB**3l+dimB*; 
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also M(R*) = M(B*)R* + zR* and hence 
dim R* < 1 + dim B*; 
thus we must have dim R* = 1 + dim B*. Also clearly a( 1) E P* and d is 
nondivisible by the characteristic of R*/P*. Therefore by part (4) of (9.5) 
we get ZEP* and so we get ZEP. 
10. TRIODES 
By a triode we mean a triple (R, B, z), where R and B are regular local 
domains and z is a nonzero element in R such that R dominates B and 
there exists an epimorphism U: R + B with ker(u) = zR and u(b) = b for all 
b E B; we note that then u is unique, i.e., if U: R + B is any other 
epimorphism with ker(ti)=zR and G(b)= b for all bE B then z?(a) = u(a) 
for all a E R. 
Recall that if w(Z) = C wjZj is a nonzero polynomial in an indeterminate 
Z with coefficients in a local ring B, then by definition ord,w(Z) = 
min(j + ord, w,), where the minimum is taken over all j with w, # 0. 
Now let (R, B, z) be a triode and let n = dim R. 
LEMMA (10.1). We have that R is residually rational over B and M(R) = 
zR + M(B)R and ord,z = 1 and dim B = n - 1. Moreover, for any nonzero 
polynomial w(Z) in an indeterminate Z with coefficients in B we have 
ord,w(z) = ord,w(Z). 
Prooj Now obviously R is residually rational over B and M(R) = 
zR + M(B)R and from known properties of regular local rings it follows 
that ord,z = 1 and dim R = 1 + dim B. Consequently dim B = n - 1 and we 
can find elements z2, . . . . z, in B such that M(B) = (z,, . . . . z,)B. Let z1 = z 
and let Z,, . . . . Z, be indeterminates. Let e = ord,w(Z). Let wj be the coef- 
ficient of Zj in w(Z), let V be the set of all nonnegative integers j such that 
wj # 0, and let V’ be the set of all j E V such that j + ord, wj = e. For every 
Jo V’ we can find a homogeneous polynomial Wj(Z,, . . . . Z,) of degree 
ord,wj in Zz, . . . . Z, with coefficients in B at least one of which is 
not in M(B) such that wj= Wj(zz, . . . . z,). Now dim R = n and M(R) = 
(z 1, . ..> z,)R; also V’ is nonempty and hence upon letting 
w*(z,) . ..) Z,) = C Z{ Wj(Zz, ...3 Z,) 
1.5 v 
we see that W*(Z,, . . . . Z,) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree e in 
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Z , , . . . . Z, with coefficients in R at least one of which is not in M(R) and 
therefore we have 
w*(- A 1 ) . ..) z, 
clearly 
w(z) = w*(z , ) . . . , z ,, )+ c Z’M., 
, E b’\ I” 
and 
c Z’M; E M(R)“+ ‘. 
j6 &\L” 
Therefore 
ord.iV(z) = e = ord,n(Z). 
LEMMA (10.2). Let Z be an indeterminate. Let d be a positive integer and 
let 
.f(Z)= 1 a(i) Z”-’ 
O<l<d 
a(i) jbr 1 <i<d and a(0) E R\N(R). 
Then Bn (f(z)R) = 10). 
Proof: Let zi =z. In view of (10.1) we have dim B=n- 1 and we can 
find elements z2, . . . . z, in B such that M(B) = (z,, . . . . z,)B and then we have 
M(R) = (zl, . . . . z,)R. Let Z,, . . . . Z, be indeterminates. Now for 1 < id d we 
can find a polynomial Wi(Z,, . . . . Z,) in Z,, . . . . Z, with coefficients in B 
such that WJz,, . . . . z,) = a(i) and such that either Wi(Zz, . . . . Z,) is the zero 
polynomial or it is a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree i. Let 
W(Z, , ...> Z,) = a(0) Zf+ C W,(Z,, . . . . Z,) Zf-1. 
1 Ci<d 
Then W(Z,, . . . . Z,) is a nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree d in 
Z i, ..,, Z, with coefficients in R such that W(z,, . . . . z,) =f(z). Given any 
0 #J’ E R let e = ord,f’. Then we can find a nonzero homogeneous 
polynomial W’(Z,, . . . . Z,) of degree e in Z,, . . . . Z, with coefficients in R 
such that W’(z,, . . . . zn)= f'. Let F(Z,, . . . . Z,) and @“(Z,, . . . . Z,) be the 
607/68/2-6 
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polynomials in Z, , . . . . Z, obtained respectively from W(Z,, . . . . Z,) and 
W(Z,) . ..) Z,) upon replacing their coefficients by the images of these coef- 
ficients in R/M(R) under the canonical epimorphism R + R/M(R). Then 
lqz,, . ..) Z,) and p(Z,, . . . . Z,) are nonzero homogeneous polynomials 
of degree d and e in Z,, . . . . Z, with coefficients in the field R/M(R). More- 
over the degree of P(Z,, . . . . Z,) in Z, is also d. Therefore upon letting 
d’ be the degree of p(Z,, . . . . Z,) in Z, we have that the degree of 
rv( z, ) . ..) Z,) qz,, . ..) Z,) in Z, is d + d’, which is a positive integer. By 
(10.1) we see that ord,J(z)= d and hence ord,J(z)f’=d+e. Suppose if 
possible that f(z)f’ E B; then by (10.1) we would get ord.f(z)f’ = d+ e 
and hence we can find a nonzero homogeneous polynomial U(Z,, . . . . Z,) of 
degree d + e in Z,, . . . . Z, with coefficients in B such that U(z,, . . . . zn) = 
f(z)f’; let O(Z,, . . . . Z,) be the polynomial in Z,, . . . . Z, obtained from 
U(Z,, . . . . Z,) upon replacing its coefficients by their images in R/M(R) 
under the canonical epimorphism R + R/M(R); now o(Z,, . . . . Z,) is a 
nonzero homogeneous polynomial of degree d + e in Z,, . . . . Z, with coef- 
ficients in R/M(R); also we have 
lqz, ) . ..) Z,)Fv(Z,, . ..) Z,) = B(Z,, . . . . Z,), 
which is a contradiction because the degree of the left-hand side in Z, is the 
positive integer d+ d’ whereas the degree of the right-hand side in Z, is 
zero. Therefore we must havef(z)f’# B. Thus Bn (f(z)R) = (0). 
LEMMA (10.3). Given any prime ideal Q in B let P = zR + QR. Then P is 
a prime ideal in R with z E P and B n P = Q. Also R/P is isomorphic to B/Q. 
Hence, in particular, R/P is regular iff B/Q is regular. 
Proof Let u: R + B be the unique epimorphism with ker(u) = zR and 
u(b)=b for all hi B. Then P=u’(Q) and hence P is a prime ideal in R 
and B n P = Q. Since P = u-‘(Q) we also see that R/P is isomorphic to 
B/Q and hence, in particular, that R/P is regular iff B/Q is regular. 
LEMMA (10.4). Let u: R + B be the unique epimorphism with ker(u) = zR 
and u(b) = b for all b E B. Given any prime ideal P in R let S = R,, and 
Q = B n P and T = B,. Assume that z E P. Then P = ZR + QR and there 
exists a unique homomorphism v: S -+ T with v(a) = u(a) for all aE R. 
Moreover v is surjective and ker(v) = zS and v(t) = t for all t E T and 
(S, T, z) is triode. Hence, in particular, S and T are regular local domains 
and S dominates T and S is residually rational over T and M(S) = 
zS+ M( T)S and ord,z = 1 and dim S = 1 + dim T and for any nonzero 
polynomial w(Z) in an indeterminate Z with coefficients in T we have 
ord,w(z) = ord,w(Z). 
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Proof Obviously T is a local domain, S is a local domain dominating 
T, and there exists a unique homomorphism v: S + T such that v(a) = u(a) 
for all a E R. For this homomorphism o we clearly have that u is surjective 
and ker( v) = ZS and v(t) = t for all t E T. Since R and B are regular, we also 
know that S and T are regular. Therefore (S, T, 2) is a triode and hence 
by (10.1) we see that S is residually rational over T and M(S) = 
,-S + M( T)S and ord,z = 1 and dim S = 1 + dim T and that for any nonzero 
polynomial w(Z) in an indeterminate Z with coeflicients in T we have 
ord,u(:) = ord.u(Z). Now obviously ,-R + QR c P; conversely, given any 
PEP we have U(P)E B and p-us ker(u) =rR c P and hence 
u(p)~Bnp=Q and therefore p=(p-u(p))+u(p)~zR+QR; thus 
P=zR+QR. 
LEMMA ( 10.5). P H B n P gives a hijection of the set of all prime ideals 
P ill R with z E P onto the set qf all prime ideals in B. The inverse qf this 
hijection is given by Q t-t zR + QR. 
Proof: Follows from ( 10.3) and ( 10.4). 
LEMMA (10.6). Given any prime ideal P in R let S= RP and Q = B n P 
and T = B,. Let Z he an indeterminate, let d be a positive integer which is 
nondivisible by the characteristic of R/P, and let 
.f(Z)=Z"+ C a(i)?' ' tttith u(i) E B for 1 <i<d 
I <is</ 
he such that a( 1) E P. Then we have 
ord,f(z) 3 do ord,f(z) = d 
OZEP andord.a(i)>ifor 1 <i<d. 
Proof: Follows from (9.6), (10.1) and (10.4). 
LEMMA (10.7). Let P be any nonzero prime ideal in R such that RIP is 
regular. Let S= R,. Let Z be an indeterminate, let d be a positive integer, 
and let 
f(Z)=Z"+ C a(i)Zd-’ with a(i) E B for l<i<d. 
I<r<d 
Assume that 
a(l)=0 and ordsf(-‘) = d 
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and 
either u(i) = 0 for 2 < i < d or d is nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of R/M(R). 
Let (R,, F,) be a monoidal transform of (R, f(z)R, S) such that z$ M(R,)2. 
Then ordR, F, < d. Moreover, iff (Z) = Zd then ord,, F, = 0. 
Proof: Let m=dimS and Q=BnP and T=B,. If a(i)=0 for 
2 6 i < d then obviously, whereas if d is nondivisible by the characteristic of 
R/M(R) then by (10.6) we see that z E P and ord.a(i) 2 i for 1 < i 6 d. 
By (10.1) we know that dim B = n - 1 and, because z E P, by (10.3) 
and (10.4) we also see that B/Q is regular and dim T= m - 1. 
Therefore we can find elements y,, . . . . y,, in B such that M(B) = 
(Y 2, . . . . Y,P and Q= (y2, . . . . y,)B, since ord ra(i) 2 i for 1 < i < d, it follows 
that a(i) E Qi for 1 <id d; in view of (10.1) and (10.4) we also see that 
M(R) = (z, ~2, . . . . y,)R and P = (z, y2, . . . . y,)R. For a moment suppose 
that yj/z E M( R 1 ) for 2 d j < m; then, because 
a(i) E Qi = (( y2, . . . . y,)B)’ for l<i<d, 
we see that 
a(WE ((y21z, . . . . Y,/z)R,)'~WU for lbi<d; 
also 
F, = tf(z)lz”)R, and f(z)/z” = 1 + 1 a(i)/z’; 
I<i<d 
therefore ord., F, = 0. So henceforth we may assume that y,,/z $ M(R,) for 
some p with 2 < p < m; then, because z # M( R1)2, for some q with 2 d q < m 
we must have z/yg E R,\M(R,) and yj/y, E R, for 2 <j d m. Let x = y, and 
xj= yjeI for 3<j<q and xk= y;for q+ 1 <k<n. 
Now we have 
M(B) = (x, x3, . . . . x,)B and Q = (x, x3 9 . . . . x,)B 
and 
M(R) = (z, x, x1, . . . . x,)R and P= (z, x, x3, . . . . x,)R 
and 
zIxER,\WRI) and X~/XE R, for 3<j<m. 
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If f(Z) = Zd then obviously F, = (z/x)~R, = R, ; so henceforth we may 
assume that 
d is nondivisible by the characteristic of R/M(R). 
Upon letting 
(11) 
R* = R[z/.u, x,/.x, . . . . x,,/x] 
and P* = R* n M(R,) we see that 
P* is a prime ideal in R* with M(R)R* c P* 
and R, = R$ and 
(12) 
(13) 
z/x E R*\P*. (14) 
Let 
and 
with 
Since 
we see that 
and hence 
B* = B[xJx, . . . . x,/x] (15) 
f,(Z)=Z”+ 1 a,(i)Zd-’ (16) 
a,(i) = a(i)/x’ for lbi<d. 
a(i) E Qi = ((x, x3, . . . . x,)B)’ for l<i<d, 
a,(i) E B* for l<i<d 
.fiW) E R*. 
Clearly f,(z/x) =f(z)/x’ and hence 
F, =f,W)R,; 
since R, = R$, upon letting 
e = ord,, F, 
(17) 
(18) 
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we see that 
Let 
rf,(z/x) E P*’ for some r e R*\P*. 
v: R” + R*/M(R)R* 
be the canonical epimorphism and let 
B,= u(B*) and 
Q;= v(P*) and 
R,=o(R*), 
;(J = v( z/x), 
and 
where 
foW=Zd+ c so(i) z”-‘, 
I<i<d 
(19) 
(20) 
ql(d = U(Ul(i)) for l<idd; 
then in view of (12) to (17) and (19) we see that 
Ro = &,[zol~ 
%I(4 E &I for ldidd, 
and 
Qb is a prime ideal in ,R, 
with 
ZO#Qb 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
and upon letting 
G = (R,),; 
we have 
ord T$O( zO) > e. 
Now R, = R;, and R, dominates R; therefore upon letting 
Qo=&nQb 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
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in view of (11) we see that 
d is nondivisible by the characteristic of BO/QO. (28) 
Since a,( 1) = ~(a,( 1)) = o(a( 1 )/x) and a( 1) = 0, we see that a,( 1) = 0 and 
hence 
Clearly 
ao(l)~Q,. (29) 
R, = u(R)[zo, U(Xj/X), . ..) u(x,/x)] 
and by known properties of monoidal transforms we see that 
R n ker(a) = M(R) 
and that the elements z,,, u(x,/.x), . . . . u(x,/x) are algebraically independent 
over the field u(R); by (10.1) we also know that R is residually rational 
over B; therefore u(R) = u(B) and hence 
the element z,, is transcendental over the domain B,. (30) 
In view of part (3) of (9.1), by (20) to (30) it follows that 
e < d. (31) 
By (18) and (31) we see that 
ord,, F, < d. (32) 
LEMMA (10.8). Assume that n Z 2 and let m be an integer with 2 < m 6 n. 
Let x, x3, . . . . ‘x, be elements in B such that M(B) = (x, x3, ,,., x,)B and 
M(R) = (z, x, xj, . . . . x,)R [note that by (10.1) we know that dim B= n - 11. 
Let z, =z/x. Let R* = R[z,, x3/x, . . . . x,/x] and B* = B[x,/x, . . . . x,/x]. Let 
P* be a prime ideal in R* with z, E P* and M(R) c P*. Let R, = R$. Let 
Q* = B* n P* and B, = B&. Then (R,, B,, z, ) is a triode. 
Proof: Since (R, B, z) is a triode, we see that 
every SE R can be written in the form S = Z’z + 7 with s’ E R 
and 1~ B (11) 
and that 
Bn (zR) = (0). (12) 
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Given any SE R* we can obviously write 
s=s*z, +s^ with S*E R* and s^ E R[x,/x, . . . . x,/x] 
and then in view of (11) we can write 
s^ = $‘z + i with s^’ E R[x,/x, . . . . .x,/.x] and DEB* 
and now we get 
S=S’z, + i where S’ = s* + s^‘x E R*. 
Thus 
every SE R* can be written in the form S=S’z, + i with j’eR* 
and in B*. (13) 
Given any s E R, we can write 
s = s,/sz with sr~R* and s2 E R*\P* 
and then in view of (13) we can write 
s, =s;z, + t, with s; ER* and ~,EB* 
and 
S? = s;z, + t, with S;E R* and t,EB* 
and now, because z, E P* and s2 E R*JP* and Q* = B* n P*, the above 
equation for s2 yields that tz E B*\Q* and hence that 
(t&z) E B, and t,s, E R*\P* 
and clearly we have 
w,Cs- (t,lf*)l = t2s2C(shJ - (fllf2)l 
= t,s, - l,Sl 
and so we get 
= t,(dlz, + t1)- t,($z, + t*) 
= (fg; - 2,s;) z, 
s= C(tz6 - ~I~;M~,%)l ZI + (t,ltz) 
= s’z, + t, 
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s’=(t2~;--f~S;)/(t2~2)~R, and t=(t,/t,)EB,. 
Thus 
every SE R, can be expressed in the form s= s’zl + t with s’ E R, 
and tEB,. (14) 
Given any h* E B* n (z, R*) we can first write b* = a*z, with a* E R* and 
then we can find a positive integer e such that upon letting 
$=.yfflb* and s=x“a* 
we have 6” E B and iT E R and now get 
h’= x’+‘b* = (xra*)(xzl) = cl,- 
and so 5 E B n (zR) and consequently by ( 12) we get 5 = 0 and hence we 
must have b* = 0; thus 
B*n(z,R*)= (0). (15) 
Now -7, R* c P* and R, = R$ and by (5.8) we know that z, R* is a prime 
ideal in R*; consequently 
R*n(z,R,)=z,R*. (16) 
By (15) and (16) we get 
B*n(z,R,)= 10). (17) 
Given any be B, n (zr R,) we can find qE B*\Q* such that bqE B* and 
then we get bq E B* n (zr R,) and hence by (17) we get bq = 0 and therefore 
we must have b=O; thus 
B, n (zlRl) = 101. (18) 
By known properties of monoidal transforms we see that R, and B, are 
regular local domains; also obviously R, dominates B, and 0 # z, E R, ; 
therefore in view of (14) and (18) we conclude that (R,, B,, z1 ) is a triode. 
LEMMA (10.9). Given any prime ideal P in R let S-R, and Q = Bn P 
and T = B,. Assume that RIP is regular and dim S 2 2 and z E P. [Note 
that by (10.3) and (10.4) we know that then B/Q is regular and 
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dim T = (dim S) - 1 2 1.1 Let R, be any monoidal transform of (R, S) such 
that L E M( R, )‘. Then R, dominates a unique monoidal transform B, of 
(B, T). Moreover 
QB, = xB, for some x E B 
and for any such x we have that 
0 # x E Q\M( R)’ and PR, = xR, 
and upon letting 
2, = z/x 
we have that 
CR,, B,, ~1 ) is a triode 
and upon letting Z be an indeterminate we have the following. 
(1) If d is a positive integer and 
f(Z)= Zd+ 1 a(i) Zdp’ with a(i)EB for 1 <idd 
I<iGd 
is such that ord,f(z) = d then upon letting 
f,(Z)= Zd+ 1 al(i) Zd-’ with a,(i) = a(i)/x’ for l<i<d 
I <i<rl 
we have 
a,(i)E B, for 1 < i<d and f(z)=xdfl(z,) and f,(z,)R, = the 
(R, S, R,)-transform of f(z)R. 
(2) For any b E M(B)\Q we have 
ord,(z+b)=O and z+b=xz,+b and R,#(xz,+b)R,=the 
(R, S, R,)-transform of (z + b) R. 
(3) For any b E Q n M(B)* we have 
ord,(z+b)=l and bx-‘EB, and z+b=x(z,+bx-‘) and 
RI #(z, + bx-‘)R, = the (R, S, RI)-transform of (z + b)R. 
(4) For any b E Q\A4(B)’ we have 
ord,(z+ b)= 1 and bx-’ E B, and z+ b=x(z, + bx-‘) and 
RI = (zl + bx-‘)R, = the (R, S, R,)-transform of (z + b)R. 
(5) IfdimS= then Q=xBandB,=B. 
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Proof. Let 
m = dim S. (11) 
Now in view of (lO.l), (10.3), and (10.4) we see that dim B=n - 1 and 
dim T = m - 1 and B/Q is regular and there exist elements jz, . . . . jn in B 
such that M(B) = (jz, . . . . j,)B and Q = (j2, . . . . j,)B and M(R) = 
(z, 4;2, . . . . J,)R and P= (z, j2, . . . . j,)R. Since ZE M(R,)*, there exists an - - 
integer e with 2 6 e < m such that z/jy E M(R,) and yj/yj, E R, for 2 < id m. 
Let y2=.Cr and yi=jP1 for 3<i<e and yi=ji for e+ 1 didn. Now 
y*, ..., y, are elements in B such that M(B) = ()I?, . . . . y,)B and 
Q = 0’2, . . . . y,)B and M(R) = (z, y2, . . . . y,)R and P= (z, y2, . . . . y,,)R and 
z/y2 E M(R,) and yi/y2 E R, for 2 d i < m. Upon letting 
R’ = Nzly,, .v,l1(2, . . . . y,/yJ and P’ = R’ n M( R, ) and 
B’ = B[-Jy2, . . . . y,/yz] and Q’= B’nM(R,) and B, = Bb. 
we must have R, = R)p. and so R, dominates the monoidal transform B, of 
(B, T). Now the set of all monoidal transforms of (B, T) is an irredundant 
premodel of the quotient field of B and hence B, must be the unique 
monoidal transform of (B, T) dominated by R, Also clearly we have 
.I’* E B and QB, = yr B,. (*) 
Now let there be given any 
XCB such that QB, = .uB,. (12) 
Then we have .X E B n (QB,) = Q and hence 
x = r2 .v2 + . . + rmy,,, with rie B for 2<i<m. 
Now (0) # y, B, = QBl = xB, and hence we get 
r2 + r3(1)dy2) + . . . + rm(yrnl~2) = X/Y* E B,\WB,) 
and we also have that 
B, dominates B and y/y2 E B, for 36i<m 
and therefore we must have 
yj $ M(B) for some integer j with 2 <j 6 m; 
from all this it follows that 
0 # x E Q\M( R)’ and PR, = .uR, (13) 
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and that upon letting 
xj = y, - , for 3<i<j and xi= Y, for jt 1 <i<n 
we get elements x3, . . . . x,, in B such that 
M(B) = (x, xj, . . . . x,)B and Q = (s, x3, . . . . x,)B and M(R) = 
(z, x, x3, . . . . x,)R and P= (z, x, x3, . . . . x,) R and zjx~E(R~) 
and XJXER, for 3<i<m (14) 
and such that upon letting 
R* = R[z/x, x3/x, . . . . x,/x] and P* = R* n M(R,) and 
B* = B[x,/x, . . . . x,/x] and Q* = B* n M(R,) (15) 
we have 
R,=R*,. and B, = B&. (16) 
Upon letting 
ZI = z/x 
in view of (1 l), (14), (15), (16), and (10.8) we conclude that 
(R,, B,, z,) is a triode. 
(17) 
Finally, assertions (1) to (5) follow from (11) to (17) and (10.4). 
LEMMA (10.10). Given any prime ideal P in R let S= Rp. Assume that 
RIP is regular and dim S = 2 and z E P. Then there exists a unique monoidal 
transform R, of (R, S) such that z E M( RI)‘. 
Proof. By (10.1) we know that ord,z = 1 and hence we can find 
elements x2, . . . . x, in R such that (z, x2, . . . . x,)R = M(R) and (z, x2)R = P. 
Let R’ = R[z/xZ] and P’ = M(R)R’ + (z/x,)R’. Then clearly P’ is a prime 
ideal in R’ and upon letting RI = R>, we have that R, is the unique 
monoidal transform of (R, S) such that z E M( RI )2. 
11. DEFINITIONS ABOUT SPECIAL POLYNOMIALS 
Let B be a regular local domain. Let Z be an indeterminate. 
Given any positive integer d and ariy 
f(Z)=Zd+ 1 a(i)Zdpi with u(i) E B for l<i<d 
l<igd 
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we define the amplitude by putting 
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ampCB, dl(f(z)) = ,yf~, (l/i) ordB4i) . . 
and we note that, by convention, for any positive integer i we have 
(l/i) ord,a(i) = co - ord,a(i) = CC o a(i) = 0 
and so we have 
amp[B,d](f(Z))=cooa(i)=Ofor l<i<d 
*f(Z) = Zd 
and we define the integral amplitude by putting 
if amp[B, d](f(Z)) = cc 
inamp[B, d](f(Z)) = le largest integer d amp[B, d](f(Z)) 
if ampCB, dl(f(z)) # CC 
and we note that 
f(Z) # Zdo inamp[B, d](f(Z)) is a nonnegative integer 
* inamp[B, dl(f(Z)) # co 
and we define the equimultiple locus by putting 
WB, 4(f(z)) = { TE B(B): inampCT, 4tft-Z)) 2 1) 
and for every nonnegative integer i we define 
@L-B, W-(Z)) = @(B) n @t-B, dl(f(Z)) 
and we define the capacity by putting 
CarNIB, dl(fW) = 1 inampCTt d(f(z)) 
7s LF’CB. dll 0-7)) 
and we note that 
cap[B, d](f(Z)) = co o dim B # 0 and amp[B, d](f(Z)) = CC 
and we define the content by putting 
(01 if cap[B, d](f(Z)) = cc, 
Con[B, dl(f(Z))= ~~~~~~~,~~(~(~))(Bn~(T))i""mPC~dl~f~Z~~ 
if CapCB, 4(f(Z)) f co 
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and we note that then Con[B, d](f( Z)) is a principal ideal in B and we 
also note that 
ConCB, 4(f(z)) = (0) -=capCB, ~IUW) = 00 
and we further note that 
if Con [ B, d](f(Z)) is nonzero and has a normal crossing 
at B then ord,Con[B, d](f(Z)) = cap[B, d](f(Z)) 
and finally we define the index by putting 
if amp[B, d](f(Z)) = cc 
indC4 4(fG?) = zp[l, 4Lf~z~~ - capC& 4Cf~Z~~ 
if amp[B, dl(f(Z)) # co. 
Given any 
g(Z) = n (Z + b(j))““‘, 
l<i<r 
where e is a nonnegative integer, c(l), . . . . c(e) are positive integers, and 
4 11, . . . . b(e) are pairwise distinct elements of B, we define the amplitude by 
putting 
ampCBl(dZ)) = 
0 if e=O 
max I <j<eord,b(.i) if e#O 
and given any 
OfhEB 
we define the amplitude by putting 
amp[Bl(gW, h)=ord, h n WI 
I <jsr > 
and we note that 
amp[B](g(Z)) # co oamp[B](g(Z)) is a nonnegative integer 
-b(j)#O for 1 <j<e 
- ampCBl(g(ZL h) # m 
0 amp[ B]( g(Z), h) is a nonnegative integer 
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and we define the equimdtiple locrts by putting 
@[B](g(Z), h) = ( TE S(B): amp[Tl(g(Z)) 2 1 and 
ampCTl(g(Z), h) 2 2) 
and for every nonnegative integer i we define 
@[Bl(g(Z), h) = WB) n E[B](g(Z), h) 
and we define the capacity by putting 
cwCBl(g(Z), k) = 1 ampCTl(g(Z)) 
TECF’[B](y(Zl. h) 
and we note that 
capEBlk(Z), h) = coodimBf0 and amp[B](g(Z))=cc 
and we define the content by putting 
iot if cap[B](g(Z), h) = cz1 
conEBl(s(zL h) = nT, LF’[B](g(Z), h) (By M(q)=mC~l(n(z)l 
if capCBl(g(ZL h) f a 
and we note that then Con[B](g(Z), 11) is a principal ideal in B and we 
also note that 
ConCWMZh 4 = (0) 0 capCBlk(Z), h) = ~0 
and we further note that 
if Con[ B]( g( Z), h) is nonzero and has a normal crossing at B 
then ords Con[B](g(Z), h) = cap[B](g(Z), h) 
and we define the index by putting 
cc if amp[B](g(Z)) = cc 
indCBlCg(Z), h) = ampCBl(g(Z)) - capCBl(g(Z), h) - 1 
if awCBl(gV)) Z ~0 
and, finally, given any d and f(Z) as above we define 
ampCB, dlUIZ), g(Z), h) 
awC& dl(fW) if ampCB, dl(f(z)J Z ~0 
ampCBl(dZ)) if amp[B, d](f(Z)) = co 
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and 
and 
cap[K 4(fL% g(Z), 4 
= capC& ~l(fW 
i 
if an-d& 4(.f(z)) f ~0 
wUlkW~ 4 if amp[B, d](f(Z)) = cc 
CON4 4(f(z), g(Z), 4 
ConPt 4WY if ampC& 4(.f(Z)) Z ~0 
ConC~lMZh 4 if amp[B, d](f(Z)) = 00 
and 
indlI4 d(f(z), g(Z), h) 
if ampC4 dl(f(Z)) Z 00 
if amp[B, d](f(Z)) = co. 
12. TRANSFORMATIONS OF SPECIAL POLYNOMIALS 
This section consists of several technical lemmas. The main results of this 
section will be paraphrased in the next section. The reader may find it more 
convenient to first read the next section and then refer to this section, as 
much as necessary, for proofs. 
Let (R, B, z) be a triode and let n = dim R. Let Z be an indeterminate. 
Let d be a positive integer and let 
f(Z)=Zd+ 1 a(i)Zdwi with a(i) E B for l<i<d 
I<iCd 
and assume that 
a(l)=0 
and 
either a(i) = 0 for 2 < i < d or d is nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of R/M(R). 
Let 
g(Z) = n (Z + b(j))““‘, 
I<j<r 
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where e is a nonnegative integer, c(l), . . . . c(e) are positive integers, and 
b( 11, . . . . b(e) are pairwise distinct elements of M(B). Let 
O#hEB. 
Let 
F=.f(z)R, G = g(z)& H=hR. 
Finally, let 
C= ConCB, dl(f(Z)) and c=Con[B](g(Z), h). 
Note that in view of (10.1) we have 
ord,F< d and ord,G= 1 c(j) 
l<j$r 
and so in particular F, G, H are nonzero principal ideals in R. 
LEMMA (12.1). Given any prime ideal P in R let S = R,. Assume that 
RIP is regular and dim S = 2 and ord,f (z) = d. Let (RI, F,) be any 
monoidal transform of (R, F, S) such that z $ M( RI )2. Then ord., F, < d. 
Moreover, iff(Z) = Z” then ord,, F, = 0. 
Proof Follows from (10.7). 
LEMMA (12.2). Given any prime ideal P in R let S = R, and Q = B A P 
and T= B,. Assume that R/P is regular and dim S = 2 and ord,f(z) = d. 
Then there exists a unique monoidal transform R, of (R, S) such that 
z E M(R, )‘. Also we have 
Q = xB for some .YE B. 
Moreover, for any such x we have that 
O#XEM(B)\M(R)~ and PR, = xR, 
and upon letting 
we have that 
(R,, B,z,) is a triode 
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and upon letting 
(F, , G, , H, ) = the (R, S, R, )-transform of (F, G, H), and 
f,(Z)=Z”+ 1 a,(i)ZdPi with a*(i)=a(i)/x’ for 1 <i<d, 
l<i<d 
we have that 
a,(i)EBfor l~i~danda,(l)=OandF,=f,(z,)R, 
and upon letting 
Cl = ConC4 4(f,W) 
we have that 
xc, = c, 
and we have that 
ifamp[B, d](f(Z))= 03 then ampC& dl(fIW) = 03, 
capC4 4UU)) = 00 = capC& dl(f (Z)), 
indC& dl(fi(Z)) = 00 = indC4 dl(f(z)L 
and we have that 
ifampC& dl(f(Z)) # GO then ampC4 dl(fAZ)) f 00, 
cat04 dl(f,(Z)) # 00 # capC& dl(f(Z)), 
indC& dl(f,(Z)) # 00 # indC& dl(fW), 
ampC4 dl(f,(Z)) = amp[& dl(fV)) - 1, 
capC4 dl(f,(Z)) = capC& dl(f (Z)) - 1, 
indC& dl(f,(Z)) = indC& dl(f(Z)), 
and upon letting 
e’=card{j: 1 dj<e andord.b(j)=O), and 
e, = e’ + card(j: 1 <j< e and ord&)) > 1 < ord,b(j)}, and 
(q(l), . . . . q(e)) = the unique permutation of (1, . . . . e) such that 
o%WU)) = 0 for 1 <j<e’, 
ordAdA) 2 1 < ord,b(q(j)) for e’+ 1 dj<e,, 
qW<dj+ 1) f or l<j<e’, 
dj)<dJ+ 1) for e’+ l< j<e,, 
dj)<q(j+ 1) f or e,+l<j<e, 
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and 
Cl(j) = c(q(j)) .for 1 <i<e,, 
h1(j) = i 
h(dj)) if l<j<e’ 
h(q(j))/x if e’ + 1 < .j ,< e, 
g,(Z)= 
[ 
n (xZ+b,(j))“‘” 
lCj<e’ IC 
c,+,G,c,, (Z+h,WP], 
. ‘. 
d’=d+ (,,+,G,.-, c(q(j)) and 11, =hxd’, 
\ : 
we have that 
c,(j) is a positive integer for 16 j<e,, 
b,(j)EWB) for 1 <j<e,, 
hlW+bl(j’) for e’+ 1 < j<j’<e,, 
b,(j) E B\WB) for e,+l<j<e, 
O#hlEB, 
G, = g,(z, )R, and H,=h,R,. 
Finally, with the above notation and upon considering the four conditions 
b(j)EQ for l<j<e and the sequence (b(j),GiG.,C) is 
principalized in B and the sequence (h, h(j), <, S c, C) is 
monomialized in B, to*) 
e’ = 0 and the sequence (h,(j) , <, S ‘,, , C, ) is principalized in 
B an! the sequence (h, , b,(j), <, G (,], C, ) is monomialized 
in B, (I*) 
b(j)EQ for,l<j<e and either amp[B,d](f(Z))#w or 
amp[B, d](f(Z))= CC >ord.hh(l)...h(e)> 16e, (0’) 
and 
ampCB, dl(f(z), g(Z), h)# cc #cap[B, d](f(Z), g(z), h), 
e’ = 0, 
ampCB, 4(flW, g,(Z), h,) = ampCB, dl(f(zL g(Z), h) - 1, 
CapCB, 4(.fI(Z), g,(Z), h,)=cap[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h)- 1, 
indCB, dlCfi(ZL glG7, 11,) = indCB, dl(f(z), g(Z), h), (1’) 
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to*)*(l*) (1) 
and 
(O’)*(l’). (2) 
Proof: By (10.6) we see that ZE P and then by (10.10) we see that there 
exists a unique monoidal transform R, of (R, S) such that z E M(R1)*. Now 
the existence of XE B with xB= Q as well as all the assertions in the 
sentence “Moreover, for any such x . . . H, = h, R, .” follow from (10.9). The 
assertions in this sentence yield the implications (1) and (2) by separately 
considering the two cases according as amp[B, d](f(Z)) # 00 or 
ampC& dl(fV)) = ~0. 
LEMMA (12.3). amp[B, d](f(Z)) = oc, zff ord,F=d and (R, F) is 
resolved. 
Proof: By (10.1) we have ord,z= 1. If amp[B, d](f(Z))= cc then 
F= z’R and hence ord, F= d and (R, F) is resolved. Conversely suppose 
that ordR F= d and (R, F) is resolved; then F= Pd for some nonzero prin- 
cipal prime ideal P in R with ordR P = 1; now by (10.6) we get z E P and 
hence we must have P = zR; consequently, upon letting Q = B n P we have 
Q = { 0) and hence upon letting T = B, we have that T is a field; by (10.6) 
we get ord.a(i) z i for 1 < i < d and hence we must have a(i) = 0 for 
1 Q i< d; therefore amp[B, d](f(Z)) = co. 
LEMMA (12.11). Assume that ord,F=d and amp[B,d](f(Z))#co. 
Then we have the following. 
(1) (R, F) is unresolued and C # { 0 > and dim B # 0. 
(2) E*(R, F)= (SE’%*(R):ZEM(S) and CcM(S)}. 
(3) For every SEE*(R, F) we have RnM(S)=zR+ (BnM(S))R. 
(4) SH B n M(S) gives a bijection of E*(R, F) onto the set of all non- 
zero principal prime ideals in B which contain C. 
(5) ~*(R,F)Z~ocapCB,dl(f(Z))ZO. 
(6) @*(R, F) has a normal crossing at R o C has a normal crossing 
at B. 
ProoJ: Obviously C# (0); by (12.3) we see that (R, F) is unresolved 
and hence in view of ( 10.1) we get dim B # 0; this proves ( 1). In view of ( 1 ), 
by (10.3) to (10.6) we get (2) to (4). Now dim BfO and ord,C#O if and 
only if cap[B, d](f(Z))#O and hence by (4) we get (5). Note that 
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by (10.1) we have M(R)=zR + M(B)R and dim B=n- 1. To prove (6), 
for a moment suppose that C has a normal crossing at B; then we can find 
a basis (z2, . . . . z,J of M(B) such that C = ~5”) ... .z$“~ B, where m is an 
integer with 1 <m d n and where t(2), . . . . t(m) are positive integers; now 
M(R) = (z, z2, . . . . z,)R and (z, z,)R, . . . . (z, ,-,)A are prime ideals in R and in 
view of (3) and (4) we see that R ,Z,Zz jR, . . . . Rcz.zmjR are exactly all the 
distinct members of E*(R, F); therefore @*(R, F) has a normal crossing 
at R. 
To conclude the proof of (6), henceforth assume that E2(R, F) has a nor- 
mal crossing at R. Then, upon letting p = 1 + card e2( R, F), in view of (3) 
and (4.6) we have 1 ,< p 6 IZ and we can find elements y2, . . . . y, in R such 
that M(R) = (z, y2, . . . . y,)R and such that R,,. ,.IjR, . . . . R,; -VPv,)R are exactly 
all the distinct members of Q*(R, F); now in view of (10.3) to (10.5) 
there exist elements .x2, . . . . x, in B such that x2 B, . . . . .u,B are pairwise 
distinct nonzero principal prime ideals in B and such that for 2 6 i< p 
we have ord,x,= 1 and x,B= Bn (z, y,)R and (z, y,)R = (z, xi)R; by (4) 
we see that C=X~(~)... xS’P)B, where s(2), . . . . s(p) are positive integers. 
Now clearly M( R; = (z, -4, . . . . x,,, yP+ r, . . . . y,)R; therefore rZxl + ... + 
rPxP $ IVY whenever r2, . . . . rP are elements in R at least one of which is 
not in M(R); consequently r2x2 + . . . + rpxp 4 M(B)* whenever r2, . . . . rp are 
elements in B at least one of which is not in M(B); therefore we can find 
elements xP + i, . . . . x, in B such that M(B) = (x2, . . . . x,)B. It follows that C 
has a normal crossing at B. 
LEMMA (12.12). Assume that ord,F= d and amp[B, d](f(Z)) # co. 
Then n’e haue the following. 
(2) (R, F) is pregood e C has a normal crossing at B and 
CapCB, 4(fG?) Z 0. 
ProoJ Follows from ( 12.11). 
LEMMA (12.13). We have the following. 
(1) rf Cf (0) and cap[B, dl(f(Z))#O then cap[B, dl(f(Z)) is a 
positive integer and amp[ B, d](f(Z)) # co. 
(2) ord.F#doord.F<d 
- ampC& 4(W)) < 1 
*capCB, d1W-V) = 0 and ind[B, d](f(Z)) < 1. 
Proof The first two implications of (2) follow from (10.6). The rest is 
obvious. 
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LEMMA ( 12.14). We have the following. 
(1) If C#{O}, C h as a normal crossing at B, and cap[B, d] 
(f(Z)) # 0, then ord,F= d and(R,F)ispregoodandamp[B,d](f(Z))#oo 
and cap[B, d](f(Z)) is a positive integer. 
(2) If ord.F=d and (R, F) is pregood then C# (0) and C has a 
normal crossing at B and cap[ B, d](f(Z)) # 0. 
(3) Ifcap[B, d](f(Z))=O and ind[B, d](f(Z))< 1 then ord,F<d. 
Proof. Follows from (12.3), (12.12), and (12.13). 
LEMMA (12.15). Assume that ord,F=d and cap[B, d](f(Z))= 1 and 
either ind[B, d]( f (Z)) < 1 or C has a normal crossing at B. Then (R, F) is 
pregood and for any SE E2(R, F) and any monoidal transform (R,, F,) of 
(R, F, S) we have ord,, F, < d. 
Proof Now obviously C # (0) and C has a normal crossing at B. 
Therefore our assertion follows from ( 12.1), ( 12.2), ( 12.13) and ( 12.14). 
LEMMA ( 12.16). Assume that C # { 0 > and C has a normal crossing at B 
and cap[B,d](f(Z))>2. [Note that then by (12.14) we know that 
ord,F=d and (R, F) is pregood and cap[B, d](f(Z)) is an integer.] Let 
there be given any SE @.‘( R, F). Then there exists a unique monoidal trans- 
form (R,, F,) of (R, F, S) such that ord,, F, z d. Furthermore, for this 
unique (R, , F, ) we have ord R, F, = d and 2 E M( R, )‘. Also we have 
BnM(S)=xB ,for some x E B. 
Moreover, for any such x we have that 
O#XEM(B)\M(R)~ and (R n M(S))R, = xR, 
and upon letting 
we have that 
(R,, B, z,) is a triode 
and upon letting 
fi(Z) = Zd+ 1 a,(i) Zd-’ with a,(i) = a(i)/x’ for ldidd 
ICi<d 
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we have that 
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a,(i)EBfor 1 <i<dand a,(l)=0 andF, =fi(zl)R, 
and upon letting 
C, = ConCB, dl(f,(Z)) 
we have that 
xc, = C and C, # (01 and C, has a normal crossing at B, 
andcapC4 dl(f,(Z)) = capE4 dl(f(Z)) - 1, 
and ind[B, d](f,(Z)) = ind[B, d](f(Z)). 
ProoJ: Follows from (12.1) (12.2) (12.13) and (12.14). 
PROPOSITION ( 12.17). Assume that ord, F = d. Then we have the 
folloM+ng. 
(1) rf C+(O), C h as a normal crossing at B and cap[B, d] 
(f(Z))#O, and ind[B,d](f(Z))< 1, then (R, F) is good, and cap[B,d] 
(f(Z)) is a positive integer and cap[R](F) = cap[B, d](f(Z)). 
(2) If (R, F) is good then C # (0) and C has a normal crossing at B 
and cap[B, d](f(Z)) #O, and ind[B, d](f(Z)) < 1. 
Proof: In view of(8.1) (12.13), (12.14), (12.15), and (12.16) our asser- 
tions follow by induction on cap[B, d](f(Z)). 
LEMMA (12.21). For 1 d j 6 e, upon letting Q, = (z + b(j))R we have that 
Qj is a nonzero principal prime ideal in R with ord, Q, = 1 and B n Q, = { 0). 
Moreover, Q,, . . . . Qp are pairwise distinct and they are exactly all the non- 
zero principal prime ideals in R containing G. 
Proof: Recalling that b( 1 ), . . . . b(e) are pairwise distinct elements of 
M(B), all the assertions follow from (10.2). 
LEMMA (12.22). We have the following. 
(1) If G has d normal crossing at R then ord,b(j’) # 1 for at most one 
value off btith 1 <f < e. 
(2) If G has a normal crossing at R and the sequence b(j),,i,, is 
principalized in B then e 6 2. 
(3 ) If GH has a normal crossing at R and the sequence b(j) , S j Q e is 
principalized in B and e $2 and ord,b(i) = 1 for a certain value of i with 
1 <i<e then h$b(i)B. 
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ProoJ We may assume that G has a normal crossing at R. Let 
1;: M(R) + M(R)/&!(R)* be the canonical epimorphism and let us regard 
M(R)/M( R)* as a vector space over the field R/M(R). Note that by (10.1) 
we have z E M(R). Since G has a normal crossing at R, by (12.21) we see 
that the elements U(Z + b( 1 )), . . . . U(Z + b(e)) are linearly independent over 
R/M(R). From this it follows that ord,&‘) # 1 for at most one value ofj’ 
with 1 d j’ < e and it also follows that if the sequence b(j), G jG L, is prin- 
cipalized in B then e < 2. Now assume that GH has a normal crossing at R 
and the sequence b(j) 1 G js e is principalized in B and e >, 2 and ord,h(i) = 1 
for a certain value of i with 1 < i < e. By what we have just proved we must 
then have e = 2; also clearly U(Z + b( 1)) and u(z + b(2)) both belong to the 
vector space spanned by u(z) and u(b(i)). Suppose if possible that h E b(i)B; 
by ( 10.1) we have ord,b(i) = 1 and hence b(i)R is a nonzero principal 
prime ideal in R containing H; by (12.21) we know that (z + b( l))R # 
b(i)R# (z+ b(2))R; therefore b(i)R and (z +b(l))R and (z+b(2))R are 
three pairwise distinct nonzero principal prime ideals in R containing GH; 
since GH has a normal crossing at R, we conclude that the three elements 
u(b(i)) and u(z +6(l)) and u(z+b(2)) are linearly independent over 
R/M(R); this is a contradiction because all three elements belong to the 
vector space spanned by the two elements u(z) and u(b(i)). Therefore 
h # b(i)B. 
LEMMA (12.23). Assume that GH has a normal crossing at R. Also 
assume that the sequence b(j) 1 SjG e is principalized in B and the sequence 
(h, b(j), GjGey C) is monomialized in B. Finally, assume that either C # (01 
or e#O#b(l)...b(e). Let SE’%*(R) be such that ZEM(S) and CcM(S) 
and b(j) E M(S) for 1 < j < e. Then (S, GH) has a normal crossing at R. 
Proof: By (10.1) we have dim B = n - 1 and M(R) = zR + M(B)R. 
Upon letting P = R n M(S) and Q = Bn P, by (10.4) we have that Q is a 
nonzero principal prime ideal in B and P= zR + QR. First, suppose that 
e > 2 and ord,b( 1) # 1; then, since GH has a normal crossing at R and the 
sequence b(j), <j<e is principalized in B, in view of (12.22) we see that e = 2 
and ord,b(2) = 1 and b(1) E b(2)B and h $ b(2)B; consequently, since the 
sequence (h, b(j), <j<e) is monomialized in B, we can find elements 
z*, ..., z, in B such that M(B) = (z2, . . . . z,)B and b(2)B= z,B and 
Hz z’(3) . , . z’(“)R 
3 where r(3), . . . . r(n) are nonnegative integers; since 
b(2)EQ and” ord,b(2)=1, we must have Q=b(2)B=z,B and hence 
P = (z, z,)R; since b( 1) E b(2)B = z,B, we see that (z + b(l), z + b(2))R = 
(z, z,)R = P and (Z + b(l), z + b(2), z3, . . . . z,)R = M(R); therefore (S, GH) 
has a normal crossing at R. Second, suppose that e B 2 and ord,b( 1) = 1; 
then, since GH has a normal crossing at R and the sequence b(j), Q jGe is 
principalized in B, in view of (12.22) we see that e = 2 and b(2) E b( l)B and 
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h 4 b( 1)B; consequently, since the sequence (h, b(j), G jg ,) is monomialized 
in B, we can find elements z2, . . . . z, in B such that M(B) = (z,, . . . . z,)B and 
b( 1 )B = z2 B and H = z;13) . . . z;(“)R, where r( 3), . . . . r(n) are nonnegative 
integers; since b( 1) E Q and ord,b( 1) = 1, we must have Q = b( 1 )B = z2 B, 
since b(2)~b(l)B=z,B, we see that (z+b(l),z+b(2))R=(z,z2)R=P 
and (=+b(l), z+b(2),z,, . . . . z,)R = M(R); therefore (S, GH) has a normal 
crossing at R. Third, suppose that e = 1 and b( 1) # 0; then, since b( 1) E Q 
and the sequence (h, !I( 1)) is monomialized in B, we can find elements 
z2, . . . . z, in B such that M(B) = (zz, . . . . z,)B and Q = z,B and b(l)B= 
s(2) z2 ... n zS(“)B and H= d23.. . z;(“)R, where s(2), . . . . s(n), r(2), . . . . r(n) are 
nonnegative integers wiih s(2) #O; now clearly (z + b( l), z,)R = P and 
(2 + b(l), z2, . . . . z,,)R = M(R) and hence (S, GH) has a normal crossing at 
R. Fourth, suppose that e = 1 and b( 1) = 0; then we must have C # (0); 
now hC has a normal crossing at B and Cc Q and hence we can find 
elements z2, . . . . z, in B such that (z,, . . . . z,)B= M(B) and z,B=Q and 
H=42)... n z’(“)R, where r(2), . . . . r(n) are nonnegative integers; clearly 
(z, z,)R= P and (2, z2 , . . . . z,,)R = M(R) and hence (S, GH) has a normal 
crossing at R. Fifth and finally, suppose that e = 0; then we must have 
C# (0); now hC has a normal crossing at B and Cc Q and hence we can 
find elements z2, . . . . z, in B such that (z,, . . . . z,)B = M(B) and z,B = Q and 
Hzz;(2’... z;:“) R, where r(2), . . . . r(n) are nonnegative integers; clearly 
(z, z,)R = P and (z, z2, . . . . z, )R = M(R) and hence (S, GH) has a normal 
crossing at R. 
LEMMA (12.31). Assume rhat ord,F=d and amp[B, d](,f(Z))# co. 
Then we have the following. 
(1) ado[R](F, GH)=dand C# (0) and dim B#O. 
(2) @(R, F, GH)=E2(R, F). 
(3) E2(R,F,GH)=(S~%32(R):z~M(S)andCcM(S)). 
(4) For every S E e2(R, F, GH) we have R n M(S) = zR + 
(Bn M(S))R. 
(5) SH B n M(S) gives a bijection ofG2(R, F, GH) onto the set of all 
nonzero principal prime ideals in B which contain C. 
(6) @(R, F, GH) # 0 -capCB, dl(fW) # 0. 
(7) E’(R, F, GH) has a normal crossing at R o C has a normal 
crossing at B. 
(8) rf the sequence (b(j), $ jGer C) is principalized in B then 
E2(R, F, G, H)= {SE@~(R, F, GH): b(j)EM(S) for l< j<e}. 
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Proqf. By (4.5) and (12.11) we get (1) to (7). To prove (8), first suppose 
that b(j) E C for 1 < j Q e; then, in view of (12.21), by (4) and (5) we see 
that 
@‘(R, F, GH)= (SEQ!‘(R, F, GH): b(j)EM(S) for 1 <j<e) 
= E2(R, F, G, H). 
To complete the proof of (8), second suppose that the sequence 
(MA , $, c <,, C) is principalized in B and b( j’) $ C for some j’ with 1 <j’ 6 e; 
now we must have e > 1 and we can find an integer i with 1 < i < e such 
that Cc b(i)B and b(j) E b(i)B for I 6 j d e; since b( if E M(B) and 
dim B # 0, we can take a nonzero principal prime ideal Q’ in B such that 
h(i) E Q’; clearly Cc Q’ and hence, in view of (4) and (5), upon letting 
P’ = zR -t Q’R we see that P’ is a prime ideal in R and upon letting S’ = R, 
we see that S’ E E2( R, F, GH); now clearly b(j) E M(Y) for 1 <j< e and 
hence, in view of (12.21), by (4) and (5) we get 
@(R, F, G, H)= {SE@*(R, F, GH): &)EM(S) for 16j6e). 
LEMMA (12.32). Assume that ord,F= d and amp[B, d](f‘(Z)) jt GO and 
GH has a normal crossing at R. Also assume that the sequence 
(b(j) , <, SC,? C) is principalized in B and the sequence (h, b(j), g i4 <,, C) is 
monomialized in B. Final&, assume that cap[ B, d] (f (Z)) # 0. Then 
(.R, F, G, H) is pregood and for every SE @*CR, F, G, H) we have 
SE @‘(R, F) and b(j) E M(S) for 1 < j < e. 
Proof. Follows from (12.12), (12.23), and (12.31). 
LEMMA (12.33). Assume thut amp[B, d](f(Z)) # LX. Then we have the 
following. 
(1) cap[B, d](.f(.Z)) is a nonnegative integer and d3 2. 
(2) ado[R](F, GH) <d 
Q ado[R](F, GW) # d 
oord.F#d 
oord.F<d 
ocap[B, d](f(Z))=O and ind[B, d](f(Z))< 1. 
Proof: Part ( 1) is obvious. Part (2) follows from ( 1 ), ( 12.3), and ( 12.13 ). 
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LEMMA (12.41). Assume that amp[B, d](f(Z)) = co. Then 
ado[R](F, GH) # 10 ado[R](F, GH) = 0. 
Proof: Follows from (12.3). 
LEMMA (12.42). Assume that amp[B, d](f(Z)) = co. Also ussume that F 
and G are coprime in R. Then 
h(j)#O for 16j<e, 
ampCWg(Z)) Z 00 Z ampCBl(gV), h), and 
capCBl(dZL h) f ~0. 
Proqf: NOW Fc zR and by (10.1) we see that ;R is a nonzero principal 
prime ideal in R. Therefore in view of ( 12.21) we see that b(j) # 0 for 
1 <j<e and hence that amp[B](g(Z)) # co and amp[B](g(Z), h) # co 
and capCBl(g(Z), h) # XL 
LEMMA ( 12.43 ). Assume that e = 0. Then 
ampCBlk(Z)) = 0 = capCBlk(Z), h), and 
ind[B](g(Z), h) = - 1. 
Proof: Obvious. 
LEMMA (12.44). Assume that amp[B, d](f(Z))= co. Also assume that 
H has a normal crossing at R and e = 0. Then ado[ R](F, GH) = 0. 
Proof: In view of (10.1) we can find elements y, , . . . . y,- i in M(B) such 
that M(R) = (z, y,, . . . . y,- ,)R. Also we can find a nonnegative integer 
m dn and elements x,, . . . . I,, .x;+ ,, . . . . XL in R such that M(R) = (x,, . . . . 
x xk+1,‘..., xi)R and H = x;(i) . . . xzm)R, where s(l), . . . . s(m) are positive 
inTigers. For 1 < i<m we can write xi= r(i) z + r(i, 1) y, + . . . + 
r(i, n- 1) y+, kith r(i)E R and r(i,j)E B; now O# hE Bn (x,R) and hence 
by (10.2) we must have r(i) E M(R); therefore m 6 n - 1 and there exists a 
permutation (q( 1 ), . . . . q(n - 1)) of (1, . . . . n - 1) such that the determinant of 
the matrix r(i, q(j))i, j= ,, ,.,,m belongs to R\M(R). Let zi= xi for 1 < i<m 
and zi= yqu, for m+ 1 <i<n- 1. Now M(R) = (z, z, , . . . . z, _ , )R and 
F=zdR and FGH=z~z~(~)... 1 vsCm) R; therefore ado [ R] (F, GH) = 0. -m 
LEMMA (12.45). Assume that amp[B, d](f(Z))= co. Also assume that 
e # 0 # b( 1) . . . b(e), the sequence b(j) 1 GiQ p is principalized in B, and the 
sequence (k 43, <j<e) is monomialized in B. Then 
ado[R](F, GH)=Ooe= 1 =ord,b(l) and h#b(l)B. 
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Proof: Now F= zdR and by (10.1) we have ord,z = 1 and 
dim B = n - 1 and M(R) = zR + M(B)R. Let v: M(R) -+ M(R)/M(R)’ be 
the canonical epimorphism and let us regard M(R)/M(R)* as a vector 
space over the field R/M(R). In view of (12.21) we see that zR, 
(z + b( 1 ))R, . . . . (z + b(e))R are pairwise distinct nonzero principal prime 
ideals in R and each of them contains FG; it follows that if FG has a 
normal crossing at R then the elements u(z), u(z + b( 1)) . . . . V(Z + b(e)) are 
linearly independent over R/M(R); since the sequence b(j), G jG e is prin- 
cipalized in B, we also see that if the elements V(Z), u(z + b( 1)) . . . . 
u(z + b(e)) are linearly independent over R/M(R) then we must have e = 1 
and ord,b( 1) = 1; thus, if FG has a normal crossing at R then e = 1 and 
ord,b(l)= 1. In view of (10.1) and (12.21) we see that if ord,b(l)= 1 and 
h E b( l)B then zR and (z + b( l))R and b( l)R are three pairwise distinct 
nonzero principal prime ideals in R and each of them contains FGH; 
obviously the three elements u(z) and u(z + b( 1)) and u(b( 1)) are linearly 
dependent over R/M(R); therefore, if ord,b( 1) = 1 and h E b( l)B then 
FGH cannot have a normal crossing at R. Thus we have shown that if FG 
has a normal crossing at R then e = 1 = ord,b( l), whereas if FGH has a 
normal crossing at R and ord,b( 1) = 1 then h # b( 1)B; therefore, if 
ado[R](F, GH)=O then e= 1 =ord,b(l) and h$b(l)B. Conversely 
suppose that e = 1 = ord,b(l) and h # b(l)B; since the sequence (h, b(1)) 
is monomialized in B, we can then find elements z2, . . . . z, in B such 
that M(B) = (z,, . . . . z,,)B, b( 1 )B = z2 B and hB = z;(‘) . . . z:“‘B, where 
r(3), . . . . r(n) are nonnegative integers; now M(R) = (z, z + b(l), z3, . . . . z,)R 
and hence FGH has a normal crossing at R; therefore ado[ R](F, GH) = 0. 
LEMMA ( 12.46). Assume that e # 0 # b( 1) . . . b(e) and the sequence 
W I<j<e is principalized in B and the sequence (h, b(j), G jc .) is 
monomialized in B. Then 
e= l=ord,b(l) and h$b(l)B 
o cap[B](g(Z), h) = 0 and ind[B](g(Z), h) < 1. 
Proof Obvious. 
LEMMA (12.47). Assume that n < 2 and b(j) # 0 for 1 d j< e. Then 
ind[B](g(Z), h) < 1. 
Proof. If e=O then obviously ind[B](g(Z),h)= -1. If e#O then 
0 # b( 1) E M(B) and hence by (10.1) we get dim B = 1 and therefore 
obviously ind[B](g(Z), h) < 1. 
LEMMA (12.48). Assume that G has a normal crossing at R. Also assume 
that e#O#b(l)... b(e) and the sequence b(j), G iG e is principalized in B and 
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the sequence (h, b(j), <j<c) is monomialized in B. Finally, assume that n = 3 
and hEM(B). Then ind[B](g(Z), h)< 1. 
Proof: By (10.1) we have dim B = 2. First, suppose that e # 2; then in 
view of (12.22) we must have e = 1 and we can find yi E B and y, E B such 
that M(B) = (yi, y,)B and hB= y;(“y;(*‘B and 6(l)B= y;“‘y”,(*‘B, where 
r( 1 ), r(2), s( 1 ), s(2) are nonnegative integers with r( 1) + r(2) # 0 # 
s(l) + s(2); now clearly ind[B](g(Z), h) < 1. Second, suppose that e = 2 and 
ord,b(l) = 1; then we can find y, E B and y, E B such that M(B) = 
(yi, y2)B and hB= y;(“y;‘*‘B and b(l)B= y, B and b(2)B= y;c1)y;(2’B, 
where r(l), r(2), s(l), s(2) are nonnegative integers with F-( 1) + r(2) # 0 # 
s( 1); again clearly ind[B]( g(Z), h) < 1. Third and finally, suppose that e = 2 
and ord,b(l) # 1; then in view of (12.22) we must have ord,b(2)= 1 and 
hence we can find y, E B and y, E B such that M(B) = (yi, y2)B and 
hB = y;“‘y;(*‘B and b( 1 )B = y1 s(‘) y ;(*‘B and b(2)B= y, B, where r(l), r(2), 
s( 1 ), s( 2) are nonnegative integers with r( 1) + r(2) # 0 # s( 1); again clearly 
ind[B](g(Z), h) < 1. 
LEMMA (12.49). Assume that amp[B, d](f(Z)) = co. Also assume that 
GH has a normal crossing at R and b(j) # 0 for 1< j Q e. Let any SE B’(R) 
be gioen such that ado[ S]( FS, GHS) # 0. Then z E M(S) and S E E2( R, F) 
and c c M(S). 
Proof: Now F=z“R and by (10.1) we have ord,z = 1. If z$M(S) then 
by (4.3) we would have that FGHS has a normal crossing at S and hence 
we would have ado[S](FS, GHS) = 0, which would be a contradiction. 
Therefore z E M(S) and hence, upon letting Q = B n M(S) and T = B,, 
by (10.4) we see that SE @(R, F) and (S, T, z) is a triode and dim T= 1. 
Let u(l)<~(2)< ... < w(e’) be the unique subsequence of 1,2, . . . . e such 
that b(w(j))EM(T) for l<j<e’ and b(i)$M(T) for every iE{l,...,e}\ 
{w(l), . . . . k$e’)}. Let 
g’(Z) = n (Z+ b(w(j)))C”r’i”. 
I</<r’ 
Then GS= g’(z)S; also obviously amp[T, d](f(Z)) = co and the sequence 
b(w(j)),,j6e, is principalized in T and the sequence (h,b(w(j)),Gj,es) is 
monomiahzed in T; consequently by (12.44) to (12.47) we see that 
cap[T](g’(Z), h)#O; now clearly cap[T](g(Z), h)=cap[T](g’(Z), h) and 
hence cap [ T] (g(Z), h) # 0; therefore ? c M(T) and hence ? c M(S). 
LEMMA (12.50). Assume that amp[B, d](f(Z)) = 60. Also assume that 
b(j) # 0 for 1 < j < e. Let any SE 23*(R) be given such that z E M(S) and 
cc M(S). Then ado[S](FS, GHS) = 1. 
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Proof Upon letting Q = B n M(S) and T= B,, by (10.4) we know that 
(S, T, z) is a triode and dim T= 1. Now cc M(T) and hence 
cap[T](g(Z),h)#O. Let w(l)<u’(2)< ... <M(e’) be the unique sub- 
sequence of 1, 2, . . . . e such that &MI(~)) E M(T) for 1 < j < e’ and 
b(i)#M(T) for every in {1, . . . . e}\(~)(l), . . . . w(e’)>. Let 
g'(Z) = fl (z+ b(w(j)))"'""'". 
I zs /Se' 
Then GS=g’(z)S; also clearly cap[T](g(Z),h)=cap[TJ(g’(Z),h) and 
hence cap[T](g’(Z), h)#O; also obviously amp[T, d](f(Z))= co and the 
sequence NW)), <,Gd is principalized in T and the sequence 
(h> 4W)lsz,cp’ ) is monomialized in T; therefore by (12.41), (12.43), 
(12.45), and (12.46) we see that ado[S](FS, GHS) = 1. 
LEMMA (12.51). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and ado[R] 
(F, GH) # 0 and amp[B, dlW.23) = 00 and hB has a normal crossing at B. 
Then u’e have the following. 
(1) ado[R](F, GH)= 1 and e#O#b(l)...b(e) and C= 10) #c 
and dim B # 0. 
(2) E*(R, F, GH) c E*(R, F). 
(3) E*(R, F,GH)= {SE%*(R):ZEM(S) and ccM(S)}. 
(4) For every SE@*(R, F, GH) we haoe R n M(S) = zR + 
(BnM(S))R. 
(5) SF+ B n M(S) gives a hijection of Q’(R, F, GH) onto the set of 
all nonzero principal prime ideals in B which contain e. 
(6) (S.*(R, F, GH) Z 0 - capCBlk(Z), h) # 0. 
(7) Zf 2; has a normal crossing at B then E’(R, F, GH) has a normal 
crossing at R. 
(8) Zf the sequence (b(j), S j4 e, c’) is principalized in B then 
Q*(R, F, G, H)= {SEE*(R, F, GH):b(j)eM(S) for 1 <j<e}. 
(9) Zf the sequence b(j), G jG e is monomialized in B then (? has a 
normal crossing at B. 
(10) Zf the sequence b(j), S jS c is principalized in B then the sequence 
(b(j), G jSe, c) is principalized in B. 
Proof By (12.41) we have ado[R](F, GH) = 1; by (12.42) and (12.44) 
we see that e #O # b(1) ... b(e) and hence we get c # {O}; since 
o#b(l)~M(B), we get dim BZO; since amp[B,d](f(Z))=cc and 
dim B # 0, we get C = { 0); this proves (1). In view of (1 ), by (12.49) and 
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(12.50) we get (2) and (3). In view of (3), by (10.4) and (10.5) we get (4) 
and (5). Now dim RfO and ord,c#O if and only if cap[B](g(Z), h)#O 
and hence by (5) we get (6). To prove (7) suppose that c has a normal 
crossing at B; now in view of (10.1) we have M(R) =zR +M(B)R and 
dim B = n - 1 and we can find elements z2, . . . . z, in B such that 
M(B) = (z2, . . . . z,)B and c=~:(~)... m zfCm)B, where m is an integer with 
1 <m 6 n and where t(2), . . . . t(m) are positive integers; now M(R) = 
(z, z2, . . . . z,)R and (z, z,)R, . . . . (2, z,)R are prime ideals in R and in view 
of (4) and (5) we see that RC,zZIR, . . . . R,,-m,R are exactly all the distinct 
members of Cf’(R, F, GH); therefore Cf2(R, F, GH) has a normal crossing at 
R. To prove (8), first suppose that h(j) E ? for 1 < j,< e; then in view 
of (12.21) by (4) and (5) we see that 
E2(R, F, GH)= {SE@*(R, F, GH): bum for 1 <j<e} 
= @‘(R, F, G, H). 
To complete the proof of (8), second suppose that the sequence 
(b(j) ,<,<c,, c) ’ P ‘P 1’ d IS rmct a tze in B but b( j’) 4 ? for some j’ with 1 < j’ de; 
now we have e > 1 and we can find an integer i with 1 <i < e such that 
C? c b(i)B and b(j) E b(i)B for 1 6 j 6 e; since b(i) E M(B) and dim B # 0, we 
can take a nonzero principal prime ideal Q’ in B such that b(i) E Q’; clearly 
2; c Q’ and hence, in view of (4) and (5), upon letting P’ = zR + Q’R we see 
that P’ is a prime ideal in R and upon letting S’= R,, we see that 
S’ E C?*(R, F, GH); clearly b(j) E M( S’) for 1 ,< j < e and hence, in view 
of (12.21) by (4) and (5) we get 
E*(R, F, G, H)= {SE@~(R, F, GH): b(j)EM(S) for 1 ,<j<e}. 
To prove (9) suppose that the sequence b(j), GjCe is monomialized in B; 
since e#O # b( 1) ... b(e), we now get that 6(l) ... b(e)B has a normal 
crossing at B; clearly. b( 1) . . . b(e) E c and hence c has a normal crossing at 
B. To prove (lo), first suppose that the sequence b(j), c jae is principalized 
in B and e # 2; now, in view of (12.22), by (1) we have e = 1 and hence 
clearly b( 1) E c; therefore the sequence (b(j), <IS <, c) is principalized in B. 
To continue the proof of (lo), second suppose that the sequence b(j), C j6e 
is principalized in B and e = 2 and b(2) $ b(l)B; now we must have 
b( 1) E b(2)B and hence clearly b( 1 )B c cc b(2)B; therefore the sequence 
(b(j), G js e, c) is principalized in B. To conclude the proof of (lo), third 
suppose that e = 2 and b(2) E b( l)B; now clearly b(2)Bc C?C b( l)B; 
therefore the sequence (b(j), Gise, 2;) is principalized in B. 
LEMMA (12.52). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and ado[R] 
(F, GH) # 0 and amp[ B, d](f(Z)) = co. Also assume that the sequence 
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b(j) 1 <,,< r is principalized in B and the sequence (h, b(j), GiG ,) is mono- 
mialized in B. Finally, assume that cap[ B]( g(Z), h) # 0. Then (R, F, G, H) 
is pregood and for every SE @‘(R, F, G, H) we have SE E2(R, F) and 
b(j) E M(S) for 1 d j d e. 
Proof Follows from (12.23) and (12.51). 
LEMMA (12.53). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and 
ampCB, dl(f (z)) = a~. Also assume that the sequence b(j), Gj4e is prin- 
cipalized in B and the sequence (h, b(j) 1 s j $ .) is monomialized in B. Then we 
have the following. 
(1) cap[B](g(Z),h)isanonnegativeintegerandord.F=d. 
(2) ado[R](F, GH)=O 
o ado[R](F, GH) # 1 
+cap[B](g(Z), h)=O and ind[B](g(Z), h)< 1. 
Proof Follows from (12.3) and (12.41) to (12.46). 
LEMMA (12.54). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and the sequence 
(b(j), <,i<e, C) is principalized in B and the sequence (h, b(j), G,6u, C) is 
monomialized in B. Then we have the following. 
(1) cap[B, d](f(Z),g(Z), h) is a nonnegatioe integer. 
(2) If adoCR1 (F, GH) Z 0 Z cap CB, dl(f (Z), g(Z), h) then 
(R, F, G, H) is pregood and ord, F = d and for every S E E2(R, F, G, H) we 
have SE Q2( R, F) and b(j) E M(S) for 1 <j d e. 
(3) Ifamp[B,d](f(Z))#co then da2 and: 
ado[R](F, GH) < d 
o ado[R](F, GH) #d 
oord,F#d 
oord,F<d 
- CapCB, dl(f(Z), g(Z), h) = 0 and indC& dl(f(Z), g(Z), h) < 1. 
(4) Zf amp[B, d](f(Z)) = 00 then ord,F= d and: 
ado[R](F, GH) = 0 
oado[R](F, GH) # 1 
* cap[T& dl(f(Z), g(Z), h) = 0 andindCB, dl(f (Z), g(Z), h) < 1. 
(5) Zf amp[B, d](f(Z)) = co and ado[R J(F, GH) #O then for every 
SE E2(R, F, GH) we have cc B n M(S). 
Proof Follows from (12.32), (12.33), (12.51), (12.52), and (12.53). 
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LEMMA (12.55). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and 
ado[R](F, GH) # 0 and cap[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) = 1 and ind[B, d](f(Z), 
g(Z), h) < 1 and C # { 0} and the sequence (b(j), G js (,, C) is principalized in 
B and the sequence (h, b(j), GIG c, C) is monomialized in B. Then 
(R, F, G, H) is pregood and ord, F = d and for any SE @:‘( R, F, G, H) and 
any monoidal transform (R, , F, , G, , H, ) of (R, F, G, H, S) u-e have that 
(R,, F,, G,, H,) is a quartet and ado[R,](F,, G, H,) < ado[R](F, GH). 
Proof Follows from (5.3), (12.1), (12.2), and (12.54). 
LEMMA (12.56). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and 
ado[R](F,GH)#O and cap[B,d](f(Z), g(Z), h)>2 and C#{O} and 
the sequence (b(j), <j<e, C) is principalized in B and the sequence 
thy b(j), <j<ry C) is monomialized in B. [Note that then by (12.54) we know 
that ord,F= d and (R, F, G, H) is pregood and cap[B, d](f (Z), g(Z), h) is 
an integer.] Let there be given any SE E*( R, F, G, H). Then there exists a 
unique monoidal transform (R,, F,, G,, H,) of (R, F, G, H, S) such 
that ado[R,](F,, G, H,) 2 ado[R](F, GH). Furthermore, for this unique 
(R, , F, , G, , H,) we have that (R, , F, , G, , H,) is a quartet and ordR, F, = d 
and ado[R,](F,, G,H,)=ado[R](F, GH) and ZEM(R~)*. Also we have 
BnM(S)=xB for some .Y E B. 
Moreover, for any such x we have that 
O#XEM(B)\M(R)* and (R n M(S))R, = xR, 
and upon letting 
u,e have that 
z,=- _ -/u 
(R,, B, z,) is a triode 
and upon letting 
f,(Z)= Zd+ C al(i) Zd-’ with a,(i)=a(i)/x’ for 1 <i<d 
IGi<J 
wse have that 
a,(i)EBfor l<i6danda,(l)=OandF,=f,(z,)R, andeither 
a,(i) = 0 for 2 < i Q d or d is nondivisible by the characteristic of 
R,IWR,) 
and upon letting 
C, = ConCB, dl(fiW) 
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we have that 
xc,=c 
and upon letting 
e,=card{j: l<j<eandord,b(j)>l} 
and upon letting 
(q(l), . . . . q(e)) = the unique permutation of (I, . . . . e) such that 
ordAdA)> 1 for 1 <jfe,, 
s(j)<q(j+ 1) for 1 <j<e,, 
dj)<dj+ 1) for e,+l<j<e, 
and upon letting 
cl(j) = c(dj)) for l<j<e,, 
b,(j) = b(q(j))lx for ldj<e, 
gl(Z) = n (Z+ b,(j))“(j), 
1 <j<rl 
d=d+ C 4d.d) and h, = hxd’, 
1 gj<e 
we have that 
and 
c,(j)isapositiveinteger for 1 <j<e,, 
b,(j) E MB) for l<j<e,, 
b,(j) Z h(j') for 1 <j<j’<ee,, 
bl(j) E B\WB) for e,+l<jGe, 
O#h,EB, 
G, =g,(z,)R, and H,=h,R,, 
the sequence (b,(j), QjGe,, C,) isprincipalized in B, 
the sequence (h, b,(j), <j<e,, C,) is monomialized in B, 
capC4 4(.f~(Z), gl(Z), h) = capC& dl(f(z), g(Z), h) - 1, ad 
indC& dl(fi(Zh slP7, hII = MB, dl(f(z), g(Z), h). 
Proof Follows from (5.3), (12.1), (12.2), (12.13), and (12.54). 
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PROPOSITION (12.57). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and 
ord.F= d and ado[R](F, GH) #O and ind[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) < 1 and 
the sequence (b(j), sisc, C) is principalized in B and the sequence 
(k b(j), <i<r, C) is monomialized in B. Then (R, F, G, H) is good and 
cap[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) is a positive integer and 
wCRlV’, GH) = capC& Uf(Z), g(Z), h). 
Proof: In view of (8.3), (12.54), (12.55), and (12.56), our assertions 
follow by induction on cap[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h). 
LEMMA ( 12.6 1). Assume that ord, F= d and (R, F) is unresolved and 
n 6 2. Then amp[B, d](f(Z)) # co and C # (0 } and C has a normal crossing 
at B and cap[B, d](f(Z)) is a positive integer and ind[B, d](f(Z)) < 1. 
Proof By (12.3) we get amp[B, d](f(Z))# co and hence C# (0). 
Since (R, F) is unresolved and n < 2, we must have n = 2 and hence by 
( 10.1) we get dim B = 1. Therefore C has a normal crossing at B and 
ind[B, d](f(Z))< 1. Now by (12.13) we also see that cap[B, d](f(Z)) is a 
positive integer. 
LEMMA (12.62). Assume that ord, F= d and (R, F) is unresolved. Then 
amp[B, d](f(Z)) # co and Cf (0). Moreover, if ind[B,d](f(Z)) < 1 then 
cap[ B, d](f(Z)) is a positive integer. 
Proof By (12.3) we get amp[B, d](f(Z)) # cc and hence C# (0). 
Now by (12.13) we see that if ind[B, d](f(Z)) < 1 then cap[B, d](f(Z)) is 
a positive integer. 
LEMMA (12.63). Assume that amp[B, d](f(Z)) # co and dim B = 2 and 
B is pseudogeometric. Let B, = B. Let B,, B,, . . . be an infinite sequence of 
two-dimensional regular local domains such that for each positive integer k 
we have that B, is a quadratic transform of B,_ , . Then there exists an 
infinite set W of .positive integers such that for every kE W we have 
indC&, dl(S(Z)) < 1. 
Proof: By (7.19) there exists a positive integer w  such that the sequence 
(a(i)d”‘)l G iG d is principalized in B,. In particular, for some integer D with 
2 d D d d we have a(D) # 0 and a(i)d!“E (a(D)“““)B,, for 1 < i < d. Let any 
integer k, 2 w  be given. We shall show that then ind[B,, d]( f (Z)) < 1 for 
some integer k 2 k, and this will complete the proof. Now by (7.18) there 
exists an integer u > k, and elements x’ and y’ in B, such that M(B,) = 
(x’, v’)B” and a(D)B, = x’~‘~“‘B~, where r’ and s’ are nonnegative integers. 
For every nonnegative integer t let p(t) and q(t) be the unique nonnegative 
integers such that p(t) < D and t =p(t) + q(t)D. We claim that if 
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p(r’) +p(s’) 2 D then there exist elements x* and y* in B,, i and non- 
negative integers r* and s* such that M(B,+ r)= (x*, y*)B,+i and 
a(D)B,+ I= X*r*y*s*B”+, and p(r*) +p(s*) <p(r’) +p(s’); to see this, first, 
in case y’/x’ E B,, 1 and xl/y’ E B, + r, upon letting x* = x’ we can find 
y* E B,, I such that M(B,+,)= (x*, y*)B,+, and then we have 
a(D)B,+, = x*~*~*~*B~+,, where Y* = r’ + s’ and s* = 0, and so 
p(r*)+p(s*)=p(r’+s’) 
=p(p(r’) +pb’)) 
<p(r’) +p(s’) - D because p(r’) + p(s’) > D 
<p(r’) because p(s’) - D < 0 
Gp(r’) +P(s’); 
second, in case x’fy’ $ B, + , , upon letting x* =x’ and y* = y’/x’ and 
r* = r’ + s’ and S*=S’ we have M(B,+ i) = (x*, y*)B,+ 1 and 
a(D)B, + , = ~*l*y*~*B, + , and 
p(r*) +p(s*) =p(r’+ s’) +p(s’) 
=fMr’) +p(s’)) +P(s’) 
6 Mr’) +P(s’) -01 +~(s’) because p( r’) + p( s’ ) > D 
<p(r’) +p(s’) because p(s’) - D < 0; 
third and finally, in case y’/x’ 4 B, + , , upon letting x* = x//y’ and y* = y’, 
and r* = r’ and s*=r’+s’ we have M(B,+,)=(x*,y*)B,+, and 
a(D)B, + , = x*‘*~*~*B, + i and 
p(r*) +p(s*) =p(r’) +p(r’ +s’) 
=p(r’) +pMr’) +p(s’)) 
6Ar’) + Mr’) +~(s’) - 01 because p(r’) +p(s’) > D 
<p(f) +P(s’) because p( r’ ) - D < 0. 
In view of the above claim, by induction on p(r’) +p(s’) we can find an 
integer k 2 u and elements x and y in B, and nonnegative integers r and s 
such that M(B,) = (x, y)B, and a(D)B, = x*y”B, and p(r) +p(s) < D; now 
u(~)~!“E (u(D)~!‘~)B, c (u(D)~!‘~)B~ for l<idd 
and hence 
ind[IB,, 4U’W) = [p(r) +P@)I/D < 1. 
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LEMMA ( 12.64). Assume that (R, F) is unresolved and ord, F = d. [Note 
that then obviously n > 2 and hence by (10.1) we have dim B # 0.1 Let 
(R, , F,) be a quadratic transform of (R, F) such that ord,, F, = d, Then 
(R, , F, ) is unresolved and z E M( R 1 )’ and R, dominates a unique quadratic 
transform B, of B. Also we have 
M( B)B, = x1 B, for some x, E B. 
Moreover, for any such x, we have that 
O#x, EM(B)\M(R)~ and M(R)R, =x1 R, 
and upon letting 
we have that 
(R,, B,, 2,) isa triode 
and upon letting 
fi(Z)=Z”+ 1 a,(i)Z”-’ with a,(i)=a(i)/x{ for 1 <i<d 
ISi<d 
we have that 
a,(i)EBlforl<iddanda,(l)=OandF,=f,(.zl)R,. 
Proof By (5.1) and (10.7) we see that (R,, F,) is unresolved and 
z E M(R,)‘. The rest now follows from (10.9). 
PROPOSITION ( 12.65). Assume that (R, F) is unresolved and ord, F= d. 
[Note that then obviously n > 2 and hence by (10.1) we have dim B # 0; also 
note that in view of (12.62) we know that d is nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of R/M(R).] Let (R,, FO) = (R, F) and B, = B. Let (R,, F,), 
(R,, F?), . . . be an infinite sequence of duets such that for every positive 
integer k we have that (Rk, FJ is a quadratic transform of (R,-,, Fk- ,) 
and ordRkFk = d. Then (Rk, Fk) is unresolved for every positive integer k and 
there exists a unique infinite sequence B,, B,, . . . of regular local domains 
such that for every positive integer k we have that Rk dominates B, and B, is 
a quadratic transform of B, _ 1. For every positive integer k we also have 
M(B,, - I P, = xk Bk for some xk E B,. 
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Moreover, for any such elements x1, x2, . . . and for every positive integer k we 
have that 
and upon letting 
Zk = z/(x1 . . . Xk) 
we have that 
(Rk, B,, zk) is a triode 
and upon letting 
with 
ak(i)=a(i)/(x, ...xk)jfor 1 <i<d 
we have that 
a,(i)EBkfor 1 <i<danda,(l)=OandF,=f,(z,)R,. 
Finally, with the above notation 
and upon letting Ck= Con[B,, d](f,(Z)) for k= 1,2, . . . and 
upon assuming that B is pseudogeometric and n < 3 
we claim that there exists a positive integer k, such that for every integer 
k> k, we have that 
Ck # (0) and C, has a normal crossing at B, 
and uje claim that there exists an infinite set W of positive integers such that 
for every kE W we have that 
cap[B,, d](f,(Z)) is a positive integer and 
WI&, dl(fkW) < 1. 
Proof. All the assertions, except those in the last sentence, follow from 
(12.64). Moreover, if dim R, < 3 for some positive integer p then for every 
integer k ap we would have dim R, < 2 and hence the assertions in the last 
sentence would follow from (12.61). So henceforth let 
Ck = ConCh, dl(fkW) for k = 1, 2, . . . 
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and assume that B is pseudogeometric and n < 3 and dim Rk > 3 for every 
positive integer k; it follows that then n = 3 = dim R, for every positive 
integer k and hence by ( 10.1) we get dim Bk = 2 for every nonnegative 
integer k. Now by (12.62) we know that for every positive integer k we 
have amp[B,, d](j,(Z))# GO and Ck# (0). By (7.19) there exists a 
positive integer k, such that for every integer k 3 k, we have that the 
sequence (a(i)““‘), GiGd is principalized as well as monomialized in Bk ; now 
for every integer k 3 k, we clearly have that the sequence (ak(i)‘!“), G rCd is 
principalized as well as monomialized in B, and hence Ck has a normal 
crossing at B,. By (12.63) there exists an infinite set W of positive integers 
such that for every k E W we have ind[B,, d](f(Z)) < 1; now for every 
positive integer k we clearly have ind[B,, d](,f,(Z)) = ind[B,, d](f(Z)); 
therefore by (12.62) we see that for every kG W we have that 
cap[B,, d](f,(Z)) is a positive integer and ind[B,, d](f,(Z)) < 1. 
LEMMA (12.71). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quarjet and ord,F= d 
and ado[R](F, GH)#O, and n<2. Then the sequence (b(j),,j,,, C) is 
principalized in B and the sequence (h, h(j), G,6c,, C) is monomialized in B 
and cap[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) is a positive integer and ind[B, d](f(Z), 
g(Z), h) < 1. 
Proof: Since ado[ R](F, GH) # 0 and n < 2, we must have n = 2 and 
hence by (10.1) we get dim B= 1. Therefore the sequence (/~(j),,~,,, C) is 
principalized in B and the sequence (h, b(j), GjGr, C) is monomialized in B. 
Now if amp[B, d](f(Z))= cc then by (12.42) and (12.44) to (12.47) we 
would see that cap[B](g(Z), h) is a positive integer and 
ind[B]( g(Z), h) < 1, whereas if amp[B, d](f(Z)) # cc then by (12.3) and 
(12.61) we would see that cap[B, d](f(Z)) is a positive integer and 
ind[B, d](f(Z)) < 1. Therefore always cap[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) is a 
positive integer and ind[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) < 1. 
LEMMA (12.72). Assume that amp[B, d](f(Z)) # cc and ordRF= d and 
ind[B, d](f(Z)) < 1. Then cap[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) is a positive integer 
and ind[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) < 1. 
Proqf: Follows from (12.3) and (12.62). 
LEMMA ( 12.73). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and 
amp[B, d](f(Z))= co andado[R]( F, GH)#O and the sequence b(j),,j,, 
is principalized in B and the sequence (h, b(j), GjG .) is monomialized in B 
and n = 3 and h E M(B). Then cap[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) is (I positive integer 
and ind[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h)< 1. 
Proof By (12.42), (12.44) (12.45), (12.46), and (12.48) we see that 
cap[B]( g(Z), h) is a positive integer and ind[B](g(Z), h) < 1. Therefore 
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cap[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) is a positive integer and ind[B, d](f(Z), g(Z), h) 
< 1. 
LEMMA (12.74). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and 
ado[R](F, GH)#O and ord.F=d. [Note that then obviously n>2 and 
hence by’ (10.1) we have dim B#O.] Let (R,, F,, G,, H,) be a quadratic 
transform of (R, F, G, H) such that ado[R,](F,, G, H,) = ado[R](F, GH). 
Then (R,, F,, G,, H,) is a quartet and ord,,F,=d and zEh4(R,)2 and R, 
dominates a unique quadratic transform B, of B. Also we have 
M(B)B, =x1 B, for some x1 E B. 
Moreover, for any such x1 we have that 
0 #xl E M(B)\M(R)* and M(R)R, =x, R, 
and upon letting 
z, ‘Z/X, 
we have that 
(R,, B,, z,) isa triode, 
and upon letting 
fi(Z) = Zd+ C a,(i) Zd-’ with al(i) =a(i)/xi for 1 < i<d 
l<idd 
we have that 
a,(i)EB,for l<i<danda,(l)=OandF,=f,(z,)R, andeither 
a,(i) = 0 for 2 < i < d or d is nondivisible by the characteristic of 
R,IWR, 1 
and upon letting 
e,=card{j:l<j<eandb(j)/x,EM(B,)) 
and upon letting 
(ql( l), . . . . ql(e)) = the unique permutation of (1, . . . . e) such that 
b(q,(j))/x, E MB,) for 1 djQe,, 
41(A<41(j+ 1) for 1 <j<e,, 
ql(j)<ql(j+ 1) for e, + 1 <j< e, 
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and upon letting 
c,(j) = 471(j)) for 1 <j<e,, 
b,(j)=b(q,(j))/.u, for 1 dj<e,, 
g,(Z) = JJ (z+b*(j))““‘, 
1 <iSi,, 
d(l)=d+ c c(q,(j)) and h, = hxp, 
lzsj<CJ 
we have that 
c, (j) is a positive integer .for 1 dj<e,, 
b,(j)EM(B,) for 16j6e,, 
b,(j)Zb,(j’) for 1 <j<j’<e,, 
O#h,EM(B,), 
G, =g,(z,)R, and H,=h,R,. 
Proof: By (5.3) and (10.7) we see that (R,, F,, G,, H,) is a quartet and 
ord.,F, = d and ZEM(R,)~. The rest now follows from (10.9). 
PROPOSITION (12.75). Assume that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet and 
ado[R](F,GH)#O and ord,F=d. [Note that then obviously n32 and 
henceby(lO.l)wehavedimB#O.] Let (Ro,FO,G,, H,)=(R, F, G, H)and 
e,, = e and B, = B. Let (R,, F,, G,, H,), (R2, F,, G2, H,), . . . be a sequence 
of quartets such that for every positive integer k we have that 
(Rk, Fkr Gk, Hk) is a quadratic transform of (R,-,, Irk-,, G,-,, H,-,) 
and ado[R,](Fk, G,H,) = ado[R](F, GH). Then ordRkFk = d for every 
positive integer k and there exists a unique infinite sequence B,, B,, . . . of 
regular local domains such that for every positive integer k we have that R, 
dominates B, and B, is a quadratic transform of B, _, . For every positive 
integer k we also have 
WL,P,=x,c& for some xk E B,. 
Moreover, for any such elements x, , x2, . . . andfor every positive integer k we 
have that 
0 Z x,c E MB,-, )\MVM2 
and upon letting 
zk=Z/(X, . . ..Yk) 
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we have that 
(R, , Bk, zk) is a triode 
and upon letting 
fk(Z)=Zd+ 1 a,(i)Zd-’ with ak(i)=a(i)/(x, ...xk)ifor l<j<d 
I gls‘i 
M,e have that 
ak(i) E Bk for 1 < i < d and ak( 1) = 0 and Fk =fk(zk)Rk and either 
ak(i) = 0 for 2 < i 6 d or d is nondivisible by the characteristic of 
RklM(&) 
and upon letting 
e,=card(j: l<j<eandb(j)/(x, ..-~,)EM(B~)), 
and upon letting 
(qk( l), . . . . qk(e)) = the unique permutation of (1, . . . . e) such that 
b(q,c(j))l(xI . . . Xk) E M( Bk) for 1 djde,, 
qd.d<q&+ 1) for 1 dj<ek, 
q!%(j) < q.k(j + 1) fore,+ 1 $j<e, 
and upon letting 
Ck(A = c(qk(A) f or l<j<e,, 
bk(j) = b(q~(A)lbl . . xk) for 1 dj<e,, 
g!+(Z) = n (2 + b,Jj))-(j), 
I </<rA 
d(k) =d+ 1 4qk(j)) and h,=hxf”Lx;‘“), 
I GjGa-1 
we have that 
ck( j) is a positive integer for 1 Gjbe,, 
h(j) E WB,) .for 1 <j<e,, 
bk(A z bk(j’) f or 1 djcj’de,, 
O#h,~WB,), 
G/c = g&,)R, and I$= h,Rk. 
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Finall?>, uith the above notation 
and upon Zetting C,=Con[B,, d]&(Z)) for k= 1, 2, . . . and 
upon assuming that B is pseudogeometric and n < 3 
tr’e claim that there exists a positive integer k, such that ,for ever?3 integer 
k > k, tr,e have that 
the sequence (h(j), sjGery C,) is principalized in B, , and 
the sequence ( hk , bk( j), G jQ ei, C,) is monomialized in Bk , 
and M’e clainl that there exists an infinite set W of positive integers such that 
for every k E W ItIe have that 
cap[B,, d](f,(Z), gk(Z), hk) is a positive integer and 
ind[B,, 4Mz), gkW, 4) < 1. 
Proof: All the assertions, except those in the last sentence, follow from 
(12.74). Moreover, if dim R, < 3 for some positive integer p then for every 
integer k >p we would have dim Rk < 2 and hence the assertions in the last 
sentence would follow from (12.71). So henceforth let 
Ck = ConCB,, dlSA-3) for k = 1, 2, . . . 
and assume that B is pseudogeometric and n < 3 and dim R, 3 3 for every 
positive integer k; it ‘follows that then n = 3 = dim Rk for every positive 
integer k and hence by (10.1) we have dim Bk = 2 for every nonnegative 
integer k. Clearly there exists a positive integer v such that for every integer 
kav we have 
e, =e, and 4k(A = s,.(j) for 1 <j<e. 
Now first suppose that amp[B, d](f(Z))= co; then by (7.19) there 
exists an integer k, 2 v such that for every integer k 2 k0 we have 
that the sequence b,(j), G jG e, is principalized in B, and the 
sequence (h,, b,(j), G jG .,,) is monomialized in B, ; now clearly 
amp[B,, d](f,(Z)) = co and hence by (12.42) and (12.44) we have 
e, # 0 #b,(j) for 1 <j 6 e, and therefore for every integer k > k0 we have 
that the sequence bk(j)l GjGel, is principalized in B, and the sequence 
(hk, bk(j)lSjScp) is monomialized in Bk; for every integer k 2 k,, we clearly 
have C, # (0) and hence we have that the sequence (bk( j)l d,Cea, C,) is 
principalized in Bk and the sequence (hk, bk( j), GjSek, C,) is monomialized 
in Bk; for every integer k 2 k, we clearly have amp[B,, d](fk(Z)) = co and 
hence by (12.73) we have that cap[B,, d](f,(Z), gk(Z), hk) is a positive 
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integer and ind[B,, 4(&(Z), gk(Z), Irk)< 1. Second, suppose that 
amp[B, d](f(Z))# co; then by (7.19) there exists an integer k,>v such 
that for every integer k < k, we have that the sequence 
((bu(j)d!)l <j<e,9 (ao(i)““i)l <i<d) 
is principalized in B, and the sequence 
Cha3 Cbu(jld!)l <.j<ecl (ao(i)d!‘i)l bi<d) 
is monomialized in B, ; now clearly 
a,(D) f 0 for some integer D with 1 <D < d 
and hence for every integer k > k, we have that the sequence 
((bk(j)d!)l<j<e,3 (ak(i)“!‘i)l<i<d) 
is principalized in B, and the sequence 
Chk7 (bk(j)d!)l<j<ek3 (a/r(i)d”i)l<i<d) 
is monomialized in Bk; therefore for every integer k 2 k, we have that the 
sequence (bk(A1 <, c pI t C,) is principalized in Bk and the sequence 
(h, b/a)1 $j<Ck? C,) is monomialized in B,; by (12.63) there exists an 
infinite set W of positive integers such that for every k E W we have 
ind[ Bk, d](f(Z)) < 1; now for every positive integer k we clearly have 
ind[B,, d](f,(Z))=ind[B,, d](f(Z)) and hence for every kE W we have 
ind[B,, d](f,(Z)) < 1; therefore by (12.72) we see that for every k E W we 
have that cap[B,, d](fj(Z), gk(Z), h,) is a positive integer and 
indEB,, dl(fk(Z), gkW, 4) < 1. 
13. EQUATIONALLY GOOD POINTS 
We shall now paraphrase the main results of the previous section by 
introducing the concept of equationally good. 
Let R be a regular local domain and let n = dim R. Let F, G, H be non- 
zero principal ideals in R such that (R, F, G, H) is a quartet. Let Z be an 
indeterminate. 
By a quintet we mean a five-tuple (R’, B, z, d,f(Z)) where (R’, B, z) is a 
triode and where d is a positive integer and 
f(z)=z”+ 1 a(i)Zd-i with a(i)EB for 1 <i<d 
l<i<d 
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are such that 
and 
a(l)=0 
either a(i) = 0 for 2 < i 6 d or d is nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of R’/M( R’). 
The duet (R, F) is said to be equationally nice if there exists a quintet (R’, 
B , z, d, f(Z)) such that B is pseudogeometric and R = R’ and F=f(z)R 
and d= 0rd.F. 
Given a positive integer t, the duet (R, F) is said to be equationally 
r-good if there exists a quintet (R’, B, 2, d,f(Z)) such that 
R = R’ and F=f(z)R and d= ord,F and cap[B, d](f(Z)) = t 
and ind[B, d](f(Z)) < 1 
and such that upon letting 
C= ConCB, 4U”(Z)) 
we have that C # { 0} and C has a normal crossing at B. 
The duet (R, F) is said to be equational/y good if it is equationally 
t-good for some positive integer t. 
By a septet we mean a seven-tuple (R’, B, z, d, f(Z), g(Z), h), where 
(R’, B, ,-, d, f(Z)) is a quintet and where 
g(Z) = n (Z+ h(j))““’ 
1 </se 
with nonnegative integer e and positive integers c( 1 ), . . . . c(e) and pairwise 
distinct elements 6( 1 ), . . . . b(e) of M(B) and where 
OfhEB. 
The quartet (R, F, G, H) is said to be equationally nice if there exists a 
septet (R’, B, z, d, f(Z), g(Z), h) such that B is pseudogeometric and 
R=R’ and F=f(z)R and G=g(t)R and H=hR and d=ord,F. 
Given a positive integer t, the quartet (R, F, G, H) is said to be 
equationally t-good if (R, F, G, H) is unresolved and there exists a septet 
(R’, B, z, d,f(Z), g(Z), h) such that 
R= R’ and F=f(z)R and G=g(z)R and H= hR and 
cad& dl(fLV, g(Z), h) = t and indCB, 4UW, g(Z), h) < 1 
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and such that, upon letting 
C= Con[B, 4(f(z)) 
and upon writing 
g(Z)= n (Z+h(j))“‘” 
I<jge 
with nonnegative integer e and positive integers c( 1 ), . . . . c(e) and pairwise 
distinct elements b( 1 ), . . . . b(e) of M(B), we have that 
the sequence (b(j), GjGer C) is principalized in B, and 
the sequence (h, b(j) r G j G c, C) is monomialized in B. 
The quartet (R, F, G, H) is said to be equationally good if it is 
equationally t-good for some positive integer t. 
LEMMA (13.1). Let t be a positive integer. Assume that (R, F) is 
equationally t-good. Then (R, F) is good and cap [ R] (F) = t. 
Proof: This is only a restatement of part of (12.17). 
LEMMA ( 13.2). Zf (R, F) is equationally good then (R, F) is good. 
Proof: Follows from ( 13.1). 
LEMMA ( 13.3 ). Assume that 1 6 n 6 3 and (R, F) is unresolved and (R, F) 
is equationally nice. Let (R,, FO) = (R, F) and let (R,, F,), (R2, F*), . . . be 
any infinite sequence qf duets such that for every positive integer k we have 
that (R,, Fk) is a quadratic transform of ( Rli _, , Fk ._ ,) and ordRk Fk = 
0rd.F. Then there exists an infinite set W of positive integers such that 
(R,, Fk) is equationally good for every k E W. 
Proof. This is only a restatement of part of ( 12.65). 
LEMMA( 13.4). Assume that 1 < n < 3 and (R, F) is unresolved and (R, F) 
is equationally nice. Let (R,, F,)= (R, F) and let (R,, F,), (R2, F,), . . . be 
any infinite sequence of duets such that for every positive integer k we have 
that (Rk, Fk) is a quadratic transform of ( Rk _, , Fk ~, ) and ordRk Fk = 
0rd.F. Then there exists an infinite set W of positive integers such that 
(R,, Fk) is good for every k E W. 
Proof: Follows from (13.2) and (13.3). 
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LEMMA (13.5). Assume that n # 0 and R/M(R) is infinite and R is com- 
plete and the characteristic of R is the same as the characteristic of RIM(R). 
Let q, d( 1 ), . . . . d(q) he positive integers such that d( 1) is nondivisible by the 
characteristic sf R/M(R). Let J, , . . . . J, be principal ideals in R such that 
ord, J, = d(k) for 1 < k < q. Then there exists a triode (R’, B, z) together 
with elements a(k, i) in M(B) ,for 1 d k ,< q and 1 < i < d(k) such that R’ = R 
and B is pseudogeometric. and a( 1, 1) = 0 and 
J, = fenr’+ c a(k, i)zd’“‘~i R for 1 <k<q. 
I <i<d(k) > 
Proof: Let K= R/M(R) and let A be the formal power series ring 
KC IlZ, , . . . . Z,]] in indeterminates Z,, . . . . Z,, with coefficients in K. By the 
Cohen Structure Theorem there exists an isomorphism 1~: R --+ A. We can 
take JI, E A such that w(JX) =fk A for 1 d k <q. By the Weierstrass 
Preparation Theorem (see (10.3) of [3]) there exist elements a,j in K for 
1 <i< n and 1 <j<n such that det((a,)) # 0 and such that, upon letting 
D: A -+ A be the unique K-automorphism with 
u(a,, Z, + . . + ai,, Z,, 1 = Z, for 1 <i<n, 
we have 
u(fk A 1 =fZA for 16kdq, 
where 
with 
ff = <jck) + c a*(k, i) ZRfk)-’ for ldk,<q 
I <isZd(k) 
a*(k, i)EM(KCCZl, . . . . Z,, 111) for l<k,<q and l<i,<d(k). 
Now there exists a unique K-automorphism U: A --f A such that 
u( Zi) = z, for l<i<n-1 and U(Z,)=Z,-a*(l, l)d(l)-‘. 
Clearly 
u(E) = Zy’ + c a’(k,i)Zf’k’-i for 1 <k<q, 
I <i<d(k) 
where 
a’(k 4 E M(K[ [Z, , . . . . Z, , ] 1) for 1 <kdqand 1 <i<d(k) 
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and 
u’(1, l)=O. 
Now it suffices to take 
z = (uuw)-’ (Z,,) and B=(uuw)-’ (K[[Z, ,..., z,, .I]]) 
and 
a(k, i) = (uuw)-’ (a’(k, i)) for 1 <k<qand 1 <i<d(k). 
LEMMA (13.6). Assume that n # 0 and R/M(R) is infinite and R is com- 
plete and the characteristic of R is the same as the characteristic of R/M(R). 
Also assume that ord, F is nondivisible by the characteristic of RIM(R). 
Then (R, F) is equationally nice. 
Proof Follows from (13.5) by taking q = 1 and d( 1) = ord,F and 
J,=F. 
PROPOSITION (13.7). Assume that n 6 3 and R/M(R) is infinite and R is 
complete and the characteristic of R is the same as the characteristic of 
R/M(R). Also assume that (R, F) is unresolved and ord, F is nondivisible b-v 
the characteristic of R/M(R). [Note that then ord,F# 0 # n.] Let 
(R,, F,) = (R, F) and let (R,, F,), (R,, F,), . . . be any infinite sequence of 
duets such that for every positive integer k we have that (Rk, Fk) is a 
quadratic transform of (Rkp,, Fk ,) and ordRI Fk = ord,F. Then there 
exists an infinite set W of positive integers such that (Rk, Fk) is good for 
every kE W. 
Proof Follows from ( 13.4) and (13.6). 
LEMMA (13.11). Let t be a positive integer. Assume that (R, F, G, H) is 
equationally t-good. Then (R, F, G, H) is good and cap[R](F, GH) = t. 
Proof. This is only a restatement of part of (12.57). 
LEMMA (13.12). If (R, F, G, H) is equationally good then (R, F, G, H) is 
good. 
Proof. Follows from ( 13.11). 
LEMMA (13.13). Assume that 1 <n<3 and ado[R](F,GH)#O and 
(R, F, G, H) is equationally nice. Let (R,, F,,, G,,, H,) = (R, F, G, H) and let 
(R,, F1, G,, f-f,), C&r Fz, Gz, Hz), . . . be any infinite sequence of quartets 
such that ,for every positive integer k we have that ( Rk, Fk, G,, Hk) is a 
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quadratic transform of ( Rk _, , Fk , , Gk ~, , H, _,) and ado[ R, J 
(Fk , Gk Hk) = ado [ R] (F, GH). Then there exists an injmite set W of positive 
integers such that (Rk, F,, Gk, Hk) is equationally good for all k E W. 
Proof This is only a restatement of (12.75). 
LEMMA ( 13.14). Assume that 1 <II d 3 and ado[R](F, GH) # 0 and 
(R, F, G, H) is equationally nice. Let ( RO, F,, G,, H,) = (R, F, G, H) and 
let (R,, I;,, G,, H,), (Rz, F,, Gz, Hz), . . . be any infinite sequence oj 
quartets such that for every positive integer k we have that (R,, Fk, G,, Hk) 
is a quadratic transform of (Rk ~ , , Fk ~, , Gk ~ , , H, _ ,) and ado[ Rk] 
( Fk, G, H,) = ado [ R]( F, GH). Then there e.uists an infinite set W of positive 
integers such that (R,, Fk, G,, H,) is good,for all k E W. 
Proof: Follows from (13.12) and (13.13). 
LEMMA (13.15). Assume that n # 0 and R/M(R) is infinite and R is com- 
plete and the characteristic of R is the same as the characteristic of R/M(R). 
Also assume that H = R and ado[ R](F, GH) = 1. Then (R, F, G, H) is 
equational/y nice. 
Prooj: Now rad,F is a nonzero principal ideal in R with 
ord,rad, F= 1 and we have F=(rad.F)“, where d=ord,F#O. Also 
G = PyC” . . . P;,(“), where e is a nonnegative integer and c( 1 ), . . . . c(e) are 
positive integers and P, , . . . . P, are pairwise distinct nonzero principal prime 
ideals in R with ord,P, = 1 for 1 <j < e. So our assertion follows from 
(13.5) by taking h= 1, and q=e + 1, and d(k) = 1 for 16 k6 q, and 
J,=rad,F, and J,=P,-, for 26k<q. 
LEMMA (13.16). Assume that n # 0 and R/M(R) is infinite and R is com- 
plete and the characteristic of R is the same as the characteristic of RIM(R). 
Also assume that H = R and ado [R]( F, GH) is nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of RIM(R). Then (R, F, G, H) is equationally nice. 
Proof Now G = P;(” ... P:“‘), where e is a nonnegative integer, 
4 1 ), ...> c(e) are positive integers, and P,, . . . . P, are pairwise distinct non- 
zero principal prime ideals in R with ord,P, = 1 for 1 < i < e. Obviously 
ado [ R] (F, GH) # 0. If ado [ R] (F, GH) = 1 then our assertion follows from 
(13.15). If ado[R](F, GH)# 1 then upon letting d=ord,F we have 
d = ado[ R](F, GH) and hence ord, F is nondivisible by the characteristic 
of R/M(R) and therefore our assertion follows from (13.5) by taking h = 1, 
and q=e+ 1, and d(l)=d, and J,=F, and d(k)= 1 for 2<kkq, and 
Jk=Pkp, for 26kdq. 
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PROPOSITION ( 13.17). Assume that n < 3 and R/M(R) is infinite and R is 
complete and the characteristic of R is the same as the characteristic of 
R/M(R). Also assume that H= R and ado[R](F, GH) is nondivisible by the 
characteristic qf’ RIM(R). [Note that then obviously ado[R](F, GH) # 
OZn.3 Let (R,, F,, Go, Ho) = (R, F, G, H) and let (R,, F,, G,, H,), 
(R,, F2, G,, H, ), . . . be any infinite sequence of quartets such that for every 
positive integer k we have that (Rk , FL, G,, H,) is a quadratic transform of 
(Rk 1, Fk-1, G,- 1, Hk-,) and ado[R,](F,, GkHk)=ado[R](F, GH). 
Then there exists an infinite set W of positive integers such that (Rk, Fk, 
Gk , H, ) is good for all k E W. 
ProqJ: Follows from (13.14) and (13.16). 
14. NONEXISTENCE OF INFINITE QUADRATIC SEQUENCES OF 
BAD POINTS OF CONSTANT MULTIPLICITY 
THEOREM ( 14.1). Let (R, F) be a duet such that (R, F) is unresolved and 
ord,F is nondivisible by the characteristic of R/M( R) and dim R < 3 and R 
is excellent and R/M(R) is infinite and the characteristic of R is the same as 
the characteristic of R/M(R). [Note that then ord,F#O #dim R. J Let 
(R,, FO) = (R, F) and let (R,, F,), (R,, F2), . . . be any infinite sequence of 
duets such that for every positive integer k ule have that (Rk, Fk) is a 
quadratic transform ?f (Rk _ 1, Fk ~, ) and ordRi Fk = ord, F. Then there 
exists an infinite set W C$ positive integers such that (Rk, Fk) is good for 
ever}, k E W. 
ProofI Let R,* be the completion of R and let F,* = FR,*. Then by 
(6.11) we know that (R,*, F,*) is an unresolved duet with ordGF,* = 0rd.F 
and by (6.7) and (6.8) we see that there exists a unique infinite sequence 
(RF, F:), (R2*, F2*L . . . of duets such that for every positive integer k we 
have that (Rz, Fz) is a quadratic transform of (Rt- , , Fz I) and R$ is a 
pseudocompletion of R, and Ft = Fk Rz and ordq Fz = ord,, Fk. Now by 
(13.7) there exists an infinite set W* of positive integers such that (Rf , Ft) 
is good for all ke W*. Let k* be the smallest member of W* and let 
W= W*\(k* j. Then W is an infinite set of positive integers and by (6.11) 
and (8.11) we see that (Rkr Fk) is good for every kE W. 
Remark (14.2). In the situation of (14.1), there may not exist any 
positive integer k, such that (R,, Fk) is good for every integer kd k,. For 
example, let R be the formal power series ring K[ [X, Y, Z]] in indeter- 
minates (X, Y, Z) with coeflicients in an infinite field K, let B = K[ [X, Y] J, 
let d be any integer with d>, 2 such that d is nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of K., and let F= (Zd+ Yd”XJ-‘)R; and for every nonnegative 
integer k let ( Yn, Z,) = ( Y/Xk, Z/Xk), let B, be the quotient ring of B[ Y,] 
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with respect to the prime ideal in B[ Y, J generated by (X, Yk), let R, be 
the quotient ring of R[Y,, Z,] with respect to the prime ideal in 
R[Y,,Z,] generated by (X, Yk,Zk), and let Fk=(Zf+ Y;f+‘X’+k-l)Rk. 
Then (R,, F,) = (R, F) and for every positive integer k we clearly have that 
(Rlrr Fk) is a quadratic transform of (Rkp,, Fk- ,). Moreover, for every 
nonnegative integer k we clearly have that (Rk, B,, Z,) is a triode and 
dim R, = 3 and M(R,) = (X, Yk, Zk)R, and dim B, = 2 and M(B,) = 
(X, Y,)B, and hence by (12.3) and (12.13) we see that ord,,F,=d and 
( Rk., Fk) is unresolved and by (12.17) we see that 
( Rk, Fk) is good o k is nondivisible by d. 
THEOREM (14.3). Let (R, F, G, H) he a quartet such that H = R and 
ado[R](F, GH) is nondivisible bj, the characteristic of R/M(R) and 
dim R < 3 and R is excellent and R/M(R) is infinite and the characteristic of 
R is the same as the characteristic of R/M(R). [Note that then 
ado[R](F, GH)#O#dim R.] Let (R,, F,, GO, H,)=(R, F, G, H) and let 
(R,, F,, G,, H,), (R2, F2, Gz, Hz), . . . be any infinite sequence of quartets 
such that for every positive integer k M’e have that (Rk, Fk, G,, Hk) is a 
quadratic transform of ( Rkp,, Fkp,, Gk _, , Hkp ,) and ado[R,] 
( Fk, G, Hk) = ado[ R]( F, GH). Then there exists an infinite set W of positive 
integers such that (Rk, Fk, GA, HJ is good for eoery k E W. 
Proof: Let R,* be the completion of R and let F,* = FR,* and 
G,* = GR,* and H,* = HR,*. Then H,* = R,* and by (6.13) we know that 
(R,*, F,*, G,*, H,*) is a quartet with ado[R,*](F,*, G,*H,*) = ado[R](F, GH) 
and by (6.8) and (6.13) we see that there exists a unique infinite sequence 
(RF, F:, G:, H;“), (RT, Fz, GT, H:), . . of quartets such that for every 
positive integer k we have that (RT, Ft , G,*, Hf ) is a quadratic transform 
of (Rz-, , Fz.-, , G,*- i , Hz- ,) and R$ is a pseudocompletion of R, and 
Fz=FkRz and G:=G,R,* and H:=H,R: and ado[R,*](F,*, G,*H,*)= 
ado[R,](F,, GkHk). Now by (13.17) there exists an infinite set W* of 
positive integers such that (Rc, Ft , G,* , Hz) is good for every k E W*. Let 
k* be the smallest member of W* and let W= W*\.(k*l. Then W is an 
infinite set of positive integers and by (6.13) and (8.13) we see that 
(R,, F,, G,, H,) is good for every ke W, 
II. GLOBAL THEORY 
15. GLOBAL TERMINOLOGY 
We shall tacitly use the terminology and the elementary results of 
Sections 1 and 6 of the Resolution Book. 
Let K be a function field over a noetherian domain K”. 
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By a global duet of K/K, (i.e., of K over K,) we mean a pair (X, F), 
where X is a nonsingular model of K/K, and F is a nonzero principal ideal 
on X. 
Two principal ideals F and I on a nonsingular model X of K/K,, are said 
to be coprime if FR and IR are coprime in R for every REX. 
By a global trio of K/K0 we mean a triple (X, F, I), where X is a non- 
singular model of K/K, and F and Z are nonzero principal ideals on X such 
that F and Z are coprime and Z has only normal crossings. Note that if 
(X, F) is a global duet of K/K, then (X, F, l,Y) is a global trio of K/K,,. 
By a global quartet of KJK, we mean a four-tuple (X, F, G, H), where X 
is a nonsingular model of K/K, and F, G, H are nonzero principal ideals on 
X such that F, G, H are pairwise coprime and GH has only normal 
crossings. Note that if (X, F, G, H) is a global quartet of K/K, then 
(X, F, GH) is a global trio of K/K,. 
Now let X be a nonsingular model of K/K,, and let F, G, H, I be nonzero 
principal ideals on X. 
Given any nonsingular closed subset T of X with T # X, by the monoidal 
transform of (X, F, G, H) with center T we mean the four-tuple 
(X, , F, , G, , H,), where (X,, F, ) is the monoidal transform of (X, F) with 
center T and (X,, G,) is the monoidal transform of (X, G) with center T 
and H, is the unique nonzero principal ideal on X, such that (FGH)X, = 
F, G1f-f~. 
Given any REX, we define the incidence by putting 
inc[X, R](Z) = inc[R, R](ZR). 
Given any E c X, we define the incidence by putting 
inc[X, E](Z) = 
max{inc[X, R](Z): RE E} if E#QI 
--co if E=@. 
We say that (X, F) is resolved to mean that F is resolved. We say that 
(X, F) is unresolved to mean that (X, F) is not resolved. We say that 
(X, F, I) is resolved to mean that (X, F) is resolved and FZ has only normal 
crossings. We say that (X, F, I) is unresolved to mean that (X, F, I) is not 
resolved. 
We define the adjusted order by putting 
ado[X](F,Z)=max(ado[R](FR,ZR):REX} 
and we note that then 
ado[X](F, I) is either a nonnegative integer or CO 
and that 
ado [ X] (F, I) = 0 o (X, F, I) is resolved. 
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We define the equimultiple locus by putting 
65(X, F,Z)= {REX:~~~[R](FR,IR)=~~~[X](F,~)J 
and for a nonnegative integer i we define 
@(A’, F, I)= {REC~(X, F,Z):dim R=i) 
and 
@*(A’, F, G, H)= {REC?*(X, F, GH): inc[X, R](G) 
= inc[X, @*(AC, F, GH)](G)}. 
In case (X, F, I) is a global trio of K/K,, we define the capacit?, by 
putting 
capCWF, 4 = c inmag[R](FR, ZR) 
REK+X I- I) 
and we note that then 
cap[X]( F, I) is either a nonnegative integer or 00. 
In case (A’, F, G, H) is a global quartet of K/K,, we define the bad 
equimultiple locus by putting 
23(X, F, G, H)= {RE@(X, F, GH): (R, FR, CR, HR) is bad) 
and for every nonnegative integer i we define 
B’(X, F, G, H) = (RE %3(X, F, G, H): dim R = i}. 
In case (A’, F, G, H) is a global quartet of K/K,, we define the third 
capacity cap3[X](F, G, H) thus: if B3(X, F, G, H)= /zr then we put 
cap3[X](F, G, H) = 0, whereas if ‘B3(X, F, G, H) # $73 then we define 
cap3[X](F, G, H) to be the maximum taken over the set of all positive 
integers w  for which there exists a sequence (Rj, Fj, Gj, Hj)Od,C w of bad 
quartets with R, E B3(X, F, G, H) and (F,, G,, H,) = (FR,, GRo, HR,) 
such that for 1 <j< w  we have that (R,, F,, Gj, Hj) is a quadratic 
transform of (Rj_,, Fj-,, G,_i, HjP,) and ado[R,](F,,G,H,)= 
ado[R,](F,, G,H,); we note that 
if B3(X, F, G, H) = /zr then cap3[X](F, G, H) = 0 
whereas 
if B3(X, F, G, H) # 0 then cap3[X](F, G, H) is either 
a positive integer or 03. 
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We define the adjusted order by putting 
ado[X](F) = ado[X](F, 1,) 
and we note that 
ado[X](F) is either a nonnegative integer or co, 
and we note that 
and we note that 
ado[X](F) is never equal to 1, 
ado [X](F) = 0 o (X, F) is resolved. 
We define the equimultiple locus by putting 
W, F) = @(X E 1 xl 
and for every nonnegative integer i we define 
@(AT, F) = @(A’, F, 1 X). 
We define the capacity by putting 
cap[X](F) = 1 inmag[R](FR). 
R E Bz( A’. F) 
We define the bad equimultiple locus by putting 
23(X, F)= {RECZ(X, F): (R, FR)isbad) 
and for every nonnegative integer i we define 
%‘(A’, F)= {RE’I)(X, F):dimR=i}. 
We define the third capacity cap3[X](F) thus: if 23’(X, F) = Iz, then we 
put cap3[X](F) = 0, whereas if 23’(X, F) # 0 then we define cap’[X](F) 
to be the maximum taken over the set of all positive integers w  for which 
there exists a sequence (Rj, Fj),<j< W of bad duets with R, E S3(X, F) and 
F0 = FR,, such that for 1 <j< w  we have that (Rj, Fj) is a quadratic 
transform of (RjP,, F,~- ,) and ordR,F, = ordRoFO; we note that 
whereas 
if 23’(X, F) = @ then cap3[X](F) = 0 
if B’(X, F) # $3 then cap3[X](F) IS either a positive integer or co. 
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Recall that for any principal ideal J on X, the singular locus of J is 
G(J) = {R E X: R/JR is nonzero and not regular ) and G*(J) = 
{R E X: (R, JR) is unresolved}. 
Also recall that for any ideal J on X and any subset ZC X we 
have ord, J = max R E z ord,JR when Z#@ and ord,J=-co and 
C*(Z, J) = {R E Z: ordR JR = ord,J}. 
16. GLOBAL DUETS AND PROPER DESINGULARIZATION FOR SURFACES 
Let K be a function field over a noetherian domain K,, and let (X, F) be a 
global duet of K/K,. 
LEMMA (16.1). Assume that for every affine ring A over K, with quotient 
field K and every ideal Q in A we have that G(A, Q) is closed in %(A) (see 
(1.2.6) of the Resolution Book). Then we have the following. 
(1) Zf Z is any nonempty closed subset of X then E*(Z, F) is a non- 
empty closed subset of Z and ord,F is a nonnegative integer. 
(2) G*(F) is a closed subset of X and codim G*(F)>2. 
(3) Zf (X, F) is unresolved then ado[X]( F) is a positive integer and 
E(X, F) is a nonempty closed subset of X with codim C?(X, F) 2 2. 
(4) Zf (X, F) is unresolved and cap[X](F) = 0 then codim C?(X, F) > 3. 
(5 ) If K0 is pseudogeometric, (X, F) is unresolved, and cap [ X] (F) # 0 
then cap[X](F) is a positive integer and codim @7(X, F) = 2. 
(6) If K, is pseudogeometric, (X, F) is unresolved, and cap[X](F) # 0, 
then there exists a nonempty open subset X’ of X such that 
(X\X’)cE(X, F) and codim(X\X’)33 and ado[X’](FX’)= 
ado[X](F) and cap[X’](FX’)=cap[X](F) and E(X’,FX’)= 
X’ n (5(X, F) and E(X’, FX’) is a pure 2-codimensional non- 
singular closed subset of X 
and such that upon letting (X*, F*) be the monoidal transform of (xl, FX’) 
with center E(X’, FX’) bye have that (X*, F*) is a global duet of KJK, and 
either ado[X*](F*) = ado[X](F) and cap[X*](F*) = 
cap[X](F) or ado[X*](F*) < ado[X](F). 
Proof Part (1) follows from (6.5.4) of the Resolution Book. Part (2) 
follows from (6.5.3) of the Resolution Book. Part (3) follows from (1) and 
(2) by taking Z= G*(F). Part (4) follows from (3). Part (5) follows from 
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(3) and (7.6). To prove (6) henceforth assume that &, is pseudogeometric, 
(X, F) is unresolved, and cap[X](F) # 0. By (5) we have a2(X, F) = 
1s 1, ...> S,} where p is a positive integer and S, , . . . . S, are pairwise distinct. 
Upon letting tj = inmag[ Sj](FSj) and Zj = the closure of { Sj} in X for 
1 <j <p, by (3) and (5) we see that t,, . . . . t, are positive integers and 
cap[X](F)= t,+...+ t, and 
qx, F)=Z*uZ,u...uZ,, 
where Z* is a closed subset of X with codim Z* > 3. For 1 <j <p, by 
(6.5.3) of the Resolution Book we know that G(Zj) is a closed subset of Z, 
and clearly S,# S(Z,). Now upon letting 
and 
X’ = x\z** and z;=xlnz, for 1 <j<p 
we see that: X’ is a nonempty open subset of X; and Sj~ X’ and Z; is the 
closure of { Si} in X’ for 1 <j Gp; and (X\X’) c @(X, F) and 
codim(X\X’) > 3 and ado[X’](FX’) = ado[X](F) and cap[X’](FX’) = 
t,+ ... + t, and @(X’, FX’) = X’nE(X, F); and 6(X’, FX’) is a pure 2- 
codimensional nonsingular closed subset of X’; and Z;, . . . . ZL are exactly 
all the distinct irreducible components of E(X’, FX’). Now upon letting 
(X*, F*) be the monoidal transform of (xl, FX’) with center E(X’, FX’), in 
view of (6.8) of the Resolution Book, by (5.1) and (7.21) we see that 
(X*, F*) is a global duet of K/K, and 
if tj # 1 for some j with 1 < j < p then ado[X*](F*)= 
ado[X](F) and cap[X*](F*) = (tl - 1) + ... + (tp - 1) < 
capC-U(F)2 
whereas 
if t,= . . . = tp = 1 then either ado[X*](F*) = ado[X](F) and 
cap[X*](F*) = 0 or ado[X*](F*) < ado[X](F). 
This completes the proof of (6). 
PROPOSITION (16.2). Assume that for every affine ring A over K,, with 
quotient field K and every ideal Q in A we have that G(A, Q) is closed in 
g(A) (see (1.2.6) of the Resolution Book). Also assume that K, is 
pseudogeometric and (X, F) is unresolved. Let d = ado[X](F) and t = 
cap[X](F). Then we have the following. 
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(1) d is a positive integer and t is a nonnegative integer and fE(X, F) is 
a closed subset of X and codim E(X, F) 2 2 and C?*(X, F) is a finite set. 
(2) t=Ooe2(X, F)=@. 
(3) Zft= 1 then card E2(X, F)= 1. 
(4) If 23(X, F) = 0 then E2(X, F) # @ and E(X, F) is the closure of 
E’( X, F) in X and for any SE E2(X, F), upon letting 2 be the closure of {St 
in X, we have that 2 is nonsingular and ,for every R E Z we have that 
SEE’(R, FR). 
(5) Zf %3(X, F) = 0 then for any SEC~(X, F), upon letting Z be the 
closure of {S} in X and upon letting (X, , F, ) be the monoidal transform 
of (X, F) with center Z, we have that (X,, F,) is a global duet of KJK, with 
dim X, = dim X and we have that 
if t = 1 then ado[X,](F,) < d 
whereas 
if t # 1 then ado[X,](F,) = d and cap[X,](F,)= t- 1 and 
VX,, J-,)=0. 
(6) Zf23(X, F) = 0 then there exists a sequence (Xi, Pj),,iG, of global 
duets of K/K,, together with an element S, E E*(X,, F,) for 0 d j < t and a 
nonsingular closed subset Z, of X, .for 0 <j < t, such that 
(X,,PO)=(X,F) and ado[X,](F,)<d and dim X,=dim X for 
O<j<t 
and such that 
for 0 <j < t we have that ado[Xj](Fj) = d and cap[ X,]( Fj) = 
t -j and %3(X,, Fj) = @ and Zj = closure of {S,} in X, and 
cx,+** F, + 1) is the monoidal transform of (X,, F,) with center Z, 
and Si~@(R, F,R) for every RE Zi. 
(7) Upon letting B be the closure of 23(X, F) in X we have 
codim B > 3. 
(8) fl dim X < 3 then 8(X, F) is a finite closed subset of X and we 
have !IJ3(X, F) = 23(X, F). 
Proof Parts (1) to (3) follow from parts (3) to (5) of (16.1). In view of 
(6.8) of the Resolution Book, by (l), (2), (3) (5.1), and (7.21) we get (4) 
and (5). Part (6) follows from ( 1) to (5). 
To prove (7), let B be the closure of B(X, F) in X. By induction on t 
we shall show that codim B 2 3. If t = 0 then by (1) and (2) we see that 
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codim B 2 3. So now let t # 0 and assume that the assertion is true for all 
values of t smaller than the given one. In view of (5.1), by part (6) of ( 16.1) 
we can find a nonempty open subset x’ of X such that 
(X\X’) c E(X, F) and codim(X\X’) 3 3 and ado[X’](FX’) = n 
and cap[X’](M’)= t and @(X’,FX’)=X’nE(X,F) and 
(5(X’, KY’) is a pure 2-codimensional nonsingular closed subset 
of x’ 
and such that upon letting (X*, F*) be the monoidal transform of (x’, Fx’) 
with center @(xl, KY’) we have that (X*, F*) is a global duet of K/K, and 
either ado[X*](F*) = n and cap[X*](F*) < t or 
ado[X*](F*) < d. 
First, suppose that ado[X*](F*)<d; then by (8.1) we get !I3(X, F)c 
(X\x’) and hence codim B> 3. Second, suppose that ado[X*](F*)=d; 
then, by the induction hypothesis, upon letting B* be the closure of 
‘%3(X*, F*) in A’* we get codim B* 2 3, and hence upon letting Bf, . . . . B,* 
be the generic points of the irreducible components of B* we get 
dim BT > 3 for 1~ i <p, and therefore upon letting Bi = [X*, X’](By) we 
get dim Bi > 3 for 1 6 i 6 p, and consequently upon letting B’ be the closure 
of (B,, . . . . BP} in x’ and upon letting fi be the closure of {B,, . . . . BP} in A’ 
we get B’ c B and codim B > 3; now by (6.8) of the Resolution Book we 
know that [A’*, X’](B*)c B’ and therefore we see that 
[Jr*, x’](%(x*, F*)) c B; 
in view of (8.1) we also see that 
23(X, F) c (L&Y) u [AT*, r](s(x*, F*)) 
and hence we get 
Bc(X\X’)uB 
and therefore codim B > 3. This completes the proof of (7). Part (8) follows 
from (7). 
LEMMA (16.3) (The Tree Lemma). Let E he a set. Let N be the set of all 
positive integers and let N* be N together with m. For every u e N* let 
N(u)= {jeNlj<u} and let E(u) be the set of all maps of N(u) into E. For 
every UE N* and UE N* with u< v, let the map h(u, u): E(v) -+ E(u) be 
defined by putting (h(u, v)(f))(j) =f(j) for every ,f~ E(v) andjE N(u). Let 
there be given E’(u) c E(u) for every u E N. Assume that E’( 1) is afinite non- 
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empty set; also assume that for every u E N and v E N with u < v we have 
h(u, v)(E’(v)) c E’(u); finally, assume that for every u E N and f E E’(u) we 
have that E’(u+ 1)n [h(u, u+ l)P’(f)] is afinite set. Let 
E’(a)= {fEE(co): h( u, a)(f)EE’(u)for ever-y u6N). 
Then we have the following. 
(1) rfE’( m) = @ then there exists a unique w* E N such that for every 
utzN with ubw* we have E’(u)#@ andfor every USN with v>w* we 
have E’(v) = 0. 
(2) ZfE’(u)#@for every ueN then E’(co)#@. 
Proof: Obviously (1) and (2) follow from each other. We shall prove 
(2). So assume that E’(u) # 0 for every u E N. Given any u E N, we have 
that 
and 
E’(u) is a nonempty finite set, 
Qr # h(u, v)(E’(v)) c E’(u) for every v E N with u < v, 
h(u, vl)(E’(v,))c h(u, u)(E’(v)) for every DEN and u, EN with 
u<v~v, 
and hence upon letting 
E*(u) = f-j h(u, v)(E’(v)) 
j~~tN:u<v: 
we see that 
@#E*(u)cE’(u) for every UFN. 
Also clearly 
Let 
E*(W)= (f-~E(co): h(u, CO)(~)E E*(u) for every UE N}. 
Now clearly E*( GO) c E’( CD); we shall show that E*( co) # 0 and this will 
complete the proof. Let 
E* = u E*(u). 
USN’ 
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Given any u E N* and f E E*(u) and v E N* and g E E*(v) we define f < g o 
u < v and h(u, v)(g) =j Now E* becomes a partially ordered set having the 
Zorn property, i.e., the property which says that: given any nonempty 
ordered subset .i? of E*, there exists f~ E* such that f <f for every f E I?. 
Therefore by Zorn’s lemma there exist U* EN* and f * E E*(u*) such that 
f <f * for every f E E*. Obviously we must have U* = co. Therefore 
E*(co)#!a 
PROPOSITION (16.4). Assume that K, is excellent and (X, F) is unresolved 
and let d=ado[X](F) and w=cap3[X](F) (note that by part (1) of (16.2) 
we know that then d is a positive integer). Also assume that for every 
TE B(K,) we have that T/M(T) is an infinite field whose characteristic coin- 
cides with the characteristic of T, and d is nondivisible by the characteristic 
of T/M(T). Then we have the following. 
(1) w is a nonnegative integer. 
(2) Ifdim XG3 and w=O then 23(X, F)=(ZI. 
(3) Q-dim X<3 and 8(X, F)#a then dim X=3 and w is a positive 
integer and 23(X, F)=!B3(X, F) and 23(X, F) is a finite nonsingular closed 
subset of X and, upon letting (X,, F,) be the monoidal transform of (X, F) 
with center 23(X, F), we have that (X,, F,) is a global duet of K/K, with 
dim X, = 3 and we have that 
if w = 1 then either ado[X,](F,) = d and 23(X,, F,)= @ or 
adoCX,l(F,) <d 
whereas 
rf w # 1 then ado[X,](F,) = d and %3(X,, F,) # Qr and 
cap3[X,](F1) = w  - 1. 
(4) If dim X< 3 and d(X, F) # 0 then there exists a unique sequence 
(Xi, F’),<,<w of global duets of K/K, such that 
(X0, F,) = (X, F) and dim Xj = 3 for 0 <j < w, 
and such that 
for O<j< w we have that ado[X,](F,)=d and cap3[Xj](Fj) = 
w -j and 23(X,, F,) = ‘B3(Xj, Fj) # @ and ‘B(X,, Fj) is a finite 
nonsingular closed subset of Xj and (X,, , , Fj+ 1) is the monoidal 
transform of (X,, Fj) with center B(X,, Fj), 
and such that 
either ado[X,](F,) = d and 23(X,,, F,) = @ or ado[X,.](I;,.) <d. 
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Proof: If B’(X, F) = Qr then by definition w  = 0. Now for a moment 
suppose that 23’(X, F) # 0. Then by part (7) of (16.2) we see that S3(X, F) 
is a nonempty finite set. Let E be the set of all bad duets (I?, P) such that K 
is the quotient field of i?. Let N be the set of all positive integers. Let N* be 
the set of all positive integers together with 00. For every UE N*, let N(u) 
be the set of nonnegative integers j such that j < U, and let E(u) be the set of 
all maps of N(U) into E. For every 1.4 E N* and v E N* with u < v, iet the map 
h(u, II): E(u) -+ E(u) be defined by putting h(u, v)(f)(j) =f(j) for every 
f~ E(U) and j E N(u). For every u E N, let E’(U) be the set of all-fE E(U) such 
that upon letting (jj, Fj) to be the duet f(j) we have that R, E 23’(X, F), 
and fO= F&, and (kj+,, flj+,) is a quadratic transform of (dj, tj) with 
Fj+l cM(&,+,)dforO<j<U-l. Let 
E’(m)= (f~ E(W): h( u, a)(f) E E’(u) for every u E Nj. 
Now obviously E’( 1) is a finite nonempty set, and for every u E N and o E N 
with U< v we have h(u, v)(E’(u))c E’(u); moreover, for every UE N and 
foe’, by part (8) of (16.2) we see that E’(u+ l)n [h(u, u+ l)-‘(f)] is 
a finite set; finally, by (14.1) we see that E’(a)= 0. Therefore by (16.3) 
there exists a unique W* EN such that for every u E N with u < MI* we have 
E’(u) # (21 and for every v E N with v > MI* we have E’(v) = 0. Obviously 
w  = PL’*. This completes the proof of (1). 
In view of part (8) of (16.2) and in view of (6.8) of the Resolution Book, 
(2) and (3) follow from (1). Part (4) follows from (3). 
THEOREM ( 16.5) (Proper Desingularization for Surfaces). Assume that 
K, is excellent and (X, F) is unresoloed and let d = ado[X] (F) (note that by 
part (1) of (16.2) we know that then d is a positive integer; also note that if 
K, is afield then K0 is automatically excellent). Also assume that dim X 6 3 
and for every TE B(K,) we have that T/M(T) is an infinite field whose 
characteristic coincides with the characteristic of T, and d! is nondivisible by 
the characteristic of T/M(T) (note that these assumptions are automatically 
satisfied if K0 is a field of characteristic zero and trdeg,,K < 3). Then there 
exists a sequence 
q, d,, . . . . d,, H’~, . . . . wy, t,, . . . . t, 
of nonnegative integers together with 
a global duet (X(k, j), F(k, j)) of K/K, for 0 6 k <q and 
OGjGwk+tk, 
a pure 3-codimensional finite nonsingular closed subset Z(k, j) of 
X(k, j) for 0 6 k d q and 0 d j < wk, 
an irreducible 2-codimensional nonsingular closed subset Z(k, j) 
ofX(k,j)forO<k<qandwk<j<wk+tk, 
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and 
an element S(k,j)~@(X(k,j), F(k,j))for 0~ k <q and w,<j< 
wk+fk 
such that 
(X(q, wg + t,), F(q, wq + t,)) is resolued and (X(0, 0), F(0, 0)) = 
(X, F)andd=d,>d,>~~~>d,>Oandw,+t,>OforO<kdq 
and dim X(k, j) = dim X for 0 6 k 6 q and 0 6 j < wk + tk, 
and such that 
for 0 <k 6 q and 0 <j< wk + tk we have that ado[X(k, j)] 
(F( k, j)) = dk and (X(k, j + 1 ), F(k, j + 1)) is the monoidal trans- 
form of (X(k, j), F(k, j)) with center Z(k, j), 
and such that 
for O<k<q and Odj<w, we have cap3[X(k,j)](F(k,j))= 
wk -i and Z(k,j) = WWk, j), f’(k, A) = 2J3(W, A, W, j)), 
and such that 
for 0 < k 6 q and wk <j -C wk + tk we have B(X(k, j), F( k, j)) = @ 
and cap[X(k, j)](F(k, j)) = wk + tk -j and Z(k, j) = the closure 
of (S(k, j)> in X(k, j) and S(k, j)ECE2(R, F(k, j)R) for every 
R E W, A, 
and such that 
for O<k<q we have X(k + 1, 0) = X(k, wk + tk) and 
F(k + 1,O) = F(k, wk + tk). 
Proof Follows from (16.2) and (16.4). 
17. GLOBAL QUARTETS AND TOTAL DESINGULARIZATION FOR SURFACES 
Let K be a function field over a noetherian domain KO and let 
(X, F, G, H) be a global quartet of K/K,,. 
LEMMA (17.1). Assume that for every affine ring A over K, with quotient 
field K and every ideal Q in A we have that G(A, Q) is closed in 23(A) (see 
(1.2.6) of the Resolution Book). Let Z be a nonzero principal ideal on X. Then 
we have the following. 
(1) Zf 2 is any irreducible closed subset of X and if upon letting 3 be 
the generic point of 2 we have that I,!? has a normal crossing at 3, then there 
exists a closed subset 2 of 2 such that SE (2\2) c (p\G(i)) and such that 
for every R E 2\2 we have that (3, ZR) has a normal crossing at Ri. 
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(2) Upon letting G’(Z) be the set of all R’E X such that ZR’ does not 
have a normal crossing at R’, we have that G’(Z) is a closed subset of X and 
codim G’(Z) > 2. 
(3) Zf (X, F, I) is unresolved then ado[X](F, I) is a positive integer 
and (5(X, F, I) is a nonempty closed subset of X with codim (5(X, F, I) 3 2. 
(4) If (X, F, I) is an unresolved global trio of K/K, and 
cap [ X] (F, I) = 0 then codim E( X, F, I) 3 3. 
(5) Zf K, is pseudogeometric und (X, F, I) is an unresolved global trio 
of K/K,, and cap[X]( F, I) # 0 then cap[X] (F, I) is a positive integer and 
codim 6(X, F, I) = 2. 
(6) Zf K, is pseudogeometric and (X, F, I) is an unresolved global trio 
of K/K, and cap[ X]( F, I) # 0, then there exists a nonempty open subset X 
of X such that 
(X\X’) c (5(X, F, I) and codim(X\X’) > 3 and ado[X’] 
(FX’,ZX’)=ado[X](F,Z)andcap[X’](FX’,ZX’)=cap[X](F,Z) 
and (5(X’, FX’, IX’)= X’nCC(X, F, I) and 05(X’, FX’, IX’) is a 
pure 2-codimensional nonsingular closed subset of x’, 
and such that 
for every R E C%(x’, FX’, IX’), upon letting S be the generic point 
of the unique irreducible component of C?(X’, FX’, ZX’) passing 
through R, we have that (S, ZR) has a normal crossing at R, 
and such that, upon letting (X*, F*, I*) be the monoidal transform of 
(X’, FX’, IX’) with center 8(x’, FX’, IX’), we have that (X*, F*, I*) is a 
global trio of K/K,, and 
either ado[X*](F*, I*) = ado[X](F, I) and cap[X*](F*, Z*) < 
cap[X](F, I) or ado[X*](F*, I*) < ado[X](F, I). 
Proof To prove (l), let 2 be any irreducible closed subset of X such 
that upon letting 9 to be the generic point of S! we have that is has a nor- 
mal crossing at ,Y?. Now we can find an affrne ring A over K, together with 
a prime ideal Q in A such that B(A) c X and s= A,. Upon letting 1 
m = dim S, we can find a basis (x,, . . . . x,) of M(s) together with non- 
negative integers r(l), . . . . r(m) such that Z,$= x;(l) . ..x$/).!? For 1 d i< m 
we can find ii~ A\Q such that upon letting yi = iixj we have yig A. Now 
(Y 1, . . . . y,) are elements in A such that (y,, . . . . y,),!?= M(S) and Z,$= 
r(l) Yl ... yz”).$ by assumption we also know that G(A, Q) is closed in ‘B(A) 
and clearly s+! G(A, Q). Therefore there exists f E A\Q such that upon 
letting A’ = A[ llf] and Q’ = QA’ we have that A’ is an afftne ring over K, 
with %(A’) c X, and Q’ is a prime ideal in A’ with s= Ah:, and y,, . . . . y, 
a~eelementsinA’with(y,,...,y,)A’=Q’andy;”)-..y~m)R=Z~forevery 
REB(A’), and pn’%(A’)= {REB(A’):QcM(R)}, and R/Q& is regular 
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for every Z? E !B(A’) with Q c M(A). Given any Z? E %(A’) with Q c M(8), 
upon letting q = dim Z? we have q > m and we can find elements z, + , , . . . . zy 
in Z? such that M(Z?) = ( y,, . . . . y,, z, + r, . . . . z,)Z?, and so we conclude that 
(3, ZZ?) has a normal crossing at k. Now upon letting .k?= g\!JJ(A’) we see 
that 2 is a closed subset of 2 such that SE (g\z) c (p\E(g)) and such 
that for every 8 E 2\2 we have that (& ZZ?) has a normal crossing at Z?. 
This completes the proof of (1). 
To prove (2), let 6’(Z) be the set of all R'E X such that IR' does not 
have a normal crossing at R', and let 2’ be the closure of 6’(Z) in X. If 2’ 
is empty then we have nothing to show. So now assume that 2’ is non- 
empty and let 2 r, . . . . 2, be the distinct irreducible components of 2’ and 
let sj be the generic point of pj for 1 <j< u. Suppose if possible that Zgj 
has a normal crossing at sj for some j with 1 <j< u; then by (1) there 
exists a closed subset pj of zj such that gj$ zj and 6’(Z) n (pj\Tj) = 0; 
now upon letting 
we see that 2’ is a closed subset of 2 such that 2’ # 2’ and G’(Z) c 2’; this 
is a contradiction. Therefore sj E G’(Z) for 1 ,< j < u. Given any Z? E ,?, we 
obviously have gj E %3(k) for some j with 1 <j< u and hence in view of 
part (1) of (4.3) we get R’E 6’(Z). Thus ire S’(Z) and hence G’(Z) is a 
closed subset of X. Now obviously codim 6’(Z) > 2. This completes the 
proof of (2). 
If (X, F) is unresolved then obviously ado[X](F, I) =ado[X](F) and 
E(X, F, Z)=ti(X, F) and so in this case (3) is reduced to part (3) of 
(16.1). If (X, F) is resolved and (X, F, I) is unresolved, then obviously 
ado[X](F, I)= 1 and @(A’, F, I) is the set of all R*EX such that FIR* 
does not have a normal crossing at R*, and so E(X, F, I) is nonempty 
and in view of (2) we see that @(A’, F, I) is a closed subset of X with codim 
@(A’, F, I) > 2. This completes the proof of (3). Part (4) follows from (3). 
Part (5) follows from (3) and (7.15). 
To prove (6), henceforth assume that K, is pseudogeometric and 
(X, F, I) is an unresolved global trio of K/K, and cap[X](F, I) # 0. By (5) 
we have E*(X, F, I)= {S,, . . . . S,} where p is a positive integer and 
s 1, . . . . S, are pairwise distinct. Upon letting rj = inmag[Sj](FSj, IS,) and 
Z,=the closure of {S,} in X for l<j<p, by (3) and (5) we see that 
r1 > . . . . t, are positive integers and cap[X](F, I) = tr + .. . + t, and 
@(X, F, Z)=Z* uZ, u . ..uZ., 
where Z* is a closed subset of X with codim Z* 2 3. For 1 <j <p, by (1) 
there exists a closed subset ZT of Zj such that Sj~ (Zj\Z,?) c (Zj\G(Zj)) 
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and such that for every Rj E Zj\Zj* we have that (S,, ZRj) has a normal 
crossing at Rj. Now upon letting 
z**=z*u[,~~~z:]u[,~~j~~(Zin~)] 
and 
x’= x\z** and ZJ=xlnzi for 1 <j<p 
we see that: X’ is a nonempty open subset of X; and S,E x’ and Zi 
is the closure of {S,} in X’ for 1 <j<p; and (X\X’) c E(X, F, I) 
and codim(X\X’) 3 3 and ado[X’](FX’, IX’) = ado[X](F, I) and 
cap[X’](FX’, IX’) = t, + ... + t,, and E(X’, FX’, IX’) = X’ n @(X, F, I); 
and 6(X’, FX’, IX’) is a pure 2-codimensional nonsingular closed subset 
of X; and Z; , . . . . ZP are exactly all the distinct irreducible components of 
E(X’, FX’, IX’); and for every RE@(X’, Fx’, IX’), upon letting S be the 
generic point of the unique irreducible component of 6(X’, FX’, IX’) 
passing through R, we have that (S, ZR) has a normal crossing at R. Now 
upon letting (X*, F*, I*) be the monoidal transform of (X’, FX’, IX’) with 
center @(X’, FX’, ZX’), in view of (6.8) of the Resolution Book, by (5.2) 
and (7.22) we see that (X*, F*, I*) is a global trio of K/K, and 
if t,# 1 for some j with 1 <j <p then ado[X*](F*, I*) = 
ado[X](F,Z) and cap[X*](F*, Z*)=(t, - l)+...+(t,- 1)~ 
capC-U(F, 0 
whereas 
if t,=. .. = I, = 1 then either ado[X*](F*, I*) = ado[X](F, I) 
and cap[X*](F*, Z*) = 0 or ado[X*] (F*, I*) < ado[X](F, I). 
This completes the proof of (6). 
PROPOSITION ( 17.2). Assume that for every affine ring A over K, with 
quotient field K and every ideal Q in A we have that G(A, Q) is closed in 
%(A) (see (1.2.6) of the Resolution Book). Also assume that K,, is 
pseudogeometric and (X, F, GH) is unresolved. Let d = ado [ X] (F, GH) and 
t = cap[X](F, GH). Then we have the following. 
(1) d is a positive integer and t is a nonnegative integer and 
C?(X, F, GH) is a closed subset of X and codim (5(X, F, GH) 3 2 and 
E2(X, F, GH) is u finite set and (5*(X, F, G, H) c E2( X, F, GH). 
(2) t=OoE*(X, F, GH)==@-@*(X, F, G, H)=@. 
(3) If t = 1 then card @(X, F, GH) = 1. 
(4) Zf 23(X, F, G, H) = 0 then (5*(X, F, GH) # 0 and @(X, F, GH) is 
the closure of E2(X, F, GH) in X andfor any SE g2(X, F, G, H), upon letting 
Z be the closure of {S> in X, we have that Z is nonsingular and for evegv 
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R E Z we have that SE @‘(R, FR, GR, HR) and (S, GHR) has a normal 
crossing at R. 
(5) Zf 23(X, F, G, H)= 0 then for any SE@‘(X, F, G, H), upon 
letting Z be the closure of {S} in X and upon letting (X,, F1, G,, H,) 
be the monoidal transform of (X, F, G, H) with center Z, we have that 
(X,, F,, G,, H,) is a global quartet of K/K,, with dim X, = dim X and we 
have that 
if t= 1 then ado[X,](F,, G,H,)<d 
whereas 
lj” t#l then ado[X,](F,, GIH,) = d and cap[X,] 
(F,,G,H,)=t-1 and%(X,, F,, G,, HI)=@. 
(6) If 23(X, F, G, H) = 0 then there exists a sequence 
(X,, Fj, G,, Hj)OGjC, of global quartets of KJK,, together with an element 
Sj E e2(Xj, F,, Gj, Hi) for 0 6 j < t and a nonsingular closed subset Z, of 
Xi for 0 d j < t, such that 
(X0, F,, Go, H,) = (X, F, G, H) and ado[X,](F,, G,H,) < d and 
dim Xj = dim X for 0 <j < t 
and such that 
forO<j< t we have that ado[Xj](Fj, GjHj)=dandcap[Xj](Fj, 
GjHj) = t-j and %(Xj, Fj, Gj, H,) = 0 and Z, = the closure of 
(S,) in Xj and (X,,,, Fj+,, Gj,I, Hi+,) is the monoidal trans- 
form of (Xi, Fj, Gj, Hi) with center Zj and Sj~C5*(R, F,R, G,R, 
H,R) for every R E Z, and (Sj, GjHj R) has a normal crossing at 
R for every R E Zj. 
(7) Upon letting B be the closure of 8(X, F, G, H) in X we have 
codim B> 3. 
(8) Zf dim X d 3 then 23(X, F, G, H) is a finite closed subset of X and 
we have a3(X, F, G, H)=%(X, F, G, H). 
Proof Parts (1) to (3) follow from parts (3) to (5) of (17.1) by taking 
Z= GH. In view of (6.8) of the Resolution Book, by (1), (2), (3), (5.3), and 
(7.23) we get (4) and (5). Part (6) follows from (1) to (5). 
To prove (7), let B be the closure of 23(X, F, G, H) in X. By induction on 
t we shall show that codim Ba 3. If t = 0 then by (1) and (2) we see that 
codim B > 3. So let t # 0 and assume that the assertion is true for all values 
of t smaller than the given one. In view of (5.3), by taking Z= GH in part 
(6) of (17.1) we can find a nonempty open subset X’ of X such that 
(x\X’)c(E(X, F, GH) and codim (x\X’)a 3 and ado[X’] 
(FX’, GHX’) =h and cap[X’](FX’, GHX’) = t and E(X’, FX’, 
GHX’) = x’n@(X, F, GH) and CE(X’, FX’, GHX’) is a pure 
2-codimensional nonsingular closed subset of X’, 
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and such that 
for every R E~(X’, Fx’, GHX’), upon letting S be the generic 
point of the unique irreducible component of @(X’, FX’, GHA”) 
passing through R, we have that (S, GHR) has a normal 
crossing at R, 
and such that upon letting (A’*, F*, G*, H*) be the monoidal transform of 
(X’, FX’, GX’, Hx’) with center (5(X’, Fx’, GHX’) we have that (A’*, Fc, 
G*, H*) is a global quartet of K/K, and 
either ado[X*](F*, G*H*) = J and cap[X*](F*, G*H*) < t or 
ado[X*](F*, G*H*) < d. 
First, suppose that ado[X*](F*, G*H*) #d; then by (8.3) we get 
23(X, F, G, H) c (X\X’) and hence codim B> 3. Second, suppose that 
ado[X*](F*, G*H*) = d; then, by the induction hypothesis, upon letting 
B* be the closure of %(A’*, F*, G*, H*) in X* we get codim B* >, 3, and 
hence upon letting B:, . . . . B,* be the generic points of the irreducible com- 
ponents of B* we get dim By > 3 for 1 < i 6 p, and therefore upon letting 
Bi= [X*, X’](Bj+) we get dim Bik 3 for 16 i<p, and consequently upon 
letting B’ be the closure of (B,, . . . . BP} in x’ and upon letting B be the 
closure of (B,, . . . . BP} in X we get B’ c B and codim B Z 3; now by (6.8) of 
the Resolution Book we know that [X*, A”] is a continuous map of X* 
onto x’ and hence we get [X*, xI](B*)c B’ and therefore we see that 
[A’*, X’](B(X*, F*, G*, H*)) c 4; 
in view of (8.3) we also see that 
‘23(X, F, G, H)c (.X’jX’) u [X*, X’](&Y*, F*, G*, H*)) 
and hence we get 
Bc(X\X’)uB 
and therefore codim B > 3. This completes the proof of (7). Part (8) follows 
from (7). 
PROPOSITION ( 17.3). Assume that K, is excellent and (X, F, G, H) is 
unresolved and let d= ado[X](F, GH) and w = cap3[X](F, GH) (note that 
by part (1) of (17.2) we know that then d is a positive integer). Also assume 
that for every TE %J(K,) we have that T/M(T) is an infinite field whose 
characteristic coincides with the characteristic of T, and d is nondivisible by 
the characteristic of T/M(T). Finally, assume that H = 1 x. Then we have the 
following. 
(I) w is a nonnegative integer. 
(2) Zf dim .A’<3 and w=O then %S(X, F, G, H)=(ZI. 
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(3) Ifdim X<3 and b(X, F, G, H)#@, then dim X=3 and w  is a 
positive integer and 23(X, F, G, H) = S3(X, F, G, H) and 23(X, F, G, H) is a 
finite nonsingular closed subset of X and, upon letting (X,, F,, G,, H,) be 
the monoidal transform of (X, F, G, H) with center 23(X, F, G, H), we have 
that (X, , F, , G, , H, ) is a global quartet of K/K, with dim X, = 3 and we 
have that 
if w=l then either ado[X,](F,,G,H,)=a and 23(X1, F,, 
G1, H,)=@ or ado[X,](F,,G,H,)<d 
whereas 
if w#l then ado[X,](F,, GIH,)=d and B(X,, F,, 
G,,H,)#@andcap3[X,](F,,G,,H,)=w-1. 
(4) Zj- dim X< 3 and 23(X, F, G, H) # 0 then there exists a unique 
sequence (xi, f’i, Gj, Hj)o<j<w of global quartets of K/K, such that 
(X,,,F,,G,,H,)=(X, F, G, H)anddim Xi=3forO<j6w, 
and such that 
for O,<j< w we have that ado[X,](F,, G,H])=d and cap3[Xj] 
(Fj, G,, Hi) = w-j and %(Xj, Fj, Gj, H,)= 233(Xj, F,, Gj, 
Hi) # 0 and S(Xi, Fj, Gi, H,) is a finite nonsingular closed 
subset of X, and (X, + , , F,, , , Gj, , , Hi+ , ) is the monoidal 
transform of (Xi, Fj, Gj, H,) with center S(Xj, F,, Gj, Hi), 
and such that 
either ado[X,](F,, G,H,) = d and S(X,, F,, G,, H,) = Qr or 
ado[X,,](F,, G,.H,.)<d. 
ProoJ If S3(X, F, G, H) = 0 then by definition w  =O. Now for a 
moment suppose that 23’(X, F, G, H)#@. Then by part (7) of (17.2) we 
see that 233(X, F, G, H) is a nonempty finite set. Let E be the set of all bad 
quartets (I?, 8, 6, Z?) such that K is the quotient field of 8. Let N be the set 
of all positive integers. Let N* be the set of all positive integers together 
with co. For every u EN*, let N(u) be the set of all nonnegative integers j 
such that j< U, and let E(u) be the set of all maps of N(u) into E. For every 
UE N* and UE N* with u< v, let the map h(u, v): E(v) + E(u) be defined by 
putting h(u, u)(f)(j) =f(j) for every f E E(u) and j E N(u). For every u E N, 
let E’(u) be the set of all fe E(u) such that upon letting (& pj,*Gj, gj) be 
the quartet f(j) we have that: &,E S:(X, FL G, H), and (I’,, G,, H,) = 
(F&, CR,, HRo,), and (kj+ I, ,F, + r, Gj + r, H, + , ) is a quadratic transform 
of (kj, F’, G,, H,) with ado[Rj+,](F,+,, Gj+lfij+L)=d for Odj<u- 1. 
Let 
E’(m)= {fEE(co):h( u, m)(f) E E’(u) for every u E N}. 
Now obviously E’( 1) is a finite nonempty set, and for every u E N and v E N 
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with u < v we have h(u, v)(E’(v)) c E’(u); moreover, for every UE N and 
foe’, by part (8) of (17.2) we see that E’(u+ 1)n [h(u, u+ l))‘(f)] is 
a finite set; finally, by (14.3) we see that E’(co) = 0. Therefore by (16.3) 
there exists a unique MI* EN such that for every u E N with u < W* we have 
E’(u) # Qr and for every v E N with v > MI* we have E’(o) = 0. Obviously 
MI = w*. This completes the proof of ( 1). 
In view of part (8) of ( 17.2) and in view of (6.8) of the Resolution Book, 
(2) and (3) follow from (1). Part (4) follows from (3). 
THEOREM (17.4) (Total Desingularization for Surfaces). Assume that K,, 
is excellent and (X, F, G, H) is unresolved and let d = ado [ X] (F, GH) (note 
that by part (1) of (17.2) we know that then d is a positive integer; also note 
that tf K, is a field then K0 is automatically excellent). Also assume that 
dim X < 3 and for every TE %(K,) we have that T/M(T) is an infinite field 
whose characteristic coincides with the characteristic of’ T, and d! is non- 
divisible by the characteristic of TIM(T) (note that these assumptions are 
automatically satisfied tf K, is a field of characteristic zero and 
trdeg,,K 6 3). Finally, assume that H = 1 .y. Then there exists a sequence 
q, do, . ..> d,, wO, . . . . wy, t,, . . . . t, 
of nonnegative integers together with 
a global quartet (X(k, j), F(k, j), G(k, j), H(k, j)) of K/K, for 
O,<k<q and06j<w/,+tk, 
a pure 3-codimensional finite nonsingular closed subset Z(k, j) of 
X(k,j)for O<k<q andOdj<wlk, 
an irreducible 2-codimensional nonsingular closed subset Z(k, j) 
of X(k, j) for 0 d k d q and wk d j < \t’k + t,, 
and 
an element S(k, j)EE2(X(k, j), F(k, j), G(k, j), H(k, j)) for 
O,<k~qand,~~,dj<,~,+t, 
such that 
(Nq, wy + t,), F(q, wq + t,L G(q, wy + t,), H(q, wq + t,)) is 
resolved, 
and such that 
(X(0, O), F(0, O), G(0, 0), H(0, 0)) =(X, F, G, H) and d= d,> 
4 > ..s>d,>O and w,+t,>Ofor O<k<q anddimX(k,j)= 
dimXforO<k<qandO<jdw,+t,, 
and such that 
for 0 <k < q and 0 <j< wk + t, we have that ado[X(k, j)] 
[F(k, j), GW, j)H(k, j)] = 4 and (X(k, j+ l), F(k, j+ I), G(k, 
j + l), H(k, j + 1)) is the monoidal transform of (X(k, j), F(k, j), 
G(k, j), H(k, j)) with center Z(k, j), 
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and such that 
for O<k<q and O<j<w, we have cap3[X(k, j)](F(k, j), 
G(k, j), H(k, j)) = wk -j and 
ZW, j) = Wf(k, i), F(k, A, G(k A, f&t A) 
and such that 
= 2J3(J3k, j), WA G(k,j), H(kj)), 
for 0 < k < q and wk <j < wk + t, we have that b(X(k, j), F(k, j), 
W, j), Wk, j)) = la and capCX(k AIVW, jh W, A HP, A) 
= wk + tk -j and Z(k, j) = the cZosure of {S(k, j)) in X(k, j) 
and S(k, j)EE*(R, F(k, j)R, G(k, j)R, H(k, j)R) for every 
R E Z(k, j) and (S(k, j), G(k, j)H(k, j)R) has a normal crossing at 
R for every R E Z(k, j), 
and such that 
for 0 Q k < q we have X(k + 1,0) = X(k, wk + tk) and F(k + 1,O) 
= F(k, wk + fk) and G(k + 1,0) = G(k, wk + t,)H(k, wk + tk) and 
W+l, O)=l~~k+w 
Proof. Follows from (17.2) and (17.3). 
Remark (17.5). In connection with (17.4) we note that for I= GH we 
have 
W)Nq, wy + ‘J = F(q, wy + t,Mq, wq + &$Cz, wy + 4,) 
and hence (FZ)X(q, w, + f4) has only normal crossings. A particularly 
interesting case of this is when I= 1,; note that in this case FX(q, wy + t4) 
has only normal crossings. 
III. PROBLEMS AND REMARKS 
18. HIGHER TYPES OF BAD POINTS 
PROBLEM (18.1). In connection with parts (7) and (8) of (16.2) and 
(17.2), we would like to ask whether the bad locus B(X, . ..) is always closed 
in X even when dim X> 4. 
Note that outside the bad locus, desingularization is reduced to a curve- 
like process. So we would also like to ask whether the notion of the “worse 
locus” could be formalized; the worse locus should be a closed subset of the 
bad locus; moreover, the codimension of the worse locus should be 24; 
finally, outside the worse locus, desingularization should be reduced to a 
surface-like process. The next task would be to formalize the notion of the 
“worst locus”; the worst locus should be a closed subset of the worse locus; 
moreover, the codimension of the worst locus should be 25; finally, out- 
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side the worst locus, desingularization should be reduced to a three-dimen- 
sional-variety-like process; and so on. All this should give desingularization 
by induction on dimension. 
Remark (18.2). In the canonical proof of desingularization alluded to 
in the Introduction, the induction is made on a large array of numbers 
instead of just the dimension. 
19. HYPERPLANARITY OF THE EQUIMULTIPLE Locus 
In Part I we implicitly used the fact that, under certain conditions, the 
equimultiple locus is hyperplanar. We shall now put this matter into proper 
perspective and we shall pose some relevant problems. 
In this section, let Z, X, X,, X,, . . . be indeterminates. 
DEFINITION (19.1). Given any ring R, for any nonnegative integer d, 
positive integer q, ideals P,, . . . . P, in R, and rational numbers e( 1) 2 
1, . . . . e(q) 3 1, we define 
the ideal (PO+ P;c’)...PJy))d in R 
by putting 
(PO + P;(l) . . . p;(d)d= 1 p;,p~cul . . . p;ddl, 
rfsad 
where the summation is over all pairs of nonnegative integers (r, S) with 
r + s 3 d, and where [se(i)] is the smallest integer >se(i). 
DEFINITION (19.2). Let S be a two-dimensional regular local domain, 
let F be a nonzero principal ideal in S, and let d= ord,F. For any 
z E M( S)\M(S)* we define comag(S, F, z) to be the maximum taken over 
the set of all rational numbers e> 1 such that Fc (zS+ i14(S)~)~. Also we 
define 
mag[S](F)=max{comag(S, F, z): ~EM(S)\M(S)~}. 
Here comag and mag are meant to suggest comagnitude and magnitude, 
respectively. The following observations concerning these notions may be 
used tacitly; for proofs see (9.4), (9.10) (9.13), (9.14), and (9.16) of [D], 
where by [D] we refer to Ref. [4]. 
(1) mag[S](F) is either a rational number 2 1 or cc. 
(2) If mag[S](F) = cc then inmag[S](F) = c;o. 
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(3) If mag[S](F)# cc then inmag[S](F) is the largest integer 
<mag[Sl(F). 
(4) If d=O then mag[S](F)= cc and for every ZE M(S)\M(S)’ we 
have comag( S, F, z) = m 
(5) If d # 0 and mag[ S](F) = cc then upon letting N be the set of all 
positive integers we have 
(6) If mag[S](F) # CC then, upon letting e = mag[S](F) and N = the 
set of all positive integers, we have d!e E N and 
(comag(S, F, z): ZEM(S)\M(S)~) = {itt N: ice) u {e}. 
(7) For any z E M(S)\M(S)* we have: F = zdS o comag( S, F, z) = 00. 
(8) If S is pseudogeometric and mag[S](F) = cc then for some 
z E M(S)\M(S)’ we have F- zdS. 
DEFINITION (19.3). Let R be a positive-dimensional regular local 
domain and let F be a nonzero principal ideal in R. 
Note that for any SE ‘B(R), in view of (6.4) we have ord,FSf ord,F. So 
in particular, for any SE ‘B(R) and any ZE (RnM(S))\M(R)’ we have 
-E M(S)\M(S)‘. We may tacitly use these two observations. i 
For any SE@(R, F) we put 
equip(R, F,S)= (zEM(R)\M(R)~:zEM(S)} 
and for any E c CZ(R, F) we put 
equip(R, F, E)= (z~M(R)\M(R)~:z~equip(R, F,S) for all SEE) 
and we put 
equip( R, F) = equip( R, F, 6( R, F)) 
and for any nonnegative integer i we put 
equip’( R, F) = equip( R, F, @(R, F)). 
For any SE E’(R, F) we put 
insip(R, F, S) = (z E equip(R, F, S): comag(S, FS, z) 2 inmag[S](FS)} 
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and 
sip(R, F, S)= (;~equip(R, F, S):comag(S, FS,z)=mag[S](FS)). 
and for any E c e2( R, F) we put 
insip(R, F, E) = (zEM(R)\M(R)‘:z~insip(R,F,S)forallS~E) 
and 
sip(R, F, E)= (zEM(R)\M(R)~:,-~sip(R, F, S)forall SEE) 
and finally we put 
insip(R, F) = insip(R, F, @‘(R, F)) 
and 
sip( R, F) = sip( R, F, @(R, F)). 
By quadequip(R, F) [respectively: quadinsip(R, F) and quadsip(R, F)] 
we denote the set of all zO E equip( R, F) [respectively: 20 E insip( R, F) and 
zO E sip(R, F)] having the property which says that: if t is any nonnegative 
integer and (Ri, E;),< r c r is any sequence with (R,, F,) = (R, F) such that 
for 1 < i < t we have that (Ri, F,) is a duet and ord,,Fi = 
ord,F and dim Rj> 2 and (Ri, Fi) is a quadratic transform of 
CR;-1, f’-11, 
then there exists i; E equip( R;, F,) [respectively: z, E insip( Ri, F,) and 
ziesip(Ri, F,)] for 1 <i<t such that ziRj is the (Rip,, Rj ,, R,)- 
transform of zip, R, ~, for 1 d i 6 t. 
By monequip(R, F) [respectively: moninsip(R, F) and monsip( R, F)] we 
denote the set of all zO E equip(R, F) [respectively: z,, E insip(R, F) and 
zO E sip( R, F)] having the property which says that: if t is any nonnegative 
integer and (R,, Fi)OS,,(, and (Si)OGic, are any sequences with (R,, F,)= 
(R, F) such that 
for 1 <id t we have that (R,, F’,) is a duet and ord.,F,=ord.F 
and S;_, E @(Ri_ , , F, ,) and dim Sip, 3 2 and S, _, has a 
simple point at Ri- r and (Ri, F,) is a monoidal transform of 
(Ri-1, F,-l, Si-,I, 
then there exists zi E equip(Ri, I;;) [respectively: zi E insip(Ri, F,) and 
Z~E sip(R,, F,)] for I d i< t such that zjRj is the (Rip,, S,- ,, R,)-transform 
of ziP,RiP, for 1 <i<t. 
Here equip and sip are respectively meant to suggest equimultiple 
parameter and Shreedharacharya parameter, whereas in, quad, and mon are 
respectively meant to suggest integral, quadratically close, and monoidall? 
close. 
607:68/2-l I 
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PROBLEM (19.4). Let R be a regular local domain and let F be a non- 
zero principal ideal in R with F # R. Assume that R is complete, or, more 
generally, assume that R is excellent. Then: 
(1) Is it true that equip(R, F) # a? 
(2) Is it true that quadequip(R, F) # @? 
(3) Is it true that monequip(R, F) # /zr? 
(4) Is it true that equip’(R, F) # a? 
(5) Is it true that insip(R, F) # @? 
(6) Is it true that quadinsip(R, F) # a? 
(7) Is it true that moninsip( R, F) # @? 
(8) Is it true that sip( R, F) # a? 
(9) Is it true that quadsip(R, F) # @? 
(10) Is it true that monsip(R, F) # @? 
Remark (19.4.1). In the rest of this section we shall give some very par- 
tial answers to these questions. First let us note that, in view of the obvious 
inclusion relations 
monequip( R, F) c quadequip( R, F) c equip( R, F) c equip2( R, F) 
and 
. ..and...and...and...and . . . . 
upon letting [i] be the positive answer to (i), we get the corresponding 
implications 
c31* C21* c 
and 
ll=C41 and C71- C61* II51 * L.41 
[lOI * [91* PI * [I41, PI * C51, C91* C61, Cl01 * [71. 
Remark (19.4.2). Geometrically speaking: We may say that the 
equimultiple locus of (R, F) is hyperplanar to mean that equip(R, F) # 0. 
We may say that the quadratically close equimultiple locus of (R, F) is 
hyperplanar to mean that quadequip(R, F) # 0. We may say that the 
monoidally close equimultiple locus of (R, F) is hyperplanar to mean that 
monequip(R, F) # 0. We may say that the two-codimensional equimultiple 
locus of (R, F) is hyperplanar to mean that equip2(R, F) # 0. We may say 
that the two-codimensional integrally infinitely near equimultiple locus 
of (R, F) is hyperplanar to mean that insip(R, F) # 0. We may say 
that the two-codimensional quadratically close integrally infinitely near 
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equimultiple locus of (R, F) is hyperplanar to mean that quadin- 
sip(R, F) # @. We may say that the two-codimensional monoidally close 
integrally infinitely near equimultiple locus of (R, F) is hyperplanar to 
mean that moninsip(R, F) # @. We may say that the two-codimensional 
infinitely near equimultiple locus of (R, F) is hyperplanar to mean that 
sip(R, F) # a. We may say that the two-codimensional quadratically close 
infinitely near equimultiple locus of (R, F) is hyperplanar to mean that 
quadsip(R, F) # 0. Finally, we may say that the two-codimensional 
monoidally close infinitely near equimultiple locus of (R, F) is hyperplanar 
to mean that monsip(R, F) # 0. 
Thus, geometrically speaking: in (1) we are asking whether the 
equimultiple locus of (R, F) is hyperplanar;...; and in (10) we are asking 
whether the two-codimensional monoidally close infinitely near 
equimultiple locus of (R, F) is hyperplanar. 
DEFINITION (19.5). Recall that by a triode we mean a triple (R, B, z), 
where R and B are regular local domains and z is a nonzero element in R 
such that R dominates B and there exists an epimorphism U: R + B with 
ker(u) = zR and u(b) = b for all b E B; we note that then in view of (10.1) 
we have ord.== 1 anddimR=l+dimB. 
By a prequintet we mean a five-tuple (R, B, z, d,f(Z)), where (R, B, z) is 
a triode, d is a positive integer, andf(Z) is a manic polynomial of degree d 
in Z with coefficients in B; note that then, upon letting a(i) be the 
coefficient of ZJ ’ in,f(Z), by the definition of the amplitude we have 
awC& dl(fG?) = Iy,$ (l/i) ordB44 . . 
and by the definition of the equimultiple locus we have 
@LB, W”(z)) = { TE B(B): ampCT dl(f(z)) 2 1) 
and for every nonnegative integer i we have 
@[B, d](f(Z)) = { TEE[B, d](f(Z)): dim T= i) 
and in view of (10.1) we have 
ord,f(=) 3 do ord,f(z) = do amp[B, d](f(Z)) 2 1 
and so in particular we have f(z) # 0. 
Recall that a quintet is a prequintet (R, B, 2, d,f(Z)) such that the coef- 
ficient of Z”- ’ in f(Z) is zero and either f(Z) = Zd or d is nondivisible by 
the characteristic of R/M(R). 
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PROPOSITION (19.6). Let (R, B, z, d,f(Z)) be a quintet such that 
ord,f(z) = d. Then 
z E monequip(R,f(z)R) and z E monsip(R,f(z)R) 
and so in particular 
monequip(Rf(z)R) # $3 and monsip(R,f(z)R) # (2/. 
Also we have that SW BenMCs, gives a bijection of &(R, f (z)R) onto 
B[B,d](f(Z)). Moreover, for any SE@(R,f(z)R) we have that 
RnM(S)=zR+ (BnM(S))R and dim S= 1 +dim Be,,(,) and 
(S, B BnM(S)7 z) is a triode. Finally, for any SE e2(R, f (z)R) we have 
ampCBBnM,s,, W(Z)) = comag(Xf(z)S, z) = magCSl(f (z)W. 
Proof In view of (7.1) (7.2), (7.3), (7.4) (7.7) (9.2) (9.4) (9.5) and 
(9.16) of [D], our assertions follow from (10.1) to (10.9). 
PROPOSITION (19.7). Let R be a regular local domain such that R/M(R) 
is infinite and the characteristic of RIM(R) is the same as the characteristic 
of R. Let F be a nonzero principal ideal in R such that ord,F is nondivisible 
by the characteristic qf RIM(R). Then we have the following. 
(1) If R is complete then monequip(R, F) # $3 and monsip(R, F) # a. 
(2) If R is excellent then equip(R, F) # a. 
Proof Part (1) follows from (13.6) and (19.6). To prove (2), assume 
that R is excellent and let R* be the completion of R. Then by (l), there 
exists z* E A4(R*)\M(R*)2 such that z* E M(S*) for every 
S* E @(R*, FR*). Now by (40.3) of Nagata’s book [Z], there exists a non- 
empty finite subset {S,, . . . . S,) of @(R, F) such that upon letting 
P=(RnM(S,))n...n(RnM(S,)) 
we have P c M(S) for all SE E(R, F). Since R* is the completion of R, we 
see that 
PR*=(R n M(S,))R*n . ..n(RnM(S.))R* 
and, in view of (6.9), for 1 Q i < t we have 
(RnM(Si))R*=(R*nM(S~,))n~~~n(R*nM(S~,~,,)), 
IS a ml e nonempty subset of E(R*, FR*). Therefore f ‘t 
emdim R*/PR* < (dim R*) - 1 = (dim R) - 1. 
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Now R*/PR* is isomorphic to the completion of R/P, and hence 
emdim R*/PR* = emdim R/P; thus 
emdim R/P < (dim R) - 1 
and hence there exists 2 E M( R)\M( R)’ such that z E P. Since P c M(S) for 
all SE C5(R, F), it follows that ,- E equip(R, F) and hence equip(R, F) # @. 
PROPOSITION (19.8). Let R he a regular local domain. Let 0 #,fc R and 
ZEM(R)\M(R)~. Let q be a positive integer and let S,, . . . . S, be pairwise 
distinct members of g’(R) such that z E M(S,) for 1 < i < q. Let Pi = 
R n M(S,) for 1 6 i 6 q. Let e( 1 ) > 1, . . . . e(q) b 1 be rational numbers. Let d 
be a nonnegative integer. Then we have the, following. 
(1) Zf d # 0 and i is any integer with 1 6 i < q such that zf E 
(zSi + M(Si)e(i))d then f E (~7, + M(Si)c’i))dp ‘. 
(2) Rn(,-Si+M(Si)“‘i))d=(zR+Pj’(i))Jfor l<i<q. 
(3) (rR+P;“‘...p~‘q))d=,,~;~y(=R+P~‘f’)~. 
(4) Iford,f=d=ord,,ffor 1 <i<q then: 
f E (zR + P;(l). . . P;(4))d oe(i)<comag(S,,fS,,z)for 1 <i<q. 
(5) If 
ord,y,f=ord,f=d and e(i)<comag(Si,fS,,=) for 1 <idq 
and if t is an integer with 1 6 t < q such that 
e(t) = comag(S,,,fS,, =) <magCS,l(fs,) 
and if 
either e( 1 ), . . . . e(q) are integers and R/P, is normal or d is non- 
divisible by the characteristic of RIM(R), 
then there exists z’ E M(R)\ M( R)’ such that 
and 
com%(S,,fS,, z’)>e(i) for 1 <i<q 
comag(S,,f S,, 2’) > e(t). 
Proof In view of (6.3), (6.4), (6.6), and part (1) of (9.16) of [D] we get 
(1). Now let v: R -+ R/,-R be the canonical epimorphism. Note that then 
v(P,), . . . . v(P,) are pairwise distinct nonzero principal prime ideals in the 
unique factorization domain u(R). 
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Given any integer i with 1 d i ,< q, by induction on d we shall show that 
R n (zS, + M(S.)““)dc (zR + Pe(iJ)d. I I 3 (11) 
this is obvious when d = 0; so let d# 0 and assume (11) to be true for all 
values of d smaller than the given one; now for any 
g E R A (~‘3, + M(SJ”))’ 
we clearly have 
v(g) E Ll( P;)[de(i” 
and hence we can write 
g=zgg’+g* with g’ E R and g* E PCdC’(‘(“l 
and then we get 
zg’=g-g* E (LsiS M(S;)e’;‘)d 
and therefore by (1) we see that 
g’ E (ZS, + M(Syy ’ 
and so by the induction hypothesis we get 
g’ E (Z-R + P;“‘)“- ’ 
and consequently we see that 
zg’ E (zR + P+)’ 
and thus we get 
g = zg’ + g* E (zR + P;‘i’)“. 
This proves (11); the reverse inclusion being obvious, we get 
R n (zS, + M(SJP(i))d = (zR + Pe(i’)d for l<idq. 
This completes the proof of (2). 
By induction on d we shall show that 
(-) (=R + p;“‘)” c (zR + p’;’ ’ ) . f’;fQ’)“; 
I <r<u 
(12) 
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this is obvious when d = 0; so let d # 0 and assume (12) to be true for all 
values of d smaller than the given one; now for any 
gE n (L~+~;(y 
I~l~4 
we clearly have 
u(g) E u(P,)r”““’ for ldidq 
and therefore we have 
and hence we can write 
g=zg’+g* with g’ E R and g* E n P~~C”‘l 
I<i<y 
and then we get 
=g’=g-g*E n (;R+P:“‘)” 
ISI< 
and therefore by (1) and (2) we see that 
and so by the induction hypothesis we get 
and consequently we see that 
=g' E (,-R + Pf"'. . . p;(4))d 
and thus we get 
g = zg' + g* E (zR + P;(' ) . . . P;(y))!. 
This proves (12); the reverse inclusion being obvious, we get 
(zR+P;“’ . . . p;w))d= n (?R + fy(i))f 
I <I<4 
This completes the proof of (3). In view of (19.2), (4) follows from (2) 
and (3). 
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To prove (5) we note that if 
ord,,f’= n and e(f)= comag(S,,fS,, z) < mag[s,l(fs,) 
then d and e(t) must be positive integers; also, upon relabelling S, , . . . . S, 
suitably, we may suppose that t = 1. Thus now by assumption 
ord,f= ord,f= d# 0 and e(i) < comag(S,,SS,, L) for I<i<q 
and 
e(l)= comag(S,,fS,, z) = a positive integer < mag[S,](,fS,) 
and 
either e(2), . . . . e(q) are integers and R/P, is normal or d is non- 
divisible by the characteristic of R/M(R). 
We want to prove that then there exists L’E M(R)\M(R)’ such that 
comag(S,,fS;, 2’) 3 e(i) for 26i<q 
and 
Let 
comag(S, ,fS, , 2’) > e( 1). 
r(i) = ord,.(.,u(Pi) for l<iQq. 
Then r(i) is a positive integer and we can find X~E Pi such that 
(z, x,)R = Pi and ord,x, = r(i) for ldi6q. 
If 
then we would have q = 1 and r( 1) = 1 = e( 1) and hence, in view of part 
(10) of (9.4) of [D], our assertion would follow from (4) and (5.10). So 
henceforth assume that 
C r(i) e(i) > 1. 
1<icy 
Now by (4) we have 
,fe (,-R + e(l). . p;(4))d 
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and hence we can write 
Since ord,f= d, in view of the above inequality we must have a, # M(R). 
Therefore 
fR= zd+ c b,z d-jXCidl)l . ?cCid4)I 1 4 
IGj<d 
where 
b, = a,/ao E R for 1 <j<d. 
Let w: R --* R/P, be the canonical epimorphism. Now 
e(l)=comag(S,,fS,,z)=a positive integer<mag[S,](fS,) 
and hence, in view of (7.6), (7.7), (7.8), and (9.4) of [D], there exists a 
nonzero element C in the quotient field of w(R) such that 
z”+ c ,,r(/,#~)l . .,y4u) zJ-j= (Z+ C)“. 
I <j<d 
Comparing coefhcients of Z“-’ and Z” we get 
dC= ,,fblqJ”~~)] . .$‘(Y)]) 
and 
Now if d is nondivisible by the characteristic of R/M(R) then upon letting 
=‘==+ (b&j) x;““‘. ..$Wl 
we see that 
z’ E M( R)\M( R)’ and =‘EM(S,) for l<i<q 
and 
with 
f R = z’“+ c bJzTd-JxFi~ll )I . X$i(dq)l R 
I<jCd > 
b;, . . . . b&in P, 
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and hence in view of (4) we get 
comag(Si,fS,, z’) >, e(i) for 26i<q 
and 
comag(S, ,fS,, z’) > e( 1). 
On the other hand, if e(2), . . . . e(q) are integers and R/P, is normal, then 
(C/w(x’;” . . . xy)y= M’(b(/) 
and therefore 
q&$p.. . .y, = M’(C) for some c E R 
and upon letting 
z’=~+c?c;(Lyy 
we see that 
z’EM(R)\M(R)* and z’ E M( SJ for l<i<q 
and 
with 
b;, . . . . b& in P, 
and hence in view of (4) we get 
comag(Si,fSj, z’) 2 e(i) for 2<i<q 
and 
comag(S, ,fS, , z’) > e( 1). 
PROPOSITION (19.9). Let R be a pseudogeometric regular local domain. 
Let F be a nonzero principal ideal in R such that F # R. Let E be a finite 
subset of E2(R, F) such that equip(R, F, E) # a. Then we have the following. 
(1) If ord,F is nondivisible by the characteristic of R/M(R) then 
sip(R, F, El # 0. 
(2) If card(E) < 1 and R/(R n M(S)) is normal for every SE E then 
sip(R, F, E) # 0. 
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(3) If RI(R n M(S)) is normal ,for every’ S E E then 
insip( R, F, E) # 0. 
Proof: If E= 0 then our assertions are obvious; so henceforth assume 
that E# 0. If (R, F) is resolved then F= z”R with -? E M(R)\M( R)2 and 
ri= ord, F and so obviously we have .z E sip( R, F, E); so henceforth also 
assume that (R, F) is unresolved. Now by (4.4) and (19.2) for every SE E 
we have mag[S](FS) # co. Therefore, in view of (19.2) and (19.8), our 
assertions follow by an obvious induction. 
PROPOSITION ( 19.10). Let R he an excellent regular local domain such 
that RIM(R) is infinite and the characteristic of R/M(R) is the same as the 
characteristic of R. Let F he a nonzero principal ideal in R such that ord,F 
is nondi~iz,isihle hi> the characteristic qf R/M( R ). Then sip( R, F) # 0. 
Proof: If (R, F) is resolved then F= z“R with z E M(R)\M(R)* and 
d = ordR F and so obviously we have z E sip( R, F). If (R, F) is unresolved 
then by (40.3) of Nagata’s book [2] we see that @‘(R, F) is a finite set and 
hence our assertion follows from (19.7) and (19.9). 
PROPOSITION (19.11). Let (R, B, z) he a triode. Let SE B2(R) be such 
that z E M(S) and let v: R -+ R/(R n M(S)) be the canonical epimorphism. 
[Note that by ( 10.4) M’e know that then B n M(S) is a nonzero principal 
prime ideal in B.] Let x E B be such that xB = B n M(S). Let z’ = z/x and 
R* = R[z’] and P* = M(R)R* + z’R*. Then we have the following. 
(1) RnM(S)=(x,z)R. 
(2) (RnM(S))R*=xR* andu(R)=o(B) and Bnker(o)=xB. 
(3) If j is any nonnegative integer and G(X, 2) is any homogeneous 
polynomial of degree j in (X, Z) with coefficients in R such that 
G(x, z) E ((x, z)R)‘+’ then all the coefficients of G(X, Z) are in (x, z)R. 
(4) R n (xR*) = (x, z)R. 
(5) If m is any positive integer and g,, . . . . g, are any elements in R 
such that go;“” + g, z”‘- ’ + . . . + g, = xg* with g* E R*, then we must have 
g,E(x,z)Rfor O<i<m. 
(6) There exists a unique epimorphism H’: R* + u(R)[Z] such that 
w(Y) = Z and w(r) = u(r) for all r E R. Moreover, for this unique w we have 
ker( iv) = xR*. 
(7) =‘R* is a prime ideal in R*. 
(8) P* is a maximal ideal in R* and upon letting R’ = R$ we have 
that (R’, B, z’) is a triode. 
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(9) If S’ is a quadratic transform of S such that z’ E S’ and 
z !d+ hiz’d- 1 + . . . + hi E A4( S’), where d is a positive integer and hi E M(B) 
for 1 <i<d, then S’E%‘(R’). 
Proof Part (1) follows from (10.4). Part (2) follows from (1). Part (3) 
follows by noting that, in view of (1) S is a two-dimensional regular local 
domain with M(S) = (x, z)S. To prove (4) given any h E R n (xR*) we can 
find a positive integer e and a homogeneous polynomial H(X, Z) of degree 
e + 1 in (X, Z) with coefficients in R such that h/x = H(x, z)/xef ‘; now 
hx’= H(x, z) and hence by (3) we conclude that h E (x, z)R; this proves (4). 
In the situation of (5), we can find a positive integer e and a homogeneous 
polynomial G*(X, Z) of degree m + e + 1 in (X, Z) with coefficients in R 
such that g* = G*(x, z)/x~+‘+‘; now 
go=“‘Xr+gl=‘it~‘X(‘+l + . . . +gnlXrtm= G*(eK, z) 
and hence by (3) we conclude that g, E (x, z)R for 0 < i < m; this proves (5). 
Part (6) follows from (1) to (5). 
To prove (7) let rO, rl, rz be any elements in R* such that rOrl =z’r2. 
Now clearly we can find a positive integer e such that for 0 6 id 2 we have 
rixr= H;(x, ;), where H,(X, Z) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree e in 
(X, Z) with coefficients in R. Upon multiplying both sides of the equation 
rOr, = ;‘rz by X” we get 
H,(x, z)H,(x, z) = zxe-‘H2(x, z) E zR. 
By (10.1) we see that ZR is a prime ideal in R and hence there exists a per- 
mutation (q(O), q( 1)) of (0, 1) such that H,,O,(x, z) E zR and now in view of 
(3) we can write H,,o,(~~, z)=zH,(x, z), where H,(X, Z) is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree e - 1 in (A’, Z) with coefficients in R, and upon letting 
r3 = H,(x, z)/x”’ ’ we get r3 E R* and ry,o, = ?r3. Thus z’R* is a prime ideal 
in R*. This proves (7). 
By (1) (2), (4), and (6) we see that P* is a maximal ideal in R*. 
Henceforth let R’ = RF,. 
To prove the rest of (8), first we note that, since (R, B, 2) is a triode, 
every FE R can be written in the form 2 = Yz + i with s” E R and 
ieB (11) 
and we have 
Bn(zR)= (0). (12) 
Given any SE R* we can obviously write 
$=s*z’+s  ^ with s*ER* and S^ER 
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and then in view of (11) we can write 
S=i’z+i with s*’ E R and iEB 
and now we get 
j= j’=’ + i where S’ = S^‘.Y + s* E R*. 
Thus 
every SE R* can be written in the form S= S’z’+ t^ with S’ E R* 
and itz B. (13) 
Given any s E R’ we can write 
S=S,/S2 with s,ER* and s2 E R*\P* 
and then in view of (13) we can write 
s, =d’z’+t, with s’, ER* and t,EB 
and 
s2 = siz’ + t7 with S>E R* and t, E B 
and now, because I’ E P” and s2 E R*\P* and M(B) c M(R) c P*, the 
above equation for sz yields that t, E B\M(B) and hence that 
t,t,‘eB and t,s, E R*\P* 
and clearly we have 
and so we get 
t~S2(S-t,tZ~‘)=(t~.F;-ttlS~); 
s = s’z’ + t, 
where 
Thus 
s’= (t+; - t,s;)/(t2s,)c R’ and t=t,t+B. 
every s E R’ can be expressed in the form s = s’z’ + t with s’ E R’ 
and teB. (14) 
Given any b* E B n (z’R*), we can first write b* = a*~’ with (I* E R* and 
then we can find a positive integer e such that x’a* E R and now we get 
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X ‘+‘b*=(x’a*)z~Bn(zR) and hence by (12) we get x’+‘b*=O and 
therefore we get h* = 0; thus 
B n (?R*) = (0). (15) 
Now z’R* c P* and R’= R* P* and by (7) we know that z’R* is a prime 
ideal in R*; consequently 
R* n (z’R’) = z’R*. (16) 
By (15) and (16) we get 
B n (z’R’) = (0). 
Now obviously z’ # 0 and R’ dominates B and 
(17) 
M( R’) = M( B)R’ + z’R’ 
and in view of (I), (2) (4), and (6) we get 
dim R’ 3 1 + dim R*/xR* = 2 + dim B/xB = 1 + dim B 
and hence we see that R’ is a regular local domain with dim R’ = 1 + dim B 
and therefore in view of (14) and (17) we conclude that (R’, B, z’) is a 
triode. This completes the proof of (8). 
To prove (9), let S’ be a quadratic transform of S such that z’ E S’ and 
z ‘d+4=‘“-’ + . . + 11; E M( S’), where d is a positive integer and hi E M(B) 
for 1 6 i < d. Now obviously dim S’ = 2 and upon letting Q = R* n M(F) 
we see that Q is a prime ideal in R* with (x, z)R* c Q and S’= Rz. By 
Zorn’s lemma we can find a maximal ideal P in R* with Q c P. Let 
w*: R* + R*jP be the canonical epimorphism. Now 
ZEP and z’d+h;z’d-l+.-+h;EP with ~:EB for l,<i<d 
and hence w*(R*)=w~*(B)[w*(z’)] and the field w*(R*) is integral over 
the subdomain w,*(B). Consequently w*(B) is a field and hence M(B) c P. 
Thus 
Z’d + h; Z’d- ’ + . ..+h&EP and Iz;.E M(B) c P for l<idd 
and hence z’ E P. Therefore P* c P and hence P* = P and s’ E %‘(R’). 
PROPOSITION (19.12). Let k be an infinite perfect field of characteristic 
p # 0. Let B be the formal power series ring k[ [ X, , . . . . X,,,]], where m is a 
positive integer. Let R = k[ [A’, , . . . . X,,, + ,]I. Let 
f=X$+,+hER, 
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h=CH(i(l),...,i(m))X’:“...X~lr”‘EB with H( i( 1 ), . . . . i(m)) E k. 
Assume that ord, f =p and 
H( i( 1 ), . ..) i(m)) = 0 lrhenever i(j) is divisible by p for 1 6 j < m. 
Then Ire have the follolzing. 
(1) For every SE@‘(R,~R) \ce have X,,,+,EM(S). 
(2) If (R,fR) is resolved then h = 0. 
Proof Part (2) follows from the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem. To 
prove (l), let there be given any SE E2(R,fR). Let Q = B n M(S), let 
v: B + B/Q be the canonical epimorphism, and let L be the quotient field of 
v(B). In view of the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem we see that Q is a 
nonzero principal prime ideal in B. Therefore dim v(B) = m - 1 and hence 
by (24.4) of Ref. [ 31 we see that 
[L: L”] =p”‘-- 1 and L = L”[v(X,), . ..) 2$X,,,)]. 
Consequently, upon relabelling X, , . . . . X,, suitably, we may suppose that 
L = Lr[v(Xz), . . . . v(X,,)]. 
Now clearly the p”‘- ’ elements 
are linearly independent over Lp and hence we see that 
if Co~i(2,<p.....~~i(m)<p A(i(2), . . . . i(m))X$‘)...XAmJ E Q with 
A(i(2), . . . . i(m)) E B” then A(i(2), . . . . i(m)) E Q for 0 6 i(2) < 
p, . . . . 0 < i(m) <p. (11) 
Let K be the quotient field of R. Given any integer j with 1 6 j 6 m, upon 
letting D,: K --+ K be the usual partial derivative with respect to A’,, we 
clearly have 
D,(S) = S 
and hence for any positive integers n and q we have 
D;(M(S)Y+“) c M(S)” 
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and therefore, because f E M(S)P, we get 
DY(f) E A4(s)p-4 for 1 bqdp- 1; 
also clearly 
Dy(x~+l)=o for every positive integer q 
and hence 
D;(f) = q(h) for every positive integer q. 
Therefore 
D;(h) E Q for l<j<m and l<qdp-1. (12) 
Upon letting 
.I= the set of all m-tuples of integers (i(l), . . . . i(m)) such that 
OQi(l)<p,...,O<i(m)<p 
and upon letting 
we see that 
G( i( 1 ), . . . . i(m)) E BP for all (i( 1 ), . . . . i(m)) E J, (13) 
Iz=c G(i(l), . . . . i(m)) Xi:“...X~,““, (14) 
and 
G(0, . . . . 0) = 0. (15) 
Given any integersj and q with 1 <jdm and 1 bqdp- 1, by (13) and 
(14) we see that 
D;(h) = c r(i( l), . . . . i(m)) xi,cl’ . . . X:m’, 
lr(l).....f(rn))sJwith~(,)<p~y 
where 
r(i( 1 ), . . . . i(m)) 
=((i(j)+q)!/i(j)!)G(i(l) ,..., i(j-1), i(j)+q,i(j+l) ,..., i(m)) 
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and where we recall that by convention O! = 1; therefore by (11) and (12) 
we see that if 
G( i( 1 ), . . . . i(m)) E Q for every (i( 1 ), . . . . i(m)) E J for which either 
j(l)= . . . =i(j-1)=0 and i(j)>q or i(n)#O for some n with 
ldnbj-1 
G(i( 1 ), . . . . i(m))~ Q for every (i(l), . . . . i(m))EJ for which 
j(l)= . . . =i(j-l)=O and i(j)=q; 
consequently by double induction on j and q we see that 
G(i( l), . . . . i(m))E Q for every (i(l), . . . . i(m)) E J for which 
j(l)=...= i(j - 1) = 0 and i(j) B q. 
Now, in view of (15), it follows that 
G(i( l), . . . . i(m)) E Q for all (i(l), . . . . i(m))~J. 
Therefore by (14) we get 
h E Q. 
Now 
f=X2+1 + h E M(S) 
and hence we must have X, + , E M(S). 
LEMMA (19.13). Let k be an infinite perfect field of characteristic p # 0. 
Let m be a positive integer. Let (R, B, z) be a triode, where 
B=k[[X,, . . . . X,]]. Let 
f=zP+hER, 
where 
h=CH(i(l),...,i(nt))X’:l’...X~m)~B with H(i( l), . . . . i(m)) E k. 
Assume that ord, f=p and 
H( i( 1 ), . . . . i(m)) = 0 whenever i(j) is divisible by p for 1 <j < m. 
Then we have the following. 
(1) For every SE E2( R, f R) we have z E M(S). 
(2) Zf (R,fR) is resolved then h = 0. 
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Proof: Upon letting R* be the completion of R, we obviously have 
ord,. f =p; also obviously there exists a B-isomorphism w: R* + 
k[ [X,, . . . . Xn,+ ,]I with M’(Z) = X,,,, , . Given any SE @(R, f R), we can find 
a prime ideal P in R* such that R n P= R n M(S) and such that upon 
letting S* = RT, we have dim S* = 2; now obviously S* E Q2(R*, f R*) and 
hence by (19.12) we see that z E M(S*); therefore 2 E M(S); this proves (1). 
If (R,fR) were resolved then obviously (R*,fR*) would be resolved and 
hence by ( 19.12) we would have h = 0; this proves (2). 
LEMMA ( 19.14). In the situation of (19.13), ussume that R is 
pseudogeometric and let S E @(R, f R). Then z E insip( R, f R, S). 
Proof: If (S, fS) were resolved then, in view of (4.4), (R,fR) would be 
resolved and hence by part (2) of (19.13) we would get h = 0 and therefore 
obviously we would have z E insip(R, fR, S). So henceforth assume that 
(S,fS) is unresolved. By (10.1) we have z E M( R)\M( R)2. By part (1) of 
( 19.13) we see that z E M(S) and hence, upon letting Q = B n M(S), by 
( 10.4) we see that Q is a nonzero principal prime ideal in B and h E QP and 
R n M(S) = QR + zR. We can now take x E B with xB = Q and then upon 
letting 
h’ = h/xP 
we have 
h’ = 1 H’(i( l), . . . . i(m)) X’,“). . . X$“)E B with H’(i(l), . . . . i(m)) E/C. 
Since 
H(i( 1 ), . . . . i(m)) = 0 whenever i(j) is divisible by p for 1 <j 6 nz 
we see that 
H’( i( 1 ), . ..) i(m)) = 0 whenever i(j) is divisible by p for 1 <j < nz 
and hence in particular 
h’ E M(B). 
Let 
t = inmag[S](fS). 
Since (S,fS) is unresolved, by (19.2) we see that t is a positive integer. 
We claim that 
h E Qp*. (11) 
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This being obvious when t = 1, for a moment suppose that t # 1 and 
assume that the claim is true for all values of t smaller than the given one. 
Then, in view of (7.1), there exists a quadratic transform (S’, F) of (S, fS) 
such that dim S’ = 2 and ord,,F’ = p and inmag[S’](F) = t - 1. In view of 
(5.1) we see that (S’, F) is unresolved. Upon letting 
z’ = z/x 
we clearly have 
z ’ E S’ and F = (Z’P + h’)S’ 
and hence in particular we must have 
2’P + h’ E M( S’ ). 
Therefore upon letting 
R* = R[z’] and P* = M(R)R* + z’R* 
by ( 19.11) we see that P* is a maximal ideal in R* and upon letting 
R’= R;, 
we have that (R’, B, ?) is a triode and S’ E ‘B2( R’). Now obviously 
BnM(S’)=Q 
and upon letting 
we must have 
f'E R’, ord,, f’ = p, S’ E E2( R’,f’R’) 
and hence by the induction hypothesis we get 
1,’ E QP” ~ 1 ). 
Therefore h E Q . P This completes the proof of (11). 
In view of (19.8), by (11) we see that 
comag(S,fS, 2) b t 
and therefore we get 
z E insip( R,fR, S). 
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PROPOSITION (19.15). Let k be an infinite perfect field of characteristic 
p # 0. Let m be a positive integer. Let (R, B, z) be a triode, where B is the 
jormal power series ring k [ [X, , . . . . X,] 1. Let 
f=zP+hER, 
where 
h = C H(i( 1 1, . ..> i(m)) PI’). . . X2m) E B with H( i( 11, ..., i(m))Ek. 
Assume that R is pseudogeometric and ord, f =p. Then 
z + 2: H(i( 1) p, . . . . i(m) p)“” X;“) . . . Xzm’ E insip(R, f R) 
and hence in particular 
insip( R, f R) # 125. 
Proof: Follows from (19.14). 
Remark (19.16). Note that in (19.6) to (19.15) we have systematically 
generalized and put into proper perspective (4.6), (4.7), (5.8), (5.9), (5.10), 
(5.13), (5.14), (9.2), (10.6), (10.7), (10.8), (10.9), and (13.6). 
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